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MSU SERVICE PIN RECIPIENTS 
Several Morehead State University employees were honored recently for attaining milestones in their 
years of service with the University. Pins symbolic of the achievement were awarded by unit 
supervisors and MSU President Ronald G. Eaglin congratulated them. Among those recognized and 
their years of service were, front row from left, Ricky Joe Williams, 10; Kathryn Mincey, 15; Kathy 
Cox, 10, and Deborah Maloney, 10. Second row, from left, Wayne Stevens, 10; Richard Perry, 10; 
Dr. Eaglin, and Alban Wheeler, 25. Also recognized but not pictured were Joyce Hamm, 10 years; 
Jenny Duncan, 10; Myra Mayse, 15; Kathy Smalley, 20, and John Graham, 30. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RE_LEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Sixteen Morehead State University faculty members will share $37,822 
in institutional research and creative production grants. 
The awards, ranging from $542 to $4,631, were based on proposals submitted during the fall 
semester, according to Dr. Michael R. Moore, MSU executive vice president for academic affairs. 
David Bartlett, professor of art, was the recipient of a $2,866 MSU Creative Production 
Grant for a project entitled "Solarized Photogravure." 
Research grant recipients included: 
. ' 
Dr. Michael Adams, associ~te prof~ssor of physical scien~es; $4,631 for a study entitled 
"Synthesis ofNew Mixed Phosphat~ and Phosphldo-Containing CotrJplexes oflron with Ruthenium 
and Zirconium. 
Dr. James Bogert, assistant professor ofmanage~ent, $3,144. for,a study entitled 
, .: ~'- I '' ~ ' ,' 
"Corporation Blockholdings and Firm Performance: ·A Multivariate Analysis." 
Dr. Laurie Couch, assistant professor ofpsych(Jlogy; $3,929 for a study entitled "Coping 
~ ' ' " ' ' ' . 
with Betrayal. 
Dr. Andrew Curtis; assistant professor of ge'ogr~phy, ·government and history, $3,597 for a 
'. ' ' - '- - - ,, -- ' ' 
study entitled "The Spatial Investigation of Rabies inKentucky;l'.- : 
' . '' . ' ' 
. ' 
Dr. David Eisenho~r, assistant professor of biology, $2,430 f~~ a··study entitled 
"Geographic Variation and Systematics of Tennessee and Cumberland River Populations of the 
- ' ' . 
Rosyface Shiner, Notropsis rubellus.': . ·· 
Dr. William Grise, assistant professor, and Dr. Charles Patrick, associate professor of 
industrial education and technology, $3,520 for a-stuoy·entitled "Passive Solar Lighting Using Fiber 
' ~· ; . . ' :: , ~- -
Optics.'' 
nr. Suzanne Hartley, assistant professor of geography, government and history, $3,324 for 





MicheUe Kunz, assistant professor of human sciences, $857 for a study entitled "Shopping 
Survey: Tell us What and Why You Buy Online." 
Brenda Malinauskas, assistant professor of nutrition and dietetics, and Dr. Christi 
Bruening, assistant professor of psychology, $3,202 for a study entitled "Dietary Intake, Body 
Composition, and Perceived Body Image of Female Athletes and Non-Athletes." 
Dr. Hugh Potter, assistant professor of sociology, social work and corrections and director· 
oflnstitute for Correctional Research and Training, $1,082 for a study entitled "Factors Influencing 
the Use ofJuvenile Diversion ..... " 
Dr. Stuart Scharf, assistant professor of sociology, social work and corrections, $542 for a 
study entitled "Psychiatric. and Behavioral Impediments to Community-Based Living for Adults with 
Mental Retardation." 
Dr. Youmasu Siewe, assistant professor of health, physical education and recreation, $3,021 
for a study entitled "The Incidence and Prevalence of Alcohol and Tobacco Use on an Appalachian 
university Campus, an Epidemiologic Approach. 
Dr. Capp Yess, assistant professor of physics, $1,677 for a study entitled "Detection of . 
Redshift Distortions by Percolation Analysis.~' 
Since 1968-69, MSU has been actively suppo~irig faculty research efforts, soliciting 
proposals and awarding grants during the academic·y_ear and sullliDer. 
' 
"It is important that we recognize and stimulate professional growth in the academic 
community which, in turn, benefits our students as well as our faculty,:' Dr .. Moore said. 
The University's Research and Creative Production Committee is responsible for reviewing 
proposals and making recommendations to the executive vice president for academic affairs. Chair 
of the committee is Carole Morella,· dire~tor ofMSU' s ·Office of Research, Grants and Contracts. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University is one of six universities in the state working 
with a pilot program to train social workers online. 
The new program, the Public Child Welfare Worker Certification Program, is a collaborative 
effort of Eastern Kentucky University, Murray State, University of Kentucky, Spalding University, 
Northern Kentucky University and MSU. The program utilizes distance learning technology, a system 
that uses television and computer technology to produce interactive class sessions. 
"The distance learning concept is really what makes the program work," said Dr. Judith 
Stafford, MSU associate professor of social work. "Each professor in this program is an expert in a 
particular area and teaches one or more classes for all the universities involved," she said. "That way 
all the students benefit from each professor's expertise." · 
The classes are held online for approximately an hour during which time students can buzz .in 
to ask questions. The instructor at each site has a class plan and lecture notes should technology falter 
and the class not be able to receive the lecture from another site. "All of our instructors are trained to 
take over and continue class should there be a break in online service;: Dr. Stafford said. 
Another factor contributing to the success of the program is the close working relationship 
with the local Department of Social Services (DSS), according to Dr. Stafford. Each student will 
participate in an extensive internship with their local DSS office which enables them to be eligible to 
go to work after graduation without the six-month training period required by the state, she added. 
The three-semester program is a direct result of a request by Viola!Miller, secretary of the 
Cabinet for Families and Children, who encouraged a closer partnership between university social 
work programs and the Cabinet. The students, who receive tuition and stipends during the program, 
will commit to work for DSS for two years following graduation. 
Latonya Hesterberg, director for the Training Resource Center and an instructor for MSU's 
Department of Sociology, Social Work and· Criminology, is teaching a course in the program that helps 
these future social workers to recognize signs of child abuse and neglect. "The goal is to help students 
learn more about child maltreatment before they go to work for DSS," she said. "This is a very 
stressful field and we want to prepare these students as much. as possible." 
Hesterberg is concerned with the high burn-out rate of social workers, the number one reason 
for leaving the field. "I hope that students will come to me with any problem they encounter after 
entering the field," she said. "I will be their mentor and continue to be a resource for support 
services," she said: "I believe this will help make the program and our students more successful." 
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MSU COLLABORATES IN TEACHING EFFORT 
Morehead State University and ftve other universities in Kentucky are collaborating to offer a pilot 
program to train social workers using interactive distance learning technology. The Public Child 
Welfare Worker Certification Program utilizes the expertise of professors from the participating 
universities and runs for three semesters. LaTonya Hesterberg, standing in back, director of MSU's 
Training Resource Center, has been teaching a course to help future social workers to recognize the 
signs of child abuse or neglect. Participants on MSU's campus include, front row from left, Julie 
Sandlin, Booneville senior; Rhonda Thomas, Mt. Sterling senior; Tiffany Rice, Salyersville senior, 
and Lucille Fletcher, Morehead senior, formerly of Louisa. Back row from left, Lila R. Reynolds, 
Owingsville senior, and Julie Ann Gillespie, Tollesboro senior. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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HE'S A MAJOR NOW 
Capt. Scott Erdo, assistant professor of military science at Morehead State University, has been 
promoted to the rank of major in the U.S. Army. Pinning on the oak leaf cluster symbolic of 
his new rank is his wife Michelle Erdo, left, while his mother Elaine Erdo watches. Maj. Erdo 
is a native of Norwalk, Conn. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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MSU WINTER 97 GRADUATE 
Morehead State University conferred degrees on nearly 500 undergraduate and graduate students at 
its recent 1997 Winter Commencement. Receiving personal congratulations from MSU President 
Ronald G Eaglin was Julie Ann Underwood of Olive Hill. right. who received her Bachelor of 
Science degree. The University also awarded an honorary Doctor of Humanities degree to 
philanthropist Lucille Caudill Little for her many effons to create a better life for residents of Central 
and Eastern Kentucky. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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MSU WINTER 97 GRADUATE 
Morehead State University conferred degrees on nearly 500 undergraduate and graduate students at 
its recent 1997 Winter Commencement. Receiving personal congratulations from MSU President 
Ronald G. Eaglin was Jennifer Lea Williams of West Liberty, right, who received her Bachelor of 
University Studies degree. The University also awarded an honorary Doctor of Humanities degree 
to philantJu:opist Lucille Caudill Little for her many efforts to create a better life for residents of 
Central and Eastern Kentucky. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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MSU WINTER 97 GRADUATE 
Morehead State University conferred degrees on nearly 500 undergraduate and graduate students at 
its recent 1997 Winter Commencement. Receiving personal congratulations from MSU President 
Ronald G. Eaglin was Bryan Patrick Williams of Piqua, Ohio, right, who received his B.B.A. 
degree. The University also awarded an honorary Doctor of Humanities degree to philanthropist 
Lucille Caudill Little for her many effons to create a better life for residents of Central and Eastern 
Kentucky. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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MSU WINTER 97 GRADUATE 
Morehead State University conferred degrees on nearly 500 undergraduate and graduate students at 
its recent 1997 Winter Commencement. Receiving personal congratulations from MSU President 
Ronald G. Eaglin was Ginger Lynn Vanover of Jenkins, right, who received her B.B.A. degree. 
The University also awarded an honorary Doctor of Humanities degree to philanthropist Lucille 
Caudill Little for her many effons to create a better life for residents of Central and Eastern 
Kentucky. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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MSU WINTER 97 GRADUATE 
Morehead State University conferred degrees on nearly 500 undergraduate and graduate students at 
its recent I 997 Winter Commencement. Receiving personal congratulations from MSU President 
Ronald G. Eaglin was Kimberly Celeste Ramsey ofMt. Sterling. right. who received her B.B.A. 
degree. The University also awarded an honorary Doctor of Humanities degree to philanthropist 
Lucille Caudill Little for her many efforts to create a better life for residents of Central and Eastern 
Kentucky. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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MSU WINTER 97 GRADUATE 
Morehead State University conferred degrees on nearly 500 undergraduate and graduate students at 
its recent 1997 Winter Commencement. Receiving personal congratulations from MSU President 
Ronald G. Eaglin was Gary Michael Marcum of Winchester. right, who received his B.B.A. degree. 
The University also awarded an honorary Doctor of Humanities degree to philanthropist Lucille 
Caudill Little for her many efforts to create a better life for residents of Central and Eastern 
Kentucky. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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MSU WINTER 97 GRADUATE 
Morehead State University conferred degrees on nearly 500 undergraduate and graduate students at 
its recent 1997 Winter Commencement. Receiving personal congratulations from MSU President 
Ronald G. Eaglin was Dusty Ruth Liles of Olive HilL right. who received her B.B.A. degree. The 
University also awarded an honorary Doctor of Humanities degree to philanthropist Lucille Caudill 
Little for her many effons to create a better life for residents of Central and Eastern Kentucky. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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MSU WINTER 97 GRADUATE 
Morehead State University conferred degrees on nearly 500 undergraduate and graduate students at 
its recent 1997 Winter Commencement. Receiving personal congratulations from MSU President 
Ronald G. Eaglin was Jay Robert Hyden ofMcCarr, right. who received his B.B.A. degree. The 
University also awarded an honorary Doctor of Humanities degree to philanthropist Lucille Caudill 
Little for her many efforts to create a better life for residents of Central and Eastern Kentucky. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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FEBRUARY ffiGHLIGHTS AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
Feb. 1, Senior R~itru: Nat Dobas, percussion, Duncan R~itru Hill, 8 p.m.; free. Additionru 
information: (606) 783-2473. 
Feb. 3, Men's Basketbill: MSU vs. Murray State University, Academic-Athletic Center, 
7:30p.m.; charge. Additionru information: (606) 783-2087. 
Feb. 4, Women's Basketbill: MSU vs. Murray State University, Academic-Athletic Center, 
7:30p.m.; charge. Additionru information: (606) 783-2126. 
Feb. 5, Men's Basketbill: MSU vs. Tennessee State University, Academic-Athletic Center, 
7:30p.m.; charge. Additionru information: (606) 783-2087. 
Feb. 7, Men's Basketbill: MSU vs. Austin Peay State University, Academic-Athletic Center, 
1 p.m.; charge. Additionru information: (606) 783-2087. 
Feb. 7, Women's Basketbill: MSU vs. Austin Peay State University, Academic-Athletic 
Center, 3:15 p.m.; charge. Additionru information: (606) 783-2126. 
Feb. 9, Street Magic of Steve Trash, Adron Doran Uniyersity Center, 10:30 a.m.~1:30 p.m.; 
free. Additionru information: (606) 783-2071. 
Feb. 9, Women's Basketbill: MSU vs. Tennessee State University, Academic-Athletic Center, 
7:30p.m.; charge. Additionru information: (606) 783-2126. 
Feb. 10-ll, Central Kenmcky Blood Center "Battle for Life" blood drive, Button Drill Room, 
9:30 a.m.-5:30p.m. Additionru information: (606) 783-3880. 
Feb. 12-15, Band Clinic, campus, 4 p.m. Additionru information: (606) 783-2486. 
Feb. 13, Conference: "Appruachia in a Multiculmral World," Adron Doran University Center; 
free. Additionru information: (606) 783-2738. 
Feb. 16, Art Exhibit: "The Group Six," gillery, Claypool-Young Art Building; through 
March 13; 8 a.m.-4 p.m., weekdays; free. Additionru information: (606) 783-2766. 
Feb. 17, Braluns R~itru, Duncan R~itru Hill, 8 p.m.; free. Additionru information: (606) 
783-2473. 
Feb. 18, Graffiti Tribe, an a cappella group, grill, Adron Doran University Center, 8:30 p.m.; 




Feb. 19, Faculty Recital: Dr. Roma Prindle, soprano, Duncau Recital Hall, 8 p.m.; free. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2473. 
Feb. 20, Board of Regents meeting, Riggle Room, Adron Doran University Center; time 1BA. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2030. 
Feb. 21, Baseball: MSU vs. Butler, (DH), Allen Field, noon; free. Also, Feb. 22, noon. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2881. 
Feb. 21, Preview Day, Crager Room, Adron Doran University Center, 9:30a.m. Additional 
information: (606) 783-2000. 
Feb. 22, Junior Recital: Norvell Perkins, baritone, Duncau Recital Hall, 3 p.m.; free. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2473. 
Feb. 22, Sophomore Recital: Kellie Napier, soprano, Duncau Recital Hall, 5 p.m.; free. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2473. 
Feb. 22, Sophomore Recital: Julia Graepel, flute, and Kyle Dixon, trombone, Duncau Recital 
Hall, 8 p.m.; free. Additional information: (606) 783-2473. 
Feb. 23, Guest Recital: Louise McMurray, horn, Duncau Recital Hail, 8 p.m.; free. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2473. 
Feb. 24, Faculty Recital: Andrew Glendening, trombone~ Duncau Recital Hall, 8 p.m.; free. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2473. 
Feb. 24-28; March 1, Theatre: "The Night of the Iguana," Kibbey Theatre, 8 p.m.; except for 
March 1, 2 p.m.; reservations necessary; charge. Additional information: "(606) 783-2170. 
Feb. 25, Junior Recital: Michael Arthur and Jeremiah True, trombones, Duncau Recital Hall, 
8 p.m.; free. Additional information: (606) 783-2473. 
Feb. 25, Comedian Brad Lowery, grill, Adron Doran University Center, 8:30p.m.; free. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2071. 
Feb. 26, Faculty Recital: Jay Flippin, keyboards, Duncan Recital Hall, 8 p.m.; free. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2473. 
Due to early press deadlines, some listings may be subject to change. 
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MARCH IDGHLIGHTS AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
March 3, Recital: MSU Jazz Combos, Duncan Recital Hill, 8 p.m.; free. Adilltionru 
information: (606) 783-2473. 
March 4, Basebill: MSU vs. Campbellsville, Allen Field, 2 p.m.; free. Adilltionru 
information: (606) 783-2881. 
606-783-2030 
March 4, Senior Recital: J.D. Easter, trumpet, Duncan Recital Hill, 8 p.m.; free. Adilltionru 
information: (606) 783-2473. 
March 5, Recital: MSU Jazz Ensemble I, Duncan Recital Hill, 8 p.m.; free. Gordon Towell, 
director. Adilltionru information: (606) 783-2473. 
March 7, Softbill: MSU vs. Northem·Kenmcky, softbill field, 2 p.m.; free. Adilltionru 
information: (606) 783-5283. 
March 8, Senior Recital: Rodney Smits, saxophone, Duncan Recital Hill, 3 p.m.; free. 
Additionru information: (606) 783-2473. 
March 8, Junior Recital: Scott Bersaglia, percussion, Duncan Recital Hill, 5 p.m.; free. 
Adilltionru information: (606) 783-2473. 
March 8, Junior Recital: Jennifer Hughes, piano, Duncan Recital Hill, 8 p.m.; free. 
Adilltionru information: (606) 783-2473. 
March 9, Recital: MSU Trombone Choir, Duncan Recital Hill; 8 p.m.; free. Additionru 
information: (606) 783-2473. 
· March 10, MSU Faculty Chamber Recital, Duncan Recital Hill, 8 p.m.; free. Additionru 
information: (606) 783-2473. 
March 11, Graduate Recital, Duncan Recital Hill,. 8 p.m.; free .. Dan McMurray, conductor. 
Additionru information: (606) 783-2473. · 
March 12, Recital: MSU Jazz Ensemble IT, Duncan Recital Hill, 8 p.m.; free. Additionru 
information: (606) 783-2473. 
March 14, Basebill MSU vs. University of Tennessee-Martin, Allen Field, noon; free. Also 




March 16-20, Spring Vacation. No classes;.limited office hours. 
March 24, Baseball: MSU vs. Marshall University, Allen Field, 3 p.m.; free. Additional 
information: (606) 783-2881. 
March 24, Senior Recital: DuWayne Dale, trombone, Duncail Recital Hall, 8 p.m.; free. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2473. 
March 25, Softball: MSU vs. University of Kentucky, softball field, 2 p.m.; free. Additional 
information: (606) 783-5283. 
March 26, Miss MSU Scholarship Pageant, Button Auditorium, 7:30p.m.; charge: $5. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2071. 
March 27-28, Wilma E. Grote Symposium for the Advancement of Women, Adron Doran 
University Center; charge. Additional inforniation: (606) 783-2354. 
March 27, Women's Tennis:· MSU vs. Austin Peay State University, courts, 3 p.m.; free. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2449. 
March 28, Women's Tennis: MSU vs. Tennessee State University, courts, 9 a.m.; free. Also 
MSU vs. Murray State, 2:30p.m. Additional information: (606) 783-2449. 
March 28, Softball: MSU vs. West Virginia Tech, softball field, noon; free. Additional 
information: (606) 783-5283. 
March 29, Graduate Recital: Dan McMurray, trumpet; Duncan Recital Hall, 3 p.m.; free. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2473. 
March 29, Sophomore Recital: Tracee Blackstock, oboe, and Libby Mathis, clarinet, 5 p.m.; 
free. Additional information: (606) 783-2473. 
March 31, Softball: MSU vs. Marshall University, softball field, 2 p.m.; free. Additional 
information: (606) 783-5283. 
March 31, Baseball: MSU vs. University of Louisville, Allen Field, 3 p.m.; free. Additional 
information: (606) 783-2881. 
March 31, Faculty Recital: Jason Wmzbyt, bassoon, Duncan Recital Hall, 8 p.m.; free. 
Addition!Jl information: (606) 783-2473. 
Due to early press deadlines, some listings may be subject to change. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Dr. Lynne Taetzsch, assistant professor of English at Morehead State 
University, will give a literary reading of her poetry and prose at The Gallery for the Arts on 
Thursday, Jan. 22, in Mt. Sterling. The talk will begin at 7 p.m. at the gallery located at 44 E. Main 
Street. 
Dr. Taetzsch is the author of!O books and a variety of other publications. She most recently 
edited "Hot Flashes: Women Writers on the Change of Life" which was published by Faber & Faber 
in 1995. Her novel, "No Diving in the Clerical Pool," will be published later this year by 
Commonwealth Publications in Alberta, Canada. Her short story, "The Lucky Winner Will 
Receive," also is scheduled for publication in the "Carnegie Center Press Anthology" in 1998. 
Currently teaching writing courses at MSU, Dr. Taetzsch earned a Ph.D. degree in creative 
writing from Florida State University. She also holds the M.A. degree from San Diego State 
University and B.A. degree from Rutgers University. She studied painting and drawing at Cooper 
Union Art School in New York City, the University of Southern California and the University of 
California in Los Angles. 
An exhibit of paintings and drawings by Dr. Taetzsch also is on display at the gallery, now 
through Jan. 24. Gallery hours are) I a.m. to4 p.m.J\1onday through Saturday. 
. . . 
Additional information is available from Dr. Taetzsch at (606) 783 2136, or Cay Lane, 
executive director of The Gallery for the Arts at (606) 498-3666. 
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MSU STUDENT RECEIVES SCHOLARSHIP 
Morehead State University senior, Reba Bush of Webbville, has been awarded the Greater 
Lexington Paralegal Association (GLPA) scholarship for 1997. Selection for the award was based 
on grades, financial need and involvement in a paralegal organization. The recipient must have at 
least one semester of studies left to complete. Bush, who is president of the MSU chapter of Alpha 
Lambda Pi paralegal society accepted the award from Sommer A. Richardson, left, chair of GLPA 
Student Relations Committee at the annual holiday luncheon in Lexington. Stephen Herzog, MSU 
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Jan. 9, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Thirty-nine flags which represent the homelands ofMorehead State 
University's students have been installed on the MSU campus. 
The University's College of Business coordinated the installation of the flags, most of which 
will be located on the front of the Bert Combs Building in the courtyard area facing Lappin Hall. 
The project was funded by University alumnus Dennis Speigel, who is president of the 
Cincinnati-based International Theme Park Services, Inc. (ITPS) which he formed. ITPS operates 
theme parks in the five largest cities il!- China as well as other major cities throughout the world. 
Speigel, a 1969 graduate ofMSU with a major in business, has been involved in the theme 
park business for nearly 30 years working in the U.S. and overseas where he developed a broad, 
global knowledge of customs and cultures of other lands. 
"The flags will remain as a visible symbol of the global market place," said Dr. Michael 
Carrell, dean of the College of Business. 
The college had been considering ways to improve the exterior look of the building for some 
time and Mr. Speigel' s generosity is much appreciated, Dr. Carrell noted. "The flags represent those 
international countries which have sent the most students to MSU." 
Countries represented, in addition to the U.S.-, are: Australia, Bahamas, Botswana, Brazil, 
Canada, Peoples Republic of China, Colombia, Cyprus, Ecuador, Ethiopia, Germany, Ghana, Great 
Britain, Greece, Guyana, India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Japan, Kazakhstan, Kenya, Lithuania, Malawi, 
Malaysia, Mexico, Nigeria, Norway,Pakistan, Peru, Saudi, New South Africa, South Korea, 
Sweden, Thailand, Turkey, Zambia and Zimbabwe. 
"In the short time since the flag installation began, several people have stopped by to voice 
their approval," Dr. Carrell said. "We just hope that everyone enjoys what we are trying to do with 
the building." 
a db 
Additional information on the courtyard is available by calling (606) 783-2174. 
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INTERNATIONAL FLAGS FLYING AT MSU 
Morehead State University has installed 39 flags on the exterior of the Combs Building which houses 
the University's College of Business. The project was funded by MSU alumnus Dennis Speigel, 
president of the Cincinnati-based International Park Services, Inc. The flags represent countries that 
have sent students to MSU. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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Jan. 9. 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University faculty, staff and students will join members 
of the commwrity for a candlelight march and tribute to the late Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. on 
Tuesday, Jan. 20. 
the march will begin at 6:30 p.m. at the Eagle bust on the lawn ofMSU' s Camden-Carroll 
Library and end at the First Christian Church at 227 East Main Street in Morehead. 
The tribute, which will begin at 7 p.m. at the church, .will include special presentations by 
MSU student groups and community organizations. Among the speakers will be Susan Ray 
Johnson, coordinator for Robert H. Williams Cultural Center in Lexington. 
Johnson, a former adult education instructor with Fayette County Public Schools, is a 
member of the National Association of Black Social Workers, Board of Directors of Positive Links 
and Board of Directors of Community Ventures. She is a 1972 gradua~e ofMSU. 
The event is coordinated by MSY's Office of Minority Student Affairs and the Rowan 
County Ministerial Association. Additional information is available by calling (606) 783-2668. 
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Jan. 10, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead StateUniversity's co-ed varsity cheerleaders and the 
all-girl cheer squad are tops in the nation in their division. 
In the 1998 National College Cheerleading Championships held at MGM Studios in 
Orlando, Fla., last night, the co-ed squad claimed the title in Division I for the eighth consecutive 
year. This is the first national title for the all-girl squad which placed second in the competition 
last year. 
This is the ninth time MSU' s co-ed squad has won the national title. They were first 
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Jan. 12, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's chapter of Gamma Beta Phi honor society, 
has initiated 19 new members. 
Inducted were: 
Bradie Lynn Bowen, a Dry Ridge junior, is the daughter of Jackie and Janet Bowen. The 
radiologic technology major is a member of the Lady Eagles basketball team, Fellowship of Christian 
Athletes, Baptist Student Union and intramural sports. 
Thien-Kiat Chaw, a Malaysian senior, is a mathematics and computing major. He is a 
member of the Cosmopolitan Club and the Math Club. 
Chris Crotts, a Morehead junior, is the son of Lt. Col. and Mrs. Brian Crotts. He is a 
computer information systems major and a member of the MSU soccer team and the Association of 
Information Technology Professionals. 
Cara Michelle Goetz, a Villa HiUs junior, is the daughter of Michael and Patricia Goetz. A 
communications major with an emphasis in advertising and public relations, she is a member of the 
crciss country and track teams and the Intercollegiate Athletic Committee. 
Kami Howell, a South Shore freshman, is the daughter of Don and Gertie Howell. She is a 
member of the Student Activities Council and the Concert Band. 
Krista! Dawn Jenkins, a Salyersville sophomore, is the daughter of Alfretta Handshoe. She 
is a member of Psi Chi and the Leadership Development Program. 
Kristie Rae Jenkins, a Salyersville sophomore, is the dau&hter ofRandle and Debbie Jenkins. 
She is a business administration major and a member of the Leadership Development Program. 
Kimberly D. Martin, a Morehead sophomore, is the daughter ofDarrel and Rhonda Martin. 
A chemistry major, she is a member of the Academic Honors Program. 
Tammy Marie Masters, an Ezel sophomore, is the daughter of Marion and Ellaweaze 
Masters. An accounting major, she is a member of the Leadership Development Program. 
Nikki Morgan, a Florence junior, is the daughter of Virgil and Barbara Jacobs. She is a 
social science major. 
(MORE) 
Gamma Beta Phi Initiates 
2-2-2-2-2 
Gerald E. "Gary" Mullins, a Greenup junior, is the son of Gerald and Marcella Mullins. He 
is an electronic media major and works in the sports department at WMKY FM, the University's 
public radio station. 
Debra Petkus-Perry, a Morehead sophomore (formerly ofSanlt Ste. Marie, Mich.), is the 
daughter of Mitchell Petkus. A communications major with an emphasis in journalism, she is a 
member of the Eagle Society and Chi Alpha. She also is on staff at the Trail Blazer, the University's 
student newspaper. 
Kristen Rader, a Van Lear sophomore, is the daughter ofJoan Rader. An accounting major, 
she is a member of the Accounting Club. 
Sherry Lynn Sexton, an Owingsville freshman, is the daughter of Paul and Linda Sexton. A 
biology major, she is a member of the Baptist Student Union. 
Alicia Spratt, a West Alexandria, Ohio, junior, is the daughter of Greg and Ginger Spratt. 
She is a business and marketing major. 
Jay Stamm, an Owingsville sophomore, is the son ofJim and Brenna Stamm. He is a 
computer information systems major and active in intramural sports. 
Sandra Tinajero, a sophomore from Ecuador, is the daughter ofCiro and Rosario Tinajero. 
A communications major with an emphasis in advertising and public relations, she is a member of the . 
Cosmopolitan Club and the Spanish Club. She also is on staff of the Trail Blazer, a tutor for the 
Learning Lab and a participant in theater productions. 
Krista Leigh Utterback, a West Liberty sophomore, is the daughter of Cohen and Linda 
Utterback. She is a business major. 
Elizabeth Ellen Walker, a Kenova, W.Va., junior, is the daughter of Mary H. Walker. She is 
a psychology major and member ofPsi Chi and a resident adviser. 
Tq be eligible for membership into the interdisciplinary society, students must have a 
minimum of3.4 grade point average on a 4.0 scale and have completed 15 semester hours. 
The society's members serve in a number of service programs including academic tutoring, 
book drives and adopt-a-highway program. Locally, its members work with the Morehead chapter 
of Habitat for Humanity. 
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Jan. 12, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
· MOREHEAD, Ky.---Composer and euphonium soloist Dr. Neal Carwell of Clear Spring, 
Md., will perform his.Dwn compositions at Morehead State University on Monday, Jan. 26, at 8 p.m. 
in Duncan Recital Hall. 
He will be accompanied by Stacy Baker, MSU assistant professor of tuba and euphonium, for 
his duet "Ritual" for tuba, euphonium and tape which was premiered at the Versoil Millennio in Riva 
del Garda, Italy, in 1997. 
Dr. Corwell spent nine years with the U.S. Arriiy Band as a featured soloist and seven years 
as an adjunct faculty member at Frostburg University and Shepherd College. He is currently a 
.' . ,,., 
freelance composer and euphoniurit soloist/clinician. He holds a D.M.A. degree in euphonium 
performance and pedagogy. 
i 
He is a member of Symphonla,. a professionaUuba-etiphonium ensemble chosen from the 
nation's finest low brass performers; and tqe ·executive cotririlittee of TUBA, the international society 
of tuba and euphoniu!ll.performers. :Dt. Corw~n:has_ioured Jap~ ~d inost of the U.S. and was 
featured as both comp~ser and soioist ~i sever~! interriatiorial ~iisic conf~rences. 
Corwell composed and performed the music for his solo euphonium/trombone CD "Distant 
Images." In addition to live premieres and perform~pes.ofhis works worldwide, his compositions 
1 '' : • 
have been included on CD recordings released by Mark Records, Crystal Records, RJR Digital, 
TRYFAN and Nicolai Music. 
' ._, 
The recital is free and open to the· public: Additional information is available by calling Baker 
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Jan. 13, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Eleven students were recently initiated into Pi Sigma Alpha national 
political science honor society at Morehead State University. 
The new inductees are: 
Clyde G. Booker, a Vanceburg senior government and history major, is a member of the 
Pinnacle Honor Society and Eagle Society, both non-traditional student organizations, Phi Kappa Phi 
Honor Society and Societus Pro Legibus pre-law organization. He is the husband of Gametta 
Booker. 
Allyson Cox, a Frankfort senior English and government major, is the daughter of Riggs and 
Peggy Williams and Gary and Linda Cox. She is a member of Chi Omega social sorority, Young 
Democrats, Student Government Association, Societus Pro Legibus, Sigma Tau Delta English 
honorary and Capital City Optimists. 
Dana L. Crain, a Mt. Sterling senior government major, is the daughter of Wanda Mercer 
and the late William Clark Crain. She is a member of the History Club and ·a certified Adult Literary 
Tutor. A Dean's List student, she studied in Scotland. and England during the summer of 1996. 
Stacy Justice, a Clearfield senior government major, is the wife ofLawrence Justice and the 
daughter of Gary and Peggy Ward of Tomahawk. 
Shelley Blake Lemons, a Morehead senior government and history major, is the daughter of 
Greg and Beth Lemons of Jackson. She is a member of Chi Omega social sorority, Rho Lambda, 
Order of Omega, Societus Pro Legibus, Phi Theta Kappa and Phi Alpha Theta. 
(MORE) 
Pi Sigma Alpha 
2-2-2-2-2 
Susan L. Mills, a Morehead senior paralegal studies major, is the daughter of Alice Nesbitt 
and the late Don Nesbitt and mother of Sheila Mills. She is a member of American Legion Post 
#126. 
S. Beth Moore, a Morehead junior government and history major, is the daughter of Gene 
and Sue Moore of Alexandria. She is a member of Gamma Phi Beta social sorority. 
Ben Shields, an Owingsville junior government major, is the son ofMike and Marcia 
Shields. He is a member of the MSU Honors Program, golf team, and Sigma Alpha Epsilon social 
fraternity. 
Andy Sirginnis, a Kimper senior history major, is the son of Thomas Sirginnis and Suzanne 
Trujillo. He is a member of Delta Tau Delta social fraternity and Adopt-a-School Program .. He is 
also justice for the Student Government Association and risk management chair for his fraternity. 
James Edward Walden, a Rush senior government and pre-law major, is the husband of 
Melissa Walden. He is a member ofRho Epsilon. 
Elizabeth Whitt, a Morehead senior social sciences major, is the wife of Bryan Whitt and the 
daughter of Johnny and Delores Owens of Waldo. She is a member of Phi Alpha Theta. 
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HONOR SOCIETY INITIATE AT MSU 
Clyde G. Booker, a Morehead State University senior government and history major, was initiated 
into Pi Sigma Alpha political science honor society. A Vanceburg senior, he is a member of 
Pinnacle honor society and the Eagle Club, both non-traditional student organizations, Phi Kappa Phi 
honor society and Societus Pro Legibus. He is the husband of Gametta Booker. 
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HONOR SOCIETY INITIATE AT MSU 
Allyson Cox, a Morehead State University English and government major, has been initiated into Pi 
Sigma Alpha political science honor society. Cox, a Frankfort senior, is the daughter of Riggs and 
Peggy Williams and Gary and Linda Cox. She is member of Chi Omega social sorority, Young 
Democrats, Student Government Association, Societus Pro Legibus, Sigma Tau Delta English honor 
society and Capital City Optimists. 
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HONOR SOCIETY INDUCTEE AT MSU 
Dana Crain, a Morehead State University secondary education and social services major, has been 
initiated into the Pi sigma Alpha political science honor society. Crain, a Mt. Sterling senior, is the 
daughter of Wanda Mercer and the late William Clark Crain. She is member of the History Club 
and a certified Adult Literary Tutor. A Dean's List student, she has studied in Scotland and 
England. 
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HONOR SOCIETY INDUCTEE AT MSU 
Stacy Justice, a Morehead State University government major, has been initiated into the Pi Sigma 
Alpha political science honor society. A Clearfield senior, she is the daughter of Gary and Peggy 
Ward of Tomahawk and the wife of Lawrence Justice. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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HONOR SOCIETY INDUCTEE AT MSU 
Shelley Blake Lemons, a Morehead State University government and history major, has been 
initiated into the Pi Sigma Alpha political science honor society. A Morehead senior, she is the 
daughter of Greg and Beth Lemons of Jackson and a member of Chi Omega social sorority, Rho 
Lambda, Order of Omega, Societus Pro Legibus, Phi Theta Kappa and Phi Alpha Theta honor 
societies. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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HONOR SOCIETY INDUCTEE AT MSU 
Susan Mills, a Morehead State University government and history major, has been initiated into the 
Pi Sigma Alpha political science honor society. A Morehead senior, she is the daughter of Alice 
Nesbitt and the late Don Nesbitt and mother of Sheila Mills. She is a member of American Legion 
Post #126. 
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HONOR SOCIETY INDUCTEE AT MSU 
S. Beth Moore, a Morehead State University government and history major, has been initiated into 
the Pi Sigma Alpha political science honor society. A Morehead senior, she is the daughter of Gene 
and Sue Moore of Alexandria. She is a member of Gamma Phi Beta social sorority. 
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HONOR SOCIETY INDUCTEE AT MSU 
Ben Shields, a Morehead State University government major, has been initiated into the Pi Sigma 
Alpha political science honor society. An Owingsville junior, he is the son of Mike and Marcia 
Shields and a member of the MSU Honors Program, golf team, and Sigma Alpha Epsilon social 
fraternity. 
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HONOR SOCIETY INDUCTEE AT MSU 
Andy Sirginnis, a Morehead State University history major, has been initiated into the Pi Sigma 
Alpha political science honor society. A Kimper senior, he is the son of Thomas Sirginnis and 
Suzanne Trujillo and a member of Delta Tau Delta fraternity and Adopt-a-School Program. He is a 
justice with the Student Government Association and risk management chair for his fraternity. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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HONOR SOCIETY INDUCTEE AT MSU 
James Edward Walden, a Morehead State University government and pre-law major, has been 
initiated into the Pi Sigma Alpha political science honor society. The Rush senior is the husband of 
Melissa Walden and a member of Rho Epsilon real estate society. 
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HONOR SOCIETY INDUCTEE AT MSU 
Elizabeth Whitt, a Morehead State University social sciences major, has been initiated into the Pi 
Sigma Alpha political science honor society. A Morehead senior, she is the daughter ofJohnny and 
Delores Owens of Waldo and the wife ofBryan Whitt. She is a member of Phi Alpha Theta honor 
society. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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Jan. 14, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---To celebrate the diversity of its service region, Morehead State 
University will host a two-day workshop entitled "Appalachia in a Multicultural World" in 
mid-February. 
The conference, which begins on Friday, Feb. 13, at 9 a.m. in the Adron Doran 
University Center, will feature Appalachian art, music and poetry as well as faculty and student 
research projects. Also included will be contributions by individuals from the region . 
. 
The program is being held in conjunction with the University's yearlong celebration of its 
75th anniversary as a public institution of higher learning. The goal of the conference, suggested 
by two faculty members in the Department of English, Foreign Languages and Philosophy--Joyce 
LeMaster and Dr. John Secor, is to showcase the diverse academic and creative talent in the 
region. 
"We have many reasons to celebrate," said LeMaster, associate professor of English. 
"This conference provides us with an opportunity to salute our heritage while recognizing 
ongoing contributions to our culture." 
The conference also will display the enormous diversity of the region's people, according 
to Dr. Secor, associate professor of romance languages. "Too often Appalachians have been 
portrayed as a homogeneous group. From the earliest settlers in the region to the most recent 
newcomers, Appalachia has been distinguished by a wide variation in traditions and customs. 
-
This conference will allow us to focus not only on the. well-known aspects of Appalachian 
culture, but also on those that are not as widely known," he said. 
Kicking off the session on Friday will be presentations by MSU faculty members: Dr. 
Yvonne Baldwin, assistant professor of history; Dr. Ron Dobler, professor of English, and Dr. 
Suzanne Tallichet, assistant professor of sociology. Topics to be discussed are a historical look at 
women's activism, party politics in Eastern Kentucky, Appalachian folk tales and research on 
women coal miners. Also scheduled for the morning are creative projects by MSU students with 




The fmal session on Friday will be student roundtables, coordinated by the University's 
Black Student Coalition and Cosmopolitan Club. Concluding the day's program will be musical 
entertainment and literary readings. 
Saturday's morning session, scheduled to begin at 9:30a.m. will include presentations by 
Dr. John Hennen, MSU assistant professor of history; Garry Barker, director of the Kentucky 
Folk Art Center, and Jerry Gore, director of Minority Student Affairs and a member of the 
Underground Railroad Museum board. At ll a.m., Ann Lewis, Appalshop producer, will 
deliver the conference's keynote address. She will discuss the making of the film about 
Appalachian activist Evelyn Williams. 
"We are particularly excited with Ms. Lewis' participation in the conference," Dr. Secor 
said. "Appalshop' s work in chronicling the unique features of the region is an invaluable 
resource." 
The level of participation by students and faculty members is very encouraging, LeMaster 
noted. "We will have presenters from a variety of disciplines. I believe that shows MSU's dual 
commitment to scholarship and to Appalachia," she said. 
There is no admission charge for the conference, however, pre-registration is requested 
two weeks in advance. Additional information about the conference or to register is available by 
calling LeMaster at (606) 783o2738 or Dr. Secor at (606) 783-2746. 
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SUBJECT: Appalachia in a Multicultural World 
RELEASE DATE: Now thru Jan. 30, 1998 
TIME: 30 seconds 
ANNOUNCER: 
A TWO-DAY CONFERENCE, DESIGNED TO CELEBRATE TilE 
DIVERSITY OF TilE APPALACIITAN REGION, Will BE HELD 
AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITYON FEB. 13 AND 14. TilE 
CONFERENCE, "APPALACIDA IN A MULTICULTURAL 
WORLD," Will BEGIN AT 9 A.M. WlTII MSU FACULTY AND 
STUDENT RESEARCH PROJECTS, ART, MUSIC, AND POETRY 
AS WELL AS PRESENTERS FROM TilE REGION. TilE 
CONFERENCE IS BEING REID IN CONJUNCTION WlTII TilE 
UNIVERSITY'S YEAR-WNG CELEBRATION OF ITS 75TII 
ANNIVERSARY AS A PUBUC INSTITUTION OF IDGHER 
LEARNING. TIIERE IS NO ADMISSION CHARGE BUT 
' -
PRE-REGISTRATION IS REQUESTED BY JAN. 30. FOR 
ADDillONAL INFORMATION OR TO REGISTER, CALL (606) 
783-2738 OR 783-2746. 
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IDGHLIGHTS AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
(J~. 18- 24) 
Monday. J~. 19 
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Holiday; no classes or office hours:' 
7:30P.M. WOMEN'S BASKETBALL: MSU vs. Belmont, Academic-Athletic Center; 
charge. Adilitionru infonnation: (606) 783-2126. 
Tuesday. Jan:20 
6:30P.M. DR. MARTIN LUTIIER KING JR. CANDLEUGHT MARCH, front of 
Camden-Carroll Library. Adilitionru infonnation: (606) 783-2668. 
Thursday. J~. 22 
7:30P.M. MEN'S BASKETBALL: MSU vs.-Tennessee.Tech, Academic-Athletic 
' ' ' ' 
Center; charge. Adilitionru infonnation: ( 606) 783-2087. 
·~ 1 -
Sarurday. J~. 24 
5:30P.M. WOMEN'S BASKETBALL: ·MSU vs. Middle Tennessee, Academic-Athletic 
Center; charge. Adilitionru inforniation: (606) 783~:?126. 
7:45P.M. MEN'S BASKETBALL: MSU VS .. Middle Tennessee, Academic-Athletic 
Center; charge. Additionru infonnation:. (606) 783-2087. 
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Jan. 15, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Rock comic Mark Eddie will perform on Wednesday, Jan. 28, at 
8:30p.m. in the grill, Adron Doran University Center, on the Morehead State University campus. 
A 1998 NACA campus entertainment award nominee, Eddie is co-host of a late night 
television show in Pittsburgh, Penn. The musician has opened for a number of nationally-recognized 
entertainers such as Dennis Miller, Tim Allen, Melissa Etheridge and Jimmy Buffett. Tracks from his 
CD "Rock n Roll Comedy Cuts" may be heard on radio stations nationwide. 
An accomplished singer and guitarist, Eddie combines music with comedy to create a funny, 
fast-paced performance that has entertained audiences on campuses across the country. His show 
includes impressions of a variety of acts such as Hootie and the Blowfish, Bob Dylan, Red Hot 
Chili peppers, Scooby-Doo and Tigger. He also performs parodies of a number of performers 
including Oasis, Jimmy Buffet, Metallica, Joan Osborne and Pink Floyd. 
His campus show, sponsored by the Student Activities Council and Student Government 
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Jan. 15, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---WMKY 90.3 FM, listener supported public radio from the Morehead 
State University campus, began the new year by. starting the day one hour earlier. 
The station is now signing on at 5 a.m. This gives listeners an additional hour of news with 
National Public Radio (NPR) 's "Morning Edition," now heard from 5 a.m. to 9 a.m. Monday 
through Friday. 
Sunday's schedule now includes "Sound & Spirit," a new program with spiritual topics and 
music, at 5 a.m., with NPR's "Performance Today Weekend" following at 6 a.m. The afternoon 
broadcast includes "Artbeat" at 4 p.m. WMKY's own locally-produced news series, "Focus," 
follows at 4:30 p.m. 
Saturday broadcasts begin with "The Environment Show" at 5. a.m. and "51%" at 5:30a.m. 
"Calling All Pets" has moved to Saturday at 7 a.m. 
The January edition of"The U. S. 23 Talent Showcase" will feature Good Enough, the duo 
of John and Dan Modaff of Morehead. This WMKY exclusive, recorded at the Mountain Arts 
Center in Prestonsburg, may be heard on Saturday, Jan. 31, at 8 p. m., with a repeat broadcast on 
Sunday, Feb. I, at 4 p. m. 
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Jan. 15, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.----Morehead State University will be closed Monday, Jan. 19, in 
observance of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Day. 
Offices will reopen at 8 a.m. Tuesday. Jan. 20, and spring semester classes will begin that 
same day. 
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Jan. 15, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Water aerobics, Tai Chi and horsemanship classes will be offered 
during the spring semester by Morehead State University's Office of Community Development. 
Water aerobics classes, which begin Jan. 26, will run from 5 to 6 p. m. on Mondays, 
Wednesdays and Thursdays at McClure Pool, Academic-Athletic Center. The instructor is Shannon 
Schleuter. The cost is $60 for the semester. 
Classes in Tai Chi. which will begin Jan. 27, will run from 5:45 to 6:45p.m. on Tuesdays and 
Thursdays in the Mirror Room, Laughlin Health Building. The instructor is Dr. Daniel Fasko, MSU 
professor of education. The fee is $40 for a weekly class or $80 for two days a week for the 
semester. 
Horsemanship classes will begin on Thursday, Feb. 12, at the Derrickson Agricultural 
Complex. The two-hour class will be taught weekly by Susan Fuglestad, MSU equestrian coach. 
The fee is $60 for eight weeks. 
Additional information on these or other courses offered by the Office of Community 
Development is available by calling (606) 783 2077. 
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FOR !Mi\!EDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.----Morehead State University's College of Business has attained full 
accreditation by the Association of Collegiate Business Schools and Programs, (ACBSP) through 
June 2002. 
The ACBSP's action covers all business programs at the associate, baccalaureate and graduate 
levels offered by the college. Fewer than 30 percent of all universities and colleges nationwide have 
business programs with professional accreditation. 
"For the College of Business and its students, this is tremendous news as it is tangible evidence 
of the quality of the college's programs," said Dr. Michael R. i\loore, MSU executive vice president for 
academic affairs. "This achievement means that the college has met the criteria set forth as the 
standards of excellence by those in the business education field." 
"All the Association's recommendations made to us when we were conditionally accredited in 
the summer of 1995 have been implemented to bring us totally in compliance with :\CBSP's 
standards," said Dr. Michael Carrell, dean of the college. 
Among the areas needing additional attention were faculty teaching loads, establishment of a 
national advisory board, additional coursework at the graduate level, library resources for off-campus 
programs and implementation of ;m Outcomes .-\ssessment Program. 
"The faculty and staff of the college have done a tremendous job to ensure that MSU's 
business offerings for our students are of the htghest quality," Dr. Carrell noted. "This achievement is 
really a milestone in the college's history." 
iv!SU's College of Business has 1,200 students enrolled in its undergraduate programs and an 
additional200 students in the M.B.A. degree program. 
Under the A.A.B. degree program, students have options in accounting, computer information 
systems, economics, finance, management, marketing, office systems and real estate. 
Students in the B.B.A. degree program are offered options in accounting, computer 
information systems, comprehensive business, economics, finance, management, marketing, office 
systems and real estate. 
MSU's M.B.A. degree program is designed to prepare students for managerial roles as well as 
to enhance the management skills of those already employed to assist them in moving up the 
corporate ladder. In addition to a traditional M.B.A. program, MSU offer options in Bank 
Management which is offered only on the Internet, Human Resources Management and Health Care 
Administration. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.----Morehead State University's Department of Music will present guest 
artists Dr. Hunter Hensley, soloist, and Todd Spangler, pianist, in recital at 8 p.m. Thursday, Jan. 23, 
in Duncan Recital Hall. 
The pair will perform the 20 songs which comprise Schubert's "Die Schone Mullerin." The 
concert is free and open to the public. 
Dr. Hensley, a faculty member at Lincoln Memorial University, holds bachelor's and master's 
degrees from the University of Kentucky and earned the D.M.A. degree in vocal performance from 
the University of North Carolina-Greensboro. 
At Lincoln Memorial since 1993, he is choral director and chair of the Department of Fine 
Arts. His previous experience includes the Army Band at Fort Shafter in Hawaii and working as a 
full-time church musician as well as vocal/choral instructor at UK, Transylvania University and 
Georgetown College. 
Spangler, a lawyer and minister of music at the First Baptist Church in Middlesboro, began 
studying piano at age I I. A student of Jay Flippen, MSU associate professor of music, Spangler 
earned his Bachelor of Music degree in music performance and his Master of Music degree from 
MSU. For the past 15 years. he has worked as a studio musician, teacher, clinician, piano and organ 
accompanist, solo performer and concerto soloist. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University is seeking nominations for its 1998 
Founders Day Award for University Service. 
"We encourage our faculty/staff, students, alumni and other friends to nominate 
deserving candidates who have given superior service to Morehead State University through 
the years," said MSU President Ronald G. Eaglin. 
The award is to be presented during the annual observance on Friday, April 3, as the 
University culminates a yearlong celebration of its 75th year as a public institution of higher 
learning. Morehead Normal School, MSU's predecessor institution, opened its doors in 1887 
and the campus was converted to a state normal school in 1922. 
"On this special day, we will continue our efforts to recognize and honor many of those 
whose efforts have contributed to our growth," Dr. Eaglin said. 
Nominations for the 1998 award should be submitted in writing to Founders Day 
Chairperson, Morehead State University, Palmer Development House, Morehead, KY 
40351-1689. 
Current full-time employees of MSU are not eligible. Nominees must have 
demonstrated extensive service to the University as an employee and/or volunteer. 
Nominations must be postmarked by Friday, Feb. 20. 
The Founders Day Award for University Service was established by MSU's Board of 
Regents in 1978. Recipients have included W.E. Crutcher, 1978; Linus A. Fair, 1979; U.S. 
Rep. Carl D. Perkins, 1980; Dr. Warren C. Lappin, 1981; Dr. Ted L. Crosthwait, 1982; 
Monroe Wicker, 1983; Lloyd Cassity, 1984; Grace Crosthwaite, 1985; Boone Logan, 1986; 
Dr. Ronda! D. Hart, 1987; George T. Young, 1988; John E. Collis, 1989; Dr. Wilhelm 
· Exelbirt, 1990; Dr. R.H. Playforth, 1991; Dr. Mary Northcutt Powell, 1992; Sen. Woody 
May, 1993; Dr. J.E. Duncan, 1994; Harlen L. Harnm and Shennan R. Arnett, 1995; Dr. 
Adron Doran, 1996, and RobertS. Bishop and K. Martin Huffman, 1997. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University will challenge Eastern Kentucky 
University off the basketball court in the inaugural "Battle for Life" blood drive competition, 
Tuesday and Wednesday, Feb. 10-11, on the campus. The drive, which coincides with the 
second MSU-EKU basketball game of the season, is expected to become an annual event. 
Donations will be accepted from 9:30a.m. until 5:30p.m. either day of the drive which 
will be held in Button Drill Room. 
Those giving blood will receive a free Battle for Life T-shirt and be eligible_ to participate 
in the challenges between campus organizations. The residence halls will compete with the 
highest percentage of donors winning a pizza party and Greek chapters will receive service 
recognition points. Members of the community also are invited to join this campus effort. 
The names of individuals who make a donation will compete for door prizes. Among the 
businesses donating items are the MSU Bookstore, Cutter's Road House and Main Street Music. 
The university that recruits the highest percentage of donors will receive a traveling 
trophy to be awarded during the MSU-EKU basketball game which will be held in Richmond on 
Saturday, Feb. 14. 
The drive was conceived by Randall Combs, MSU Junior from Jackson who is president 
of the University's chapter of Young Democrats. It is sponsored by the Young Democrats, 
Student Government Association, the Residence Halls Association and Greek chapters. 
Additional information on the Battle for Life competition is available by calling Combs at 
(606) 783-3880; Pauline Young, MSU media relations director, at (606) 783-2411, or Glen 
White, donor resources consultant at the Central Kentucky Blood Center, at 800-775-2522. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Attention Morehead State University students: would you like a 
summer job where you could earn money and college credit? 
This opportunity may be available to you through the University's cooperative education 
program. 
The office, located in 322 Allie Young Hall, is now receiving listings for summer intern 
and co-op positions. TI1ese opportunities are awarded on a competitive basis by the employer. 
Currently, positions are available in various disciplines and locations including Florida, 
North Carolina and Washington, D.C. 
Anyone interested in applying for a summer position may stop by the cooperative 
education office between 8 a.m. and 4:30p.m., weekdays. Additional information is available 
by calling (606) 783-2233. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Many hands make light work is a saying that came true at Morehead 
State University's Camden-Carroll Library during the holiday break. Rearranging documents and 
services brought one major problem, how will so few people move so many books? The result 
provided an opportunity for MSU employees from different departments to work together. 
So, when Larry Besant, MSU director of libraries, called for volunteers to help move 
government documents from the fourth floor to the second floor of the library, the Lady Eagles 
basketball team came soaring to th~rescue. What the library had projected as a 10 day job was 
'. 
finished in four days. 
"We had not counted on the 'full court' help of the young ladies," said Besant, who also 
commended the women on.' their community spirit. .... Other me~bers of tile library staff were so 
- ' ' ', 
impressed with the off-court performance of the team that they decided to show their spirit by 
• t ,.... ' • ' 
attending the team's next game to c~ee,r for their "moving· mates." 
Women's basketball co~c4 La~~· Litter s~id ih~ ~as v~ry pleased to have the chance to 
help with the move. "We welconie .. anY opportunity on campus- tliat"inyolves helping other 
• ' ";· l ' ' • :~ . .: . ·, ' "" - ,, 
departments," she said.: "These p'rojects help: tel\ItLbuilding and give the 'players a chance to work 
. 'I ~",. - ··,- .·"---- 1:' 
together off court." 
,.,_ 
Carol Nutter, head of reference, was excited about the move because it would fmally 
connect her reference departh;~nt with othe'r referenct; material, that had been located on the 
. / ; . . . ' ,' _: ,,. . . ~ 
fourth floor of the library. Now patrons needing refen:nce materials, including government 
documents and other documents sw;:h as the Code of Federal Regulations and the Congressional 
' ' 
Record, can fmd them all on the' secbnd floo1,\ "Gett~g t,h~IIl .. aJl 6n the same floor will increase 
usage," Nutter said. 
Another CCL staff member, Julia Lewis, was grateful for the help of the Lady Eagles. 
"The move was much faster because of the team," she said. "After they moved books they 




According to Lewis, director of CCL's new Learning Technology Lab, this new 
arrangement deleted the graphic arts section on the fourth floor to make way for the new · 
computer-based technology. She and her staff will now assist faculty and students with numerous 
projects such as newsletters and web pages. 
"More and more students come in with an assignment to create web pages and now we are 
able to help them," Lewis said. The small Learning Technology Lab provides help for students 
needing multimedia services for class work. "Our goal is to teach students new technology and 
integrate it into course work," Lewis explained. "Students now make up 75 percent of the users 
of the lab." 
The lab hours are 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Monday-Wednesday, and 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Thursday 
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Phot Pauline Young, Media Relations Director Judith Yancy, Director oflnstitutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
KEEP ON 'TRUCKING' 
In Morehead State University's Camden-Carroll Library, government documents were moved from 
the fourth floor to the second floor during the holiday break. The move, designed to make the 
library's government documents more accessible, was completed with the help of members of the 
Lady Eagles basketball team. Among those helpful players were Hilary Swisher, a Whitesburg 
senior, left, who pushed a loaded book truck, while Kim Brown, a Franklin, Tenn., freshman, 
followed close behind. The library staff praised the women for their help in making a tough job a 
little easier. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 
HIGHLIGHTS AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
(Jan.25 - 31) 
Monday. Jan. 26 
606-783-2030 
7:30P.M. WOMEN'S BASKETBALL: MSU vs. Tennessee Tech, Academic-Athletic 
Center; charge. Additionru information: (606) 783-2126. 
8 P.M. VISITING COMPOSER: Neru Corwell, Duncan Recital Hill; free. Additionru 
information: (606) 783-2473. 
Tuesday.~ Jan. 27 
8 P.M. SENIOR RECITAL: Matt Brown, euphonium, Duncan Recital Hill; free. 
Additionru information: (606) 78?-2473. · · 
Wednesday, Jan: 28 
10 A.M. RED CROSS-BLOODMOBILE; Button Diill Room; ruso Jan. 29. 
8:30P.M. COMEDIAN MARK-EDDIE;.grill;'Adron Doran University Center; free. 
Additionru information: (606) 783c2071. ·: · 
1-22-98py 
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Jan,22, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD---There hasn't been a great leader since King and one of the younger 
generation will have to assume that role was the challenge issued by Susan Johnson, consultant for 
the Robert H. Williams Cultural Center in Lexington, during the "Unity in the Community" 
celebration in Morehead on Jan. 20. 
The celebration, held in remembrance of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.'s birthday, was attended 
by more than 13 0 individuals that included Morehead State University faculty, staff and students as 
well as members of the community. 
In her keynote address, Johnson, an MSU alumnus and former Fayette County Public School 
instructor, spoke about a march in Ftankfort where she met the late civi[rights leader. Noting that 
' 
emphasis had been placed on King's famous "I Have a :bream" and "I Ha~e Been to the 
Mountaintop" speeches, she chose to discuss his life and his focus on racial integration and the rights . . . 
of all people. 
She encouraged the crowd to keep King's dream alive in today's society. "We must continue 
to prosper in order to make strides or. we'll be back where we were,before {civil rights)," Johnson 
' . . . ' . 
said. 
Self-love is an important factor in the survival of African-Americans:ihthis country, 
according to Johnson. "Ther~ must be l?ve shown for your own people by being courteous and 
kind. It's also necessary to teach th~ ;arne lov~ to ,(ihlldren," ;he said. 
In his talk, the Rev. C. B. Akins, pastor ofFirst Baptist Church ofBracktown in Lexington, 
• ,! 
issued a cry for freedom and promise for a better.life. ·. "An!erica has)launted its money while the 
• " ! •.,. 
poor continue to get poorer. There is still a clear line of demarcation between the haves and have 
nots in this country. 
"We need whites to ·be our brothers and sisters, not our parents," Akins said, "but I believe 




He stated there's a need for whites and African-Americans to have a real relationship, one 
that is fraternal not paternal. Akins said in order to achieve this, people must start seeing each other 
as equals and stop believing individuals are substandard because of the color of their skin. 
"When the beauty within is the first thing you see and the color of the skin is the last thing 
you see," Akins said, "then and only then will we be free." 
The "Unity in the Community" celebration also featured musical performances and remarks 
from MSU faculty and students as well as from members of the community. 
"The purpose of the 'Unity in the Community' celebration is to pay homage and tribute to Dr. 
Martin Luther King Jr., the man, the struggle and his dream," said Cecil Brookins, Louisville senior. 
"It's also a celebration to instill his dream in our hearts and continue the legacy." 
; - .• . 
During the 'Can I Get a Witqess' portion of.the program~ individuals paid homage to what Dr. 
·· ... 
King meant to them. This part of the program included poems, praises and remarks ofthose who 
have been inspired by Dr. J<.illg. . .. 
The event, sponso;ed by MSiU's dmce of Minority Student Affai;s and the Rowan County 
. - . . 
Ministerial Association, also included a candlelight marcll which began on ·~ampus and proceeded 
• 1 • ' ' - ' ,·: • • • 
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KING MARCH AT MSU 
Morehead State University faculty, staff and students joined members of the community for the 
annual Martin Luther King Jr. candlelight march and "Unity in the Community Celebration." 
Carrying the banner were, from left, Demetrius Wheeler, Morehead senior; Cory Morehead, 
Eminence sophomore, and Lafe Taylor, Lexington freshman. The march ended at the First 
Christian Church where the more than 130 individuals in attendance enjoyed a program of 
musical performances, poems and the King litany. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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UNITY CELEBRATION HONORS KING MEMORY 
Three Morehead State University students presented a musical performance during the annual 
"Unity in the Community Celebration" in honor of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., birthday. The 
performers included Darrin Conarroe, Clearfield senior; Demond Smith, Louisville junior, and 
Nick Diedrichsen, Stratford, Conn., freshman. The unity celebration began on the MSU 
campus where the candlelight march originated. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's Office of Community Development will 
hold registration for swim classes on Saturday, Jan. 24, from 9 a.m. until 1 p.m. 
Students also may register at the first class meeting. All swim classes will be held at the 
McClure Pool in the Academic Athletic Center. 
The cost is $45 per person for either of two sessions which will run for six consecutive 
Saturdays. The first session will begin on Saturday, Jan. 31, with the second session scheduled to 
start March 28. Participants will meet for classes based on their particular age groups. 
Additional information is available by calling (606) 783-2077. 
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DR. GRIFFIN ADDRESSES DIVERSITY AT MSU 
Morehead State University faculty and staff members began the spring semester with a campus-
wide convocation. Dr. Betty Griffm, chairperson of the Division of Education and Human 
Services at Kentucky State University and a noted consultant on campus diversity, was the 
keynote speaker. Before addressing the group, Dr. Griffm talked with Rebecca McGinnis, left, 
MSU conference services director. 
(M:SU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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DR. GRIFFIN ADDRESSES DIVERSITY AT MSU 
Morehead State University faculty and staff members began the spring semester with a campus-
wide convocation. Dr. Betty Griffm, chairperson of the Division of Education and Human 
Services at Kentucky State University and a noted consultant on campus diversity, was the 
keynote speaker. Before addressing the group, Dr. Griffm, left, talked with Master Sgt. 
Reginald Daniel, chief instructor in the Department of Military Science, and Bessie L. Boyd, 
payroll specialist. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 
MOREHEAD, Ky.----A public reception will be held on Thursday, Jan. 29, 
to honor Dr. Donald F. Flatt and members of the MSU History Advisory Board 
and to celebrate the publication of "A Light to the Mountains: Morehead State 
University, 1887-1997." 
I ./ 
! ·~'·-.. ' 
The reception will run from 3 to 7 p·~in. in the.Heritage Room of the Adron ·-· ~ 
Doran University Cent~r 
' l ..... 
';• 
' 
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Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University will again offer Volunteer Income Tax 
Assistance (VITA), a free tax preparation service for students and individuals with an annual income 
of$30,000 or less. 
The program will be held in 307 Combs Building, on Thursdays from 3 to 5 p.m., beginning 
Feb. 5 and ending April 9. A special deadline session,will be held on Tuesday, April 14. 
Sharon Walters, MSU assistant professor of acc9unting and accounting economics, is 
coordinator of the service. She imd 14 students will prepare the basic tax forms, which are 1040, 
1040A and 1040EZ. 
Anyone interested in the VITA service shmild.brin'g: this year's tax package, W-2 forms 
. I , 
; '. 
from all employers for 1997; 1098's, ·1099's, a copy ofhtst Year's tax return and other relevant 
information about income and experiies. 
" . . 
Additional information is available. from Walters at (606) 783-2725, 
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Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
C AN C E L LA T I ON 
Jan. 23, 1998 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---The U.S. Air Force "Band of Flight" has cancelled its performance 
on the Morehead State University campus. 
The group was originally scheduled to perform on Thursday, Jan. 29. 
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Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University. UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two students from Adams (OH) County were named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be emolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least a 
3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 1· 
......... , ...... _,_. ~ 
I 
JASON L. LITTLE, MANCHESTER; 
CREGORY AL~ S'fQRER, BL1J¥;CREEK. 
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N e w s ____________ P,_a,u,Iin:::" .::e:....Y=ou::::n,.g,,_,M=edi="ac..:R:::e::::l:::ati:::" O::::n,s'-'D=irec=t,o:o_r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---One student from Allen (OH) County was named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least a 
3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: .., . 
. 
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N e w s __________ ____:P:..:a=u=lin=e--=Y:...:oo.::u;::nc.g,'-'M=edi="a'-'R'-"e=la=ti="oo.:;n:.:;s..=D:..:u=ec=to=r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two students from Anderson County were named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least a 
3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
JENNIFER C. DRAKE, LAWRENCEBURG. · 
MANDY NICHOL HOWARD, LAWRENCEBURG. 
####. 
N e w s _________ ___;P::..:a=u=lin=e=--Y=ou::=n:J:!gL, M=edi="::oa..::;R;:.:;e=::la=ti.::..:on=s-=D:;.:ir::..:ec:.::.t=or 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Twenty-seven students from Bath County were named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
606-783-2030 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least a 
3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
LISA A. BALMER, SALT LICK. 
BRANDY D. BROMAGEN, OWINGSVILLE. 
RON ERIC CISCO, SALT LICK. 
RHONDA RENEE CLARK, OWINGSVILLE. • ·. 
KENNETH BRYAN COX, SALT LICK. 
KRIST! MICHELLE CROUCH, OWINGSVILLE. 
SHERR! M;ICHELLE GORRELL, OWINGSVILLE. 
TONY A SUE HAMILTON, MT. STERLING. 
TAMMY L. JOHNSON, SALT LICK, 
JENNIFER MCCANN JOSEPH, OWINGSVILLE: . 
LORA JEANNINE MccAiiTY;·oWrNGSVILLE. 
JEANALEEANNMCFARLAND, SAL~UCK. ' 
DENNIS SEAN MOODY; OWINGSVILLE. 
CARLA MICHELLE NAPIER,·OWil')GSVILLE .• 
GARY J. ONEY, SAI,T LIC::K. . _. 
STACEY L. PERGREM, OWINGSVILLE. 
LESLIE R. PERRY, SALT LICK. 
NEAL W. PURVIS, SALT LICK. 
DUST! M. ~FFITT, OWJN:GSV]LLE. 
MICHAELB.·SHIELDS, OWINGSVILLE.'·. ,· 
DAWN MARIE SNEDEGAR, OWINGSVILLE.· 
NANCY R. SNYDER, OWINGSVILLE. , 
PEGGY JEAN SPENCER, OWINGSVILlE. 
TRICIA LYNN STAr!s; SIIARPSBURG.; · 
MILlS SA J. STEPHENS, OWINGSVILLE. 
ANGELA FAITH THACKER, OWINGSVILLE. 
ADDIE COLIN THACKER, OWINGSVILLE. 
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N e w s __________ __;Po_:a:o::u:.::lin:::::..e -=Y..:::o.=un,.g,_,-=M~ed=ia::...::.:R::::ela=ti:::' o,n_,s-"D==-'irec=""to:o_r 
Judith Yancy, Director oflnstitutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Nine students from Boone County were named to the Morehead State 
University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least a 
3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
RAE ANN CHEESMAN, WALTON. 
ALICE J. GARRIGUES, FLORENCE: 
HOLLY MARIE MERRELL, FLORENCE. 
FRANCES NICOLE MORGAN, FLORENCE. 
KELLIE CHERIE NAPIER, BURLINGTON. 
CASEY R. RYAN, WALTON 
KEVTNL.RYAN,VERONA. . . 
SHANNON JOANNE SCHLUETER, FLORENCE ... 




N e w s __________ ____cP::..:a==u=-=lin=e-=Y::..:o:;_:u:;:;n;cg,__, M=edi="a::..:R==e=I=at=io==n==s_;D::..:ir=.ec=to=r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Four students from Bourbon County were named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least a 
3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
ANGELA R. CAMPBELL, MILLERSBURG. 
JODIE L. DOUGHMAN, PARIS. 
JULIE ANN HOLZHAUSE, PARIS. 
SARAH JOYCE JOHNSON, PARIS. 
#### 
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N e w s _________ ____;P~a~u;!!lin,e::....Y=.o:::!u::!:n:l:tg,__, M=edi,·,_a_,R"'el"'a"tio""n~s..:!:D::!ir!!ec::Ct=or 
Judith Yancy, Director oflnstitutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan.23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Fifty-five students from Boyd County were named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least a 
3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
KATHY JO BIGGS, ASHLAND. . .. 
JAMIE K. BILLUPS~ CATLETTSBuRG. 
MEGAN LEAH BRICKEY, ASHLAND. 
KEVIN JAMES BUSICK: ASHLAND: --
WILLIAM GRANT CANNOY, ASHLAND. 
REGINA S. CHAFFIN, ASHLANi:>. 
AMY ELIZABETH CHATFIELD, CATLETTSBURG. 
STACEY ELIZABETH CLAYTON, ASHLAND.· 
AMY RENE CLINGER, ASHLAND. , . ..· 
KIMBERLY S. CQBURI'f,· ASHLAND .. : .... 
REBECCA SUE COLE, CATLETTSBuRG.· : 
CHRISTOPHER W. CRAFT, ASHLAND .... 
CAROLE ROBIN CRUM, RUSH..-
JOHN MicHAEL cURTiss, A.s&AND. -•. 
BRIAN KEITH DIXON, WESTWOOD."; ; ' I' 
SUZETTE YVONNE~ DUDLEY, Asffi;mn. ->-: '. 
ALICIA DAWN ELDRIDGE, CATLETTSBURG .. 
KATIE ALLISON EVANS, ASHLAND. 
MELISSA L. FOSTER, RUSH. · , 1 
WILLIAM J. FRALEY; ASHLAND.) :' : . .. ; 
MICHAEL GENE FRAZIER, RUSH.· '· 
ANGELA KAY GILL, CATLETTSBURG. 
AMY LEIGH G~L~ ASHLANI).,, 
1 
., ,, , 
KELLEY LEIGH GILLl.J.M,_AS}ILANDt ·. ' .. 1 • ;_: 
CHAD W. GIVEN, CATLETTSBURG:' . 
CRYSTAL D. GREEN, RUSH. 
VANESSA LYNN GRIZZLE, ASHLAND. 
KELLIE ANNE GUSSLER, ASHLAND. 
MELANIE SUZANNE HARTLEY, ASHLAND. 
HONETTE RICHELE HAYNES, ASHLAND. 
(MORE) 
Boyd County Dean's List 
2-2-2-2-2 
JOHN R. HOCEVAR, ASHLAND. 
CHRISTINA C. HUFF, ASHLAND. 
CHERYL ANN JACKSON, ASHLAND. 
MICHAEL ALLEN JAMES, ASHLAND. 
JEMELLE L YN JONES, CATLETTSBURG. 
DAVID NOWELL MADDEN, ASHLAND. 
JASON H. MCCLOUD, RUSH. 
KIMBERLY KEYES MCDAVID, ASHLAND. 
STEPHANIE HAMMONDS MULLINS, RACELAND. 
KIMBERLY SUE OLIVER, ASHLAND. 
BRIAN ALAN QUINLIN, ASHLAND. 
MELISSA A. SALYERS, ASHLAND. 
JOYCE E. SAUNDERS, ASHLAND. 
HARRY LEE SCHAEFFER, ASHLAND. 
REBECCA L YN SCHUTT, ASHLAND. 
BENJAMIN WILSON SHAW, ASHLAND. 
MARK SCOTT SMITH, CATLETTSBURG. 
RANDI JO STURGILL, ASHLAND. 
CHADWICK BRYAN TACKETT, ASHLAND. 
HOLLIE MICHELLE THOMAS, RUSH. 
LISAJ. THOMPSON, ASHLAND. 
TERESA L. WALLER, ASHLAND. 
STACYM. WAUGH, ASHLAND. 
BRUCE MICHAEL WEINFURTNER, AHSLAND. 
ANDREA JO WOLFENBARGER, ASHLAND. 
#### 
N e w s -------------'p~· a~u:!!lin:!!' ,e:_Y:o_o::.ou,n,.g:U!...!M=edia,'"'-'R"'e"'l""ati::o' o,n,s:_D=irec=t,o~r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Three students from Boyle County was named to the Morehead State 
University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester: 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least a 
3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: l' 
'"{ .. 
BRANDON DALE kFORD, PERRYVILLE.-
JAMIE B. DOOM,'-DANVILLE. : ; ' ,--. 
ANTHONY JOSEPH FLORO, D~LE. -·. 
' #### .. 
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N e w s __________ _,P,_,aO!:u::olinooe:::....:;Y.:::OU::::n,.g,_,_,_.::Meo:edi='a::.cR=el=at::::iO;::.n,s_,D::_:irec=t""o:;.r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Eight students from Bracken County were named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least a 
3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
REGINA KAY BEACH, BROOKSVILLE .. 
TONY RAY BEACH, BROOKSVILLE. 
MELLIS SA MARIE BROWN, FOSTER. 
TERRY STEVEN BURTON, BROOKSVILLE: 
SHERRY LOU FIELDS, BROOKSVILLE. 
ALLISON RAE MCKINNEY, BROOKSVILLE. 
JOHN JASON MC~Y, BROOKSVILLE. 
CARMEN J. MOORHEAD, BROOKSVILLE. 
' - ·.- ' ' 
' ,•' 




N e w s ------------'P,_,a,uco::lino::e::_Yc:o_oo:;uo::n:<:>.gL, M=edi:::"=-a~R=el,a=tio"'n""'s..:::D::.oirec=t=or 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Twenty-eight students from Breathitt County were named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least a 
3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
MARISSA RUTH BAILEY, GUAGE. 
JESSICAK. BOWLING, JACKSON. 
ANGELALEEBRYANT, VANCLEVE. 
PAULAJO CLEMONS, JACKSON. 
KRYSTALL. COMBS, JACKSON. 
LOIS JENINE EPPERSON, JACKSON. 
PAULA GAIL GROSS, JACKSON. 
MARY J. HALE, JACKSON. 
RUSCHELLE ANN HAMILTON, HADDIX. 
LAUREN AMBERHAYES,.JACKSON: .. 
DOUG HOLBROOK, JACKSON. 
CHRISTA D. HOLLON, -JACKSON. . ·· 
ROBERT VERNON HOUNSHELL: JACKSON.·· 
ERIC R. HUDSON, LOST CREEK. 
OMER HASKEL HUDSON, JACKSON. 
TONYAMICHELLEJOHNSON, TALBERT. 
DAVID L. JONES, JACKSON. . . 
DEANNA R. LEE;' ROUSSEAU. · ' 
DONNA J. MOORE, JACKSON. 
T AMI RENEE NEACE, JACKSON., 
ELIZABETH K. NOBLE, JACKSON.:· 
WILLIAM GARY SALYERS, JACKSON. 
LOIS F. SEBASTIAN, JACKSON. 
ELLOWEESE SHOUSE, JACKSON. 
CHRISTY L. SPICER, JACKSON. 
REBECCA LOUISE TAULBEE, JACKSON . 
. OLIVIA JEAN TERRY, JACKSON. 
SUSAN M. WATTS, JACKSON. 
#### 
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Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Eight students from Brown (OH) County were named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least a 
3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
--~· .. 
CHRISTINA ANN ABERNATHY, SARDINIA. 
CORY JOSEPH CAHALL, GEORGETOWN. 
DAWN ANN FENDER, GEORGETOWN. 
BRIAN MICHAEL HINES, RIPLEY. , 
JONATHAN SHANE LINKOUS, GEORGETOWN. 
CARRIE A. MERANDA, GEORGETOWN. 
JESSICA KAY NEAL; SARDINIA. 
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Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two students from Bullitt County were named to the Morehead State 
University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least a 
3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
ORLANDO D. ALLEN, BROOKS. 
LEE RENEE REMINGTON, MT. WASHINGTON. 
#### 
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Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Three students from Butler (OH) County were named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least a 
3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
KEVIN RAY COOMER, HAMILTON. 
JENNIFER ANN TACOSIK, WEST CHESTER. 
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Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Four students from Campbell County were named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 1996 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least a 
3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
DAVID CHARLES APPEL, WILDER .. 
LAUREN FAYE GRIFFITH, ALEXANDRIA. 
RACHELL L YNNMESSMER, FT. THOMAS. 
SUSAN BETH MOORE, ALEXANDRIA 
#### 
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Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (506-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two students from Carron County were named to the Morehead State 
University Dean's List for the 1997 Fan Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enroned on a full-time basis and achieve at least·a 
3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
KYLE JOSEPH MARLETTE, CARROLLTON: 
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Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---One student from Carroll (OH) County was named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least a 
3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
BRIAN MATTHEW LEWIS, MAL VERNe~. 
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Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Fifty-six students from Carter County were named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least a 
3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes 
CHARLES WAYNE ADKINS, OLIVE HILL. 
ERICA DAWN BAKER, OLIVE HILL. 
KEVIN L. BECK, GRAYSON. 
JESSICA LYNN BINION, OLIVE HILL. 
JOHN FRANKLIN BISHOP, OLIVE HILL. 
CHRIS D. BLEDSOE, OLIVE-HILL.. 
WILLIE G. BOGGS, GRAHN. 
JOY DENISE BROWN, OLIVE HILL. .··. 
WENDY DAWN BURCHETT, OLIVEHILL. 
' . .. ' -
JOE MICHAEL CARHART, OLIVE HILL. 
JENNIFER B. CARTER, OLIVE HILL. 
BRIANA E. CAUDILL, GRAYSON. 
SUSAN L. COBURN, GRAYSON. 
APRIL DAWN COLLEY, OLIVE HILL. 
CLIFFORD CHRISTOPHER CONLEY, GRAYSON. 
MARY A. DAY, SOLDIER.. 
LESLEY R. FRYER, RUSH. . 
CHRISTOPHER V. FULTZ, MOREHEAD. 
JAMES R. GARDNER, OLIVE HILL. 
TERRY JOE GEE, OLIVE HILL. 
ANGELAL. GILLUM, GRAYSON. · 
JONF. GLASS, GRAYSON. -
SHANNON L. HARR, OLIVE HILL. 
JANICE JOANN JAMES, OLIVE HILL. 
SANDRA RIVERS JARRELL, OLIVE HILL. 
MARK AARON JARVIS, OLIVE HILL. 
LISA MARIE JOHNSTON, HITCHINS. 
REBECCA LYNN JORDAN, GRAYSON. 
(MORE) 
Carter County Dean's List 
2-2-2-2-2 
MYRA LOUISE KIGER, GRAYSON. 
BENJAMIN J. KISER, OLIVE IDLL. 
ALISA DIANN LAMBERT, GRAYSON. 
ADA RUTH LEWIS, OLIVE IDLL. 
STEPHANY L. LYONS, GRAYSON. 
PAMELA REYNOLDS MADDIX, MOREHEAD. 
MICHELLE MIDDLETON, SOLDIER. 
MELINDA J. MORRIS, GRAYSON. 
MARK ALLEN MOSIER, OLIVE IDLL. 
JASON C. NEWLAND, GRAYSON. 
JASON COSMO REYNOLDS, OLIVE IDLL. 
SHANE JARVIS SALLEE, OLIVE IDLL. 
SHANNON D. SEXTON, GRAYSON. 
SHANNON LEIGH SMITH-STEPHENS, OLIVE IDLL. 
AMY R. SNIPES, OLIVE IDLL. 
BILLY JACK SPENCER, SOLDIER. 
EDGAR DARRELL STACKPOLE, OLIVE IDLL. 
CHRISTYL. STEPHENS, GRAYSON. 
KRIST A JO STONE, OLIVE IDLL. 
RHONDA SUE THOMPSON, MOREHEAD. 
SABRENIA DALENE THOMPSON, SOLDIER. 
TARA NICOLE WARFORD, HITCHENS. 
AMANDA JOY WEBB, OLIVE IDLL. 
DENNY 0. WEBB, OLIVE IDLL. 
JACL YN SARA WELLS, GRAYSON. 
SHANNON R. WHITTON, OLIVE IDLL. 
LESLIE ANNE WILCOX, GRAYSON. 
CHAD A. WILSON, OLIVE IDLL. 
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Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Seven students from Clark County were named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least 
a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: : 
RACHEL J. ADKINS, WINCHESTER. . 
MARY ELIZABETH CANTRELL; WINCHESTER 
LADONNA M. FULLER, WINCHESTER. . :. ,, 
JEANIE SUNSHINE LUCAS, WINCJ-I:ESTER. 
JOSHUA ALMA PERRY, WINCHESTER. . 
RENA NICOLE SHOFNER, WINCHESTER: . 
TIMOTHY J. TOEWS; ~INCHESTEIC 
:'; : ' ' ' > - ':~:1 ' 
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Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Four students from Clark (OH) County was named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least 
a 3.5 grade point average on a4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: i 
MATTHEW STEPHENS FULTZ, SPRINGFIELD. 
HEATHER MICHELLE HUGHES, CATAWBA. 
CHARLES L. ISAACS, SPRINGFIELD. 
SAMANTHAERINMURPHY, YELLOW SPRINGS. 
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Judith Yancy, Director oflnstitutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Seven students from Clermont (OH) County were named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least 
a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
CHRISTINA LINN ESTEP, FELICITY. 
ALISON MARIE HAUSGEN, BATAVIA. . , 
JENNIFERM. KADLE, BATAVIA. 
COURTNEY DAWN STEPHENS, BATAVIA. 
MELISSA ROSE WILDER, LOVELAND. 
KARl M. WILSON, MILFORD. . 
AMY M. WOLFE, LOVELAND. 
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Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR I1viMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---One student from Coshocton (OH) County was named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean'sList includes: 
BRANDON JOHN RICHARD, COS~OCTON. 
#### 
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Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---One student from Daviess County was named to the Morehead State 
University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: i. 
MARY EllZABEni SETTI,ES, O"'E.NSBORO, 
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Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---One student from Delaware (OH) County was named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
,.;,\.' 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: i 
MARTIN PAUL CRAVER, DELAWARE;· . 
. ' . 
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Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Eighteen students from Elliott County were named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least 
a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: · 
MICHAEL S. ADAMS, SANDY HOOK. 
GLENN J. BOGGS, SANDY HOOD. 
SAMMIELA L. BRICKEY, SANDY HOOK. 
AMANDA.BETH DICKERSON, SANDY HOOK. 
KIMBERLY LYNN HOWARD, SANDY HOOK. 
PATRICIA A. HOWARD, SANDYHOOK. 
REBECCA ANN LANEY, SANDY.HOOK. ·· 
BENJAMIN JOEL LITTLETON, SAl'IDY HOOK. 
ELIZABETH LYNN PRESTON, SANDY HOOK. 
JOSHUA CLYDE SALYERS, SANDY HQOK. 
SONJA R. SANTIAGO, OLIVE HILL. . 
JENNIFER S. SIMMONS, SANDY HOOK. . · 
FELICIA D. SMITH: SANDY Ho"OK. . 
KARA B. STINSON, ISONVILLE. 
MARY NIKOLE WILLIAMS, SANDY HOOK. 
SARAH K. WILLIAMS, ISONVILLE. · · 
SUSANNA LYNN WILLIAMS.· ' ' ; , 
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Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---One student from Erie (OH) County was named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the I 997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least 
a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scaje. 
The Dean's List includes: 
NATHAN EVERETI LA VY, SANDUSKY. 
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Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two students from Estill County were named to the Morehead State 
University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least a 
3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
MICHAEL DEAN ~THUR, IRVINE .. 
MICHELLE D. KASH, IRVINE. 
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Judith Yancy, Director oflnstitutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Nine students from Fayette County were nained to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least 
a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
SUSAN ELIZABETH BRITSCH, LEXINGTON. 
PATRICK S. DUFF, LEXINGTON. 
WILLIAM ALLEN FOSTER, LEXINGTON. 
KEVIN L. HARRIS, LEXINGTON, 
KENT STEPHEN LEWIS, LEXINGTON. 
MARYBETH LITTLE, LEXINGTON. 
GINGER KAYE PATTON, LEXINGTON. 
KARL A. RUCKDESCHEL, LEXINGTON. 
ERIC DANIEL TERHUNE, LEXINGTON. 
< i 
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Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Twenty-seven students from Fleming County were named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least 
a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
HILLARY M. BARKER, FLE~GSBURG. 
KRISTlE LAYNE CAL VERT, FLEMINGSBURG. 
JOANNE BELINDA COLGAN, FLEMINGSBURG. 
RUBY D. DEATLEY, MUSES MILLS. 
ELICIA JANE DERY-ROBERTS, FLEMINGSBURG. 
ANGELA M. DYER, HILLSBORO. ·;. 
CALEB LEE EVANS, HILLSBORO: . .. 
OLIVIA D. EVANS, HILLSBORO. 
SHARON KAY GATHERWRIGIIT, FLEMINGSBURG. 
REBECCA J. GuLLl~Y, WALLINGFORD .. 
TERRA ALLISON HALL; FLEMINGSBURG . 
. NANCY JOHENDERSON,FLEMINGSBURG .. 
CATHERINE LEE HINTON, .. FLEMINGSI;!URG. · 
TRICIA ELiSABETH HORNSBY, ·FiEMINGsBURG .. 
KEVIN W A YNE._fSHMAEL, HILLS.BORO. o. . . . ' • 
MICHELLE L. JACKSON, WALLINGFORD. 
GWENDOLYN S. JOHNSON, FLEMINGSBURG. 
ERIKA NICOLE JOLLY, FLEMING.S.\3URG .... 
LINDA SUE LITTLE, PL~RS LANDINQ: 
JENIFER ANNE LOWERY, FLEMINGSBURG. 
JESSICA L. MCCLAIN, HILLSBORO. 
JULlE A. MOORE; FLEMINGSBURG .. 
BARBARA A. RICE, FLEMINGSBURG .. 
AMANDA GWEN SEXTON, WALLINGFORD. 
STEPHEN RAY SMALLEY, WALLINGFORD. 
~LANlE ANN STORY, FLEMINGSBURG. 
WILLIAM L. THOMPSON, HILLSBORO. 
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Judith Yancy, Director oflnstitutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan.23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Sixty-four students from Floyd County were named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least 
a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
WDY C. BAILEY, DAVID. 
MELISSA KAY BARROWMAN, BLUE RIVER. 
PATRICK O'NEIL BOYD, EASTERN . 
. STONEY BURKE, MARTIN. 
TRACI ELAlNE CAMPBELL, PRESTONSBURG. 
JEREMY E. CLARK, EASTERN. 
JOHN W. COLJ~INS, DANA: . . . . . 
GLENNAR. COMBS,·PRESTONSBURG." - ' . . ' .. . ~ 
JARROD MICHAEL COMPTON, MELVIN. 
JOEY MICHAEL CONN, MARTIN .. 
SAMANTIIA LEA COOLEY-PRATER, BANNER. •-
TANYAJO CRUM; MARTI:N. ·· ·• 
TERRI LYNN DICKERSON, PRESTONSBURG. ·• 
BRANDAL YN C. ELKINS, lVEL. r : 
BRADLEY R. EVANS, GRETHEL. 
DEBORAH k.. GOEBEL, PRESTONSBURG. 
SANDRA JEAN GRlFFITH; B-ANNER. · -. : 
MICHAEL G. HALFHILL, PRESTQNS_BURG. 
ANTHONEA L. HALL, PRESTONSBURG:.' . ' 
JEREMY BLAKE HALL, MARTIN. 
MICHELLE HALL, MCDOWELL. 
AMANDA LYNN HAMILTON, BEAVER. 
JOSEPHN. HAMILTON, TEABERRY. 
REGGIE C. HAMILTON, BANNER. 
RYAN D. HAMILTON, MCDOWELL. 
CANDI L. HOLBROOK, BEVINSVILLE. 
(MORE) 
Floyd County Dean's List 
2-2-2-2-2 
BRANDON K. HOWELL, MCDOWELL. 
KRYSTAL G. ISAAC, BEVINSVILLE. 
TARA LYNN JOHNSON, PIKEVILLE. 
CASEY MICHAEL JONES, BANNER. 
DAVID B. KIDD, HAROLD. 
AMANDA DANIELLE LAWSON, MCDOWELL. 
MARTHA A. LAWSON, MCDOWELL. 
BEVERLY LEWIS, BETSY LAYNE. 
JAIME SUSAN LITTLE, DRIFT. 
LEAH MARIE MARTIN, HUEYSVILLE. 
PHILLIP KEVIN MCKENZIE, PRESTONSBURG. 
JENNIFER L. MCKINNEY, MELVIN. 
ALENA G. MEADE, BEVINSVILLE. 
TERRIL YNN MOORE, MCDOWELL. 
DONNA MORRIS, PRESTONSBURG. 
TYLINA JO MULLINS, ALLEN. 
HEAATHER JEAN NELSON, BANNER. 
CANDICE MARIE OSBORNE, GARRETT. 
DONNA R. OUSLEY, MARTIN .. 
ANDREAL. PATTON, LANGLEY. 
MARIAN SUE PATTON, LANGLEY. 
TIMOTHY BALLARD PLUMMER, AUXIER. 
TERESA LYNN RAMEY, GARRETT. 
AMIE VANESSA RAIDENER, WAYLAND. 
CHARITY ANN SALISBURY, HAROLD. 
CHARLES J. SAMMONS, MARTIN 
JEANNIE SCOTT, IVEL. 
NATHAN ALLEN SHLETON, MARTIN. 
GL YNETTA SHEPHERD, HUEYSVILLE. 
JIMMY DARYL SHEPHERD, PRESTONSBURG. 
MADONNA LYNN SIMPKINS; PRESTONSBURG. 
LISA MARLENE SLONE, LACKEY. 
MICHAEL PATRICK SLONE, PRESTONSBURG. 
BRANDON MICHAEL STUMBO, MCDOWELL. 
ROY TACKETT, MINNIE. 
BRIAN LEE WOOFTER, EAST POINT. 
TIMOTHY RAY YATES, GRETHEL. 
JENNIFER MICHELLE YOUNG, PRESTONSBURG. 
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Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Five students from Franklin County were named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least 
a 3. 5 grade point average on a 4. 0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: ' 
' '"'.· .. ::: . 
KELLY A. ADAMS, FRANKFORT. 
RONNI ALL YSON COX, FRANKFORT. 
KEVIN SCOTT GAINES, FRANKFORT. 
SAMUEL EDWARD HOERNER,' FRANKFORT. 
TARA HOPEPERRY, FRANKFORT. : 
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Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Three students from Franklin (OH) County were named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at-least 
a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: : . 
··-
NATALIA A BOYD, WESTERVILLE. 
ERIN MARIE HICKS, REYNOLDSBURG. .• 
DANIEL JOSEPH STUPAKIEWICZ, WORTHINGTO;N. 
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Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan.23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two students from Garrard County were named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least 
a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: ! ·.. ·· 
ASHLEY M. LUCK, LANCASTER:' 
! ' • • 
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- - Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Four students from Grant County were named to the Morehead State 
University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least 
a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: : 
RANDOLPH P. LILLARD, UNION. • 
PHILLIP WAYNE PONDER, CRITTENDEN. 
JEREMIAH RAMON TRUE, CORINTH. 
DEEANA R. WEBB, WILLIAMST(.)WN. 
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Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
·MOREHEAD, Ky.---One student from Grayson County was named to the Morehead State 
University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be emolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least a 
3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
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Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two students from Greene (OH) County were named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4. 0 scale. 
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. Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Forty-seven students from Greenup County were named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least a 
3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
TRAVIS K. BARBER; GREENUP."'··, · , _., .. ·.c. ! _. 
-l ·,-_ '\.'·-· -
APRIL NOEL BRAMBLETT, GREENUP. 
MELISSA R .. clARt<£, FLATWQODS .. 
AMYL. CL.AXON, PLDTQWN .. \ . • . . 
BARBARA.ANN CRACE; WURTLAND:. 
PAULE. 8RAI':!,;G~E~', ', :_ ... 
' >· 
' 
TRACY JO CUNNING; SOUTH SHORE;, :. 
KYLE FRANKLiN r)pcoN: GREENDR · .·· ·~ · : . • / 
NICOLE L YNN.FMf~y •. sq~jr[i:~ij()~,1 . 
JEFFERY L. FRASURE .RUSSELL .. · ···· 
/ 
L, .. ,,. ·:--:·!. ~ - . - . -- ~ •. ,.c_ ''··:c·;:~•.,. 
LAWRENCE:JA80I!GEE, RUSH.:•• .. < ~· , 
' ' ~· '' "· -•' ' ~ '' \ •·' \ ,_- '~ - ·,_ •r ' 
CHUCK .1\NTHONY GREENSLATE;::SOUTH ~I:I!)REt?c_,.. , 
DEBORAH ~~GRlFFI'.J;'FI;RAC,Et/ANf:.l:'-· -:.::- ··;- ; : ;,?"' 
·- '".---~, ,.,.~_-:!- - /,!,,,,;,~-v~-~y.' ~--~ -.,., 
AMYB. GUL.LJ:T:WRUSSELL.,.:::.> .... '· .... ;•1:: •••..• ·\ 
MARY SUSAN GULLETT, FLATWOODS. ··~:. 
-. y:;~ 
JODY L. HANNAH, RACELAND. . .. 
-" ~---- j' ---· ' 
TRACEY R. HANNAH,1 FLATWOODS.• .i 
·~ ~'' f ~-' 1 't'f ~.,. ~ .•. _,.,_!tv,~/" I,,~,;_() 
JOSHUA G. HICig.;E,_~QlJ11:I SHQ~.;) •J· ·;:, . , •. 
CARRIE L. HIENEMAN, GREENUP. ,_j 
GEORGIAFAYE·HILL, ASHLAND. '•"' , 
' ! ;' : '- j ~ ': • 
RACHEL HOLBRO,OK.\MN10:~ET~:n~: •• ; .{; : ., '] 
REBECCASUEHOWARD;•WURTI:AND'" ··'--
KAMI SUE HOWELL, SOUrn SHORE. 
LEAH DAWN KlNG, RUSSELL. 
NATHAN L. KISER, SOUTH SHORE. 
SETH AAARON KISER, SOUTH SHORE. 
MELISSA DAWN LATIMER, GREENUP. 
HEATHER RENEE LEMASTER, WURTLAND. 
ANN CHEREE LYONS, OLDTOWN. 
CIDSTOPHER WALTER LYONS, OLDTOWN. 
(MORE) 
Greenup County Dean's List 
2-2-2-2-2 
CARLAR. MARTIN, RACELAND. 
JEREMY L. MCCOMAS, FLATWOODS. 
MELISSAKAYMETZ, FLATWOODS. 
KENDRAL. MOWERY, GREENUP. 
GERALD EUGENE MULLINS, GREENUP. 
SHERR! K. NICKEL, MALONE TON. 
JAMES H. ROBERTS, FLATWOODS. 
JOSHUA D. SPARKS, WORTHINGTON. 
KRIST! MICHELLE STANLEY, ASHLAND. 
EVA KATHLEEN STONE, RUSSELL. 
MALINDYB. STONE, GREENUP. 
TERESA MAXINE STRAIT, ASHLAND. 
PAUL BENJAMIN TANNER, FLATWOODS. 
BRYANN. VALLANDINGHAM, SOUTH SHORE. 
MISTY D. WEBB. SOUTHPOINT, OH. 
JASON P. _WILEY, FLATWOODS. 
TABATHAM. WIREMAN, SOUTH SHORE . 
. ' 
#### 
N e w s ---------------'P"-'a"'u~lin," ,e_,Y,_,o"'u"'n,.,g.._, ;O:M;O!edi=" a"-.;R;O!e,l""ati""" O"'D::::S:...::D:::irec=::::to:::!.r 
Judith Yancy, Director oflnstitutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Five students from Hamilton (OH) County were named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least 
a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: l 
MELISSA MARIE LAMPE,.;_C:INqNl'~'ATI (85~ Beachmeadow, 45238). 
LORI ANNE I'LOGSTED, CINCINNAT15770 Ki-oegermount Drive, 45239). 
MICHELL}! imCK,ER, HARRISON. . . . . ·. :,p , 
MARK STEPHEN SMIL:P,Y, CINGINN.ATI (6395 E!Jclid Rd., 45236). 
SUZANNE MICHELLE VOSS, CrNCIJ'mATI,. (4156 6hurchview Lane, 45211) 
'·- -~ 
- -·- ·--, i ~~ 
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N e w s __________ ____cP:c:ao::u=lin=e--=Y:..:o::..:u:::n.,_g,_, M=edi="a:...;R::.:e:o:l=ati::;" o"'n""sc.:D::.:irec=:::to=r 
Judith Yancy, Director oflnstitutional Relations 
Morehead State Umversity UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Three students from Harlan County were named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least 
a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: ' 
CHARLES ROBERT RUTLEDGE, HARLAN. 
CHRISTINA M. SERGENT, CtJMBERLAND. I 
SCOTT W. SHERMAN, CUMBERLAND. 
i ' 
' ___ , 
" ' 




N e w s -___________ _:P,_,a""u'-"lin=e_,Y:_oo,u:!:nl:!.gL, M=edi="a,_,R:o;e::!1:::ati,·o~n,s--'D"'ir"'ec=to~r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Eight students from Harrison County were named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least 
a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: I 
I 
: ~, ~"-· . """" ~ . 
JAMES E. BUTC~~; BERRY. / :· f 
CONNIE M. PIXON, SADIEVIT,LE. . ' , - -
CHRISTOf.HER.D.;FRANKLIN,:,c~HIAN~. 
APRIL CREEDEN HERRINGTON, CYNTHIANA. 
~ . ' ' ~ ' '\ ' 
JENNIFERJ:JONES, CYNTHIANA. I ' I 
LISAMARIEJONES-BERR:Y: .. -i .. ,~ • .-- ·. 
',\> '-\~ · r···' "·,;...,, ~-- ;11\.' ,~ ~·· 
KEVIN P. LETCHER;C:YNTHIANA. ~~ -· 
',, .-M~'\''"-_-,- ,'' _ "·,r->p~;~-~, ;_,. 
SARAHJ. LINVILI:£· CYNTHIANA:.k: .• · ·_ 
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N e w s __________ ___;P::..:a=:u::::lin=e-=Y:...:o:..::u=n,_g,_, M=ed=ia:..:R:..:e:::I=ati::;" O::::nc:::sc...:D:::.;w::;ec=to=r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
• Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Six students from Highland (OH) County were named to the 
Morehead State· University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least 
a 3.5 grade poirit average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 1 
CHARLES TRENTON GOSSETT, LYNCHBURG. 
MARTHA ANN HARVEY, SARDINIA. 
HEIDI ERIN JULLlARD, LYNCHBURG. 
ANGELA CHRISTINE ROUSH, HILLSBORO. 
ANGELLA SPRING VANCE, HILLSBORO. 
ROBIN M. VANCE, HILLSBORO. · : · · 
' . . ' . . 
·;. ####. I.· 
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N e w s __________ ___,;P=:_!a~u!!olin=e__,Y,_,o""u"'n.,_gL, M=ed=ia'-'RO::e"-'l""ati,' o"'n-"'s--'D"'ir"'ec=to~r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two students from Hopkins County were named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least 
a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
DANIEL THOMAS RICHARDSON, MADISONVILLE. 
BEVERLY J. SEIBERT, DAWSON SPRINGS .. 
#### 
. ' ... 
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N e w s __________ __;Po_:ao::u:::Iin:::e:::....::Y..:::O.=un,.g,_,_.:;M::cedi='a::..-=::R::oel=at::;iO:::n::::S..=D:..:ir::.:ec=to:;:.r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Twenty-four students from Jefferson County were named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be emolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least a 
3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
. . 
KENDRA E. C~ LOUISVILLE. 
TJFFANY L. CATES, LOUISVILLE. 
CORI LEE DIEDRICH, JEFFERSONVILLE. 
SHANNON:MARIE'GATHRIGHT,PROSPECT. 
WENDY L. HOLLAND, LOUISVILLE. 
JEREMY W. JOHNSON, LOUISVILLE. 
ADAM M. KLEIN, J,.OUISVILLE. , ·.< , 
MELISSA SUE .LIKENS, FAIRDALE. . .. 
KlMBERL y B. LOGSDON; LOUISVILLE~ ... 
LAUREN ANN MACKEY, LOUISVILLE.-
'" 
·' 
MATTHEW -ANDREW MARTINEZ, LOUISviLLE: · .. 
TAYLOR SCOTT.MEEK, LOUISVILLE. ·· · · .. · ;c.z •• 
VANESSA L. OSBORNE, LOUISVIL~E.c c - · ;. • ' 
FRANCES B. REED, LOUISVILLE. . . . . :. 
REMA A SABlE, LOUISVILLE.. ·· 
LEDA RENE SHULTZ, LOUISVILLE. 
' ' CARRIE M. SIZEMORE, LOUISVILLR ' . 
SCOTT MARviN SKINNER, LOuiSVIIiE. 
' - .. ' . 
ANGELICA F. SKIPWITH, LOUISVILLE. 
SONIA J. STAVE, LOUISVILLE. ... 
CHARLES R. STULTS, LOUISVILLE.! • ·•: . . _; 
MELANIE GAIL VINCENT, LOUISVILLE. 
JILL MICHELE VITTITOW, COX'S CREEK. 
DANIEL G. WEIHE, LOUISVILLE. 
#### 
N e w s __________ ___;P:;_:a,u"=lin=e....:Y:..:O::..::U:::n:c.gL, M=edi="a:...:R:::e:o:lo::ati"'" o"'n""sc::D:::::ir'"'ec=to~r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Three students from Jessamine County were named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least 
a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
STEPHANIE MARIE ONEY, NICHOLASVILLE. 
BRIAN I. PHILLIPS, NICHOLASVILLE. 
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N e w s _________ ___;P=-:a.:::u:=lin;:;:;e::;_Y=ou=n:<:!gL, M=edi-=':::a-=R=e.:::Ia:=ti.:::on::::sc...=D::..:ir=..:ec:.::t=or 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Thirty-seven students from Johnson County were named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least 
a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: i 
LAURA MICHELLE BALDWIN, PAINTSVILLE. 
MELISSA LYNN BLAIR, LEANDER 
ELIZABETH E. BLANKENS:m:P, STAFFORDSVILLE. . . . . ' 
HEATHER D. BROWN, WEST VAN LEAR. 
BETH ANN BURKE, PAINTSVILLE. 
SEAN THOMAS COCHRAN, DENVER ... 
ROBERT TODD CONLEY, PAINTSVILLE. 
PHYLLIS J. DANIELS, MEALLY. . . ' 
DORIS DUIMSTRA, SITKA. 
BONNIE JEAN DUNCAN, STAFFORDSVILLE. 
JOHN MARK FANNIN, PAINTSVILLE. 
NELSON W. GULLETT, PAINTSVILLE: 
MISTY D. HAMILTON, MEALLY. 
AMANDA J. HOWARD, OIL SPRINGS. 
GARY WADE JENNINGS, SITKA. 
j ' • 
JESSE A. KELLY, STAFFORDSVILLE .. 
JOHN E. MCKENZIE, KEATON. . . 
LAURA ELIZABETH MCKENZIE, FLAT GAP. 
CYNTHIA MARIAH MUNCY, WILLIAMSPORT. 
JEANETTE MUSIC, VAN LEAR. . . . 
MARIA D. PERRINE, OIL SPRINGS. 
ROBERT MONROE PERRY, FLAT GAP. 
KRISTEN J. RADER, VAN LEAR. 
MATTHEW GREGORY RATLIFF, THELMA. 
STEPHEN R. REEVES, WITTENSVILLE. 
COLENE SALYER, SITKA. 
(MORE) 
Johnson County Dean's List 
2-2-2-2-2 
KAREN FAYE SALYER, STAFFORDSVILLE. 
LORNA ELLEN SALYER, PAINTSVILLE. 
CHRJSTA L. SCARBERRY, NIPPA. 
JOSHUA D. SMITH, PAINTSVILLE. 
DOUGLAS M. SPEARS, PATINSVILLE. 
CARRIE A. SPENCER, THELMA. 
BRIAN ALAN SPERGER, LOWMANSVILLE. 
WILLIS RICHARD THOMAS, STAFFORDSVILLE. 
JAN J. VANHOOSE, LOWMANSVILLE. 
MARY M. WILLIAMS, SITKA. 
GARNETT A WIREMAN, VAN LEAR. 
#### 
N e w s __________ _:P'-'a""u""lin~e"--"Y-"o-"'un,g,_,_,-"M:!Cedi='a,_R=el,ati~· o~n~s-"D"'ir"-'ec=toO!.r 
Judith Yancy, Director ofinstitutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan.23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Twelve students from Kenton County were named to the Morehead 
-State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least 
a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: ' 
KAREN MICHELLE BARKER, ERLANGER. 
HELEN LEBECKA BROWN, CRESCENT SPRINGS. 
ERIN WIDTNEYBURNETT, FT. MITCHELL. 
CRISTIN MICHELLE CRILLEY, COVINGTON. 
CARA MICHELDE GOETZ, VILLA HILLS. 
MICHAEL PATRICK HOFFMAN, VILLA- HILLS. 
ILENE LEE ~LL Y, ERLANGER. j- • 
JAMES J. OWEN, ERL~GER. . , •. . , . I 
MATTHEW DA \fW_PLAPP, ERLANGER.. -
MICHAEL BRYAN SAMS, -CRITTENDE~. _ . 
ERIKA MARIE 'WEIGEL, TAYLOR MILL.- -
LISA MARm WILUAMs; ·coVINGTON: -
' ~ ' ·. - . ' ,,. . ,· '. 
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N e w s __________ _;P~a~u~Iin""e~Y-"o_,un~g,_,_,-"M~edi="a"-R=el~at::!'io::!n~s-"D::!ir~ec=to:;cr 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Sixteen students from Knott County were named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least 
a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
JARROD 0. BENTLEY, TOPMOST. 
APRIL DELEA B~ANTON, DEMA. 
JOEL ANDERSON, CHAFFINS, PIPPA PASSES. 
HAROLD M. CRAFT, EMMALENA. 
LC DOBSON, LEBURN. 
CHASITY LYNN GAYHEART, LEBURN. 
MARY M. GOODRICK, SASSAFRAS. 
SUSAN HALL, GARNER. . . 
DENNIS G. !SON, J>INETOP. 
REBECCA ANN KII;:m, KITE. 
TIFF ANY BROOKE PERKINS, lilNDMAN. · 
SHAUN RAYMQNDPOP_P, SASSAFRAs: 
JO ALLISON SHEPHERD, HINDMAN. 
REBECCA L. TUTTLE, KITE. 
CHERL YNN. WATLEY, HINDMAN. . 
' . ' ' 
TONY A NICOLE WILLIAMS, MOUSIE. 
#### 
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N e w s ____________ P:o_a,u,_,lin:o:" ,e:....Y=ou"'n"'g"''-'M=edi=" a'-'R"'e"'l"'ati!:!. O::::nO!!s'-D=il"'ec"'t"'o""r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---One student from Knox County was named to the Morehead State 
University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least 
a 3.5 grade point average on a4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: i 
I 
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N e w s ____________ P!_a~u:!.!lin:!.!" ~e~Y=ou!!:n~g,_,.c.;M=edi="a~&~e~Ia~t~io~n~s!..;D=ir~ec~to=r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky. ---One student from Larue County was named to the Morehead State 
University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least 
a 3.5 grade point average on a4.0 scale. 
t 
The Dean's List includes: ' 
I 
JOSEPH C. STRErBLE, HODGENVJLiE. 
- ., __ \ I . ,:_-;· 
i I 
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N e w s __________ ___:P~a!!;u,;lin=e....::Y:..>o<-"u"'nl::!.gL, M=edi=·a,_,R"'e,l:o:at:!:io::!n,s....::D::eir:!:ec=to:::.r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Six students from Laurel County were named to the Morehead State 
University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least 
a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
SIDNEY CARIN BUNDY, LONDON. 
LOR1 ANN HENSON, LONDON. 
REBECCA LYNN JOHNSON, LONDON. 
CHIW A1 KAM, LONDON. 
JEREMY DOUGLAS MITCHELL, CORBIN. 
JASON ALLEN SPARKS, LONDON ..... · 
l< '' 
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N e w s _________ ___;P::_:ao::u:::lino:::e::...Y=ou=n:cgcL, ::.::M:=edia::::"=-::R=e=la:::ti::::On::::Sc..:D::.:ir::.:eco::t=or 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606,783-2030 
Jan.23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Twenty-four students. from Lawrence County were named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least 
a 3.5 grade point average on a4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: ,., 
.· .. 
I' ·2 ·, 
SHANNA M. BOW,EN, LOUISA. . ::'· 
REBA H. BUSH;;~EBBVILLE< .: 
I .,,_ 
STUART EUGENE COOK, LOUISA. 
BEVERLY ro DIAMOND, Louii!w' \ 
STACIE J. IHAMbND, LOUISA. .'· ; 
CRISTEN.CAiB:LEEN FERGUSON, LOUISA. 
j ' ' j ~ 
JONATHAN P. FIELDS, BL.AJNE. ·: ' _ ·~· 
THOMAS HALl:. FRAZIER LOUis}(':~' I. i' ... 
' <;y,, ·:; ; ) , "' <A j> ._:,:,'"•, _, '>.t:'c ~ 
SHAND A B. HAMJ.l.TON, BLAINE:· . . • . 
SEAN M. HARitiS,~O:(rrSA;:·:-. : ·; ·-: '';< 
< ' -, ' ,•' ' ' t •' ' • - ' ' ' 
GREGORY:!P .·HICKS( WEBBVILLE:' 
·,.; - - - i ~ ~-- --- ' ' .d "':'7-:'" --- -:::-:~·:.:_: -:;:::::: :::"~~-- -~--
TERRII:..-:.HOLT;-.LOBIS:A:.. "/~"-¥---"-_:11 _"·--.:-c· > ,, ,;,_ • .J-< ,-'Ji~-vr· , ,: • - "''"h ,.,,, : .. :J_ 
FREDERJGK:D: ·HORN, LOUIS f.\~ 
CARYN·s:·HUTCHINSON, LOUISA. 
ORA JAY HY-I:;TON lJOUISA. • 
AMANDA J ~~~C~~, LQuiS;\:J 'l ;· ·: .. , : ''' ;.J 
DARLEN MICHEI3LENAPIER; LOUISA~·· 'f: '· • ' ·· 
CHRISTY DAWN PACK, LOUISA... ,_. 
'. ·' , . ' I 
ALICIAMARIE;P~R,LOUISA .. ·· , ) . · ·• 
BARBARALYNNPAiumR'!LoUISA}' 1 '<; 
---~•'• ,,,, '•M•'' •" •-<,/ 
MORTON DAVID PRINCE, LOUISA. 
MICHAEL HEATHER PRIODE, LOUISA. 
KENNETH L. SAMMONS, LOUISA. 
. STACY K. THOMPSON, LOUISA 
#### 
N e w s __________ ___;P~a~u~lin=e....!Y~o~u~nQ.g,LM=ed=iao..'R~e~la~ti~·o~n~s....!D~u~ec=to~r 
Judith Yancy, Dhector of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Six students from Lawrence (OH) County were named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least 
a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: : ·•. , 
~ i 
);~': - '" e•'C~ - .: ~ 
TRACEE YVETTE BLACKSTOCK;:IRONTON. 
TRENTON L..EAAPENTER PEDRO. ' ' 
TIFF ANY MAruE LEWIS, IRONTON. i : 
', ' ' i '. ,\ /' 
ELIZABETH R. EAYNE,1 SOUTRP~ll\IT. 
JAMIE L. RIQE, IRONTON.\ ' 
JAMI A. SHERMAN ·KITTS HILL 
. \':' ; ' ' -.,. . ' .. ,.' ' 
~- .. _:.' -. : 
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N e w s __________ ___;P::..;a::;:u:::lin=e-=Y:...:o:..:u:::n.,_g,_, M=edia=· :...:Re=l;;:;ati:::;.o::..:n:::s...:D::..;ir=-ec=to=r 
Judith Yancy, Director oflnstitutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Six students from Lee County were named to the Morehead State · 
University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least 
a 3.5 grade point average on a4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: : 
I 
·, 
LYNDA G. ABNER BEATIYVILliE'.,c. I ' 
BRYANRAY.MILLER,BEATTYVILLE. : ~--=:: .. 
,y, , .; , ! , I ; •, 
RYAN NEIL MILLER, BEATTYVILLE. : 1 
DIANA C¥0L NtGHTINGALE,::·;~E4TTYVILLE, 
JOY CELES'l;'E TIREY, BEATTYVILLE. . 
CANDIDA D. WILSON,- ST-. HELENS.. • .. 
\~i : .• ;,/~~~ .. _ .~ .~ ·.~ .!~:~\~~.-"' ",_, ,!_::'-' 
·._ 7, 'j-~-,_ , ·~ .-. ·.· .. c·.~"· : 1.· 
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Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan.23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---One student from Leslie County was named to the Morehead State 
University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least 
a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: i 
TRACY LYNN PACE, HYDEN. 
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N e w s __________ __:P:..:a:::u=lin;:,;e::.....=_Y_o:_ou:::n::<:g,_, _.o:M:=:ed=ia::..;R=.::e;:::l::;ati:::' o:::cn:::s-=D:..:w=.::ec:.::t:::o:::.r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Twenty-seven students from Letcher County were named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least a 
3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
JANIE M. ADAMS, .PREMIUM. 
WILLIAM DAVID ADAMS, ISOM. 
TONY BACK, PREMIUM. 
MANDl LYNN BATES, IS OM. 
TEENA REISCHIEL BREEDING, ISOM. 
MEGAN C. CAUDILL, CARCASSONNE. 
SAMUEL D. CAUDILL, ULVAH. 
SHANNON COLLINS, ISOM. . 
WHITNEY KANE COQ~ER, WHITESBURG: 
RODRICK GERALD CRAFT, CROMONA 
COURTNEYR. DAY,, WHITESBURG. 
JOSEPH FIELDS, LETCHER.· 
TM VIS D. FIELDS·, CORNETTSVILLE.:, 
HUBERT SETH HALL, JEREMIAH. . . 
SARAHX HERALD, ERMINE .. 
JASON E. ISON, JEREMIAH. 
RACHEL R. MEADE-MELTON, WHITESBURG. 
RHIANNON AMANDA NICHOLS, .WHITESJ'!URG. 
MEGANL. REED, JENKINS. 
BERNIE NORMAN.SERGENT, JACKHORN. 
JOHN WESLEY SHORT, NEON. · ; · 
TIFF ANY DIANNA SLONE, JEREMIAH: 
HILARY RHEA SWISHER, WHITESBURG. 
MICHAEL J. TYREE, WHITESBURG. 
GNGER LYNN VANOVER, JENKINS. 
JERRELL B. WEBB, WHITESBURG. 
STEPHEN H. WELCH, WHITESBURG. 
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N e w s __________ __:P::..:a::ou=lin=e=---=Y_.:;o.::;un"'g..,_,_.:;M:.::;edi="a"-=R=el=at=io=-on=s-=D=-oir=..:ec=to~r 
Judith Yancy, Director oflnstitutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Twenty-four students from Lewis County were named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least a 
3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
GAYTHAM. BARE, VANCEBURG .. 
LISA DAWN BURRISS, VANCEBURG. 
AMYL. CRAWFORD, VANCEBURG. 
MATTHEW LEE CRAWFORD, VANCEBURG. 
AMY S. EVANS, VANCEBURG. . 
BREE ELAINE FRYE, GARRISON .. 
JULIE ANN GILLESPIE, TOLLESBORO .. 
LISETTE RAE HENDERSON, VANCEBURG. 
DEBRA ANN JORDAN, VANCEBURG .. 
JOANNE RENEE KILLEN, VANCEBURG .. 
JEREMY DANIEL KING, TOLLESBORO.· 
JACK DEAN LYKINS, VANCEBURG. 
WANDAFAYEMCKINNEY, VANCEBURG ... -
LANA J. MEFFORD, VANCEBURG. . · · · 
ANGELA R. POTTER, QUINCY. 
JERI D. RUCKEL, VANCEBURG .. 
MARK A. RUSSELL, QUINcY. · . 
SHEILA FAYE SPENCER, VANCEBuRG. 
' . '' 
CARL D. STANFIELD, TOLLESBORO. 
LAURA LEE STONE, VANCEBURG. 
LORETTA JANE THOMAS, CAMP DIX .. 
JOSHUA C. UNDERWOOD, TOLLESBORO.· 
REBECCA ELAINE WEBB, TOLLESBORO. 
CARRIE ANN WEDDINGTON, VANCEBURG. 
#### 
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N e w s __________ _cP::..:a::.:u::olin=e-=Y:..:o:..:u:::n:ag,__, M=edi="a:...:R:..:e::.:Ia=.t:.:;io:..:n;:::sc::D::..:ir=.ec=to=r 
Judith Yancy, Director oflnstitutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two students from Licking (OH) County were named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least 
a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
CHRISTOPHER T: KENNEDY, NEW ARK. 
KIRSTEN A. ROBERTS, NEW ARK. 
#### 
N e w s __________ ____;P~a~u:::lin=e--'Y'-'o""u,n,.,gL, M=ed=ia::...;R::::e:::.:l,_at~io:::.:n_,sC-'D::cir~ec=to~r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan.23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---One student from Lorain (OH) County was named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least 
a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: ' 
ALI SARA BRIAN; ELYRIA. 
#### 
N e w s __________ ____:P'-'a"'u"'lin=e_,Y,_,o'-"u"'n.,_g,_, M=ed=ia'-'R,e,la""ti"'" o"'n_,sc..::D:::;ir"'ec=to"'-r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two students from Madison County were named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least 
a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
ADRIA L. DOWD, BEREA. 
LESLIE ANNE ENGLE, RICHMOND. 
#### 
N e w s __________ ___;Po._:a"'u:olin=e_,Y,_,o""u"'n"'g'-, :o:M::ed=ia:;_;R:;::e,l=.ati:o;·o,n""s'-'D::Cir"'-ec=to::::.r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan.23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---One student from Madison (OH) County was named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least 
a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
AMY M. LOVELESS, WEST JEFFERSON. 
N e w s _________ ___;P:;_:ao:;u:o=lin:::e::...Y=OU:::n:<:zg.L, M=ed.::::i::::a_::R:::e""la""ti""on~sc.:D:::emec:eco:::t=or 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPO Box llOO Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Thirty-eight students from Magoffin County were named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
ANGELA JOY ARNETT, SAL YRESVILLE. 
BRANDY R. ARNETT, SALYERSVILLE. 
MELISSA K. ARNETT, SALYERSVILLE. 
ROBYN D. BACK, ROYALTON. 
TRlNA MARIE BROWN. 
VANESSA GARDNER, SALYERSVILLE. 
DAVID WAYNE GIBSON, ROY ALTON. 
DAVID THOMAS GREEN, SALYERSVILLE. 
KRlSTY L. HOLBROOK, SALYERSVILLE. 
CHAD E. HOWARD, SALYERSVILLE. 
KRlSY DAWN HOWARD, SALYERSVILLE. 
BILLY RAY INMON, SALYERSVILLE. 
KRIST ALD. JENKINS, SALYERSVILLE. 
LAURA A. JOSEPH, SALYERSVILLE. 
LISA L. LEMASTER, SALYERSVILLE. 
JACOB M. LITTERAL, SALYERSVILLE. 
DARLA LYNNE MAJILANG, ROY ALTON. 
CARLA M. MCCARTY, SALYERSVILLE. 
MOLLY J. MCFARLAND, SALYERSVILLE. 
CHRISTOPHER JOHN MEADOWS? SALYERSVILLE. 
LINDA L. MILLER, SALYERSVILLE. 
ALICSON RENAE MINIX, SALYERSVILLE. 
REBECCA A. MINIX, SALYERSVILLE. 
BETH ANN MONTGOMERY, SALYERSVILLE. 
SABRINA DEANN MONTGOMERY, SALYERSVILLE. 
PATRICIA NICKELL, SALYERSVILLE. 
(MORE) 
Magoffin County Dean's List 
2-2-2-2-2 
·MIST! M. PENCE, SALYERSVILLE. 
ERICA J. PRATER, SALYERSVILLE. 
LAURA MICHELLE PRATER, SALYERSVILLE. 
SHARON R. REED, SALYERSVILLE. 
TIFF ANY DAWN RICE, SALYERSVILLE. 
DEADRA G. STEPHENS, SALYERSVILLE. 
RACHAEI~ M. TRUSTY, SAL YRSVILLE. 
RODNEY R. WARD, SALYERSVILLE. 
CLAUDETTE MICHELE WATKINS, SALYERSVILLE. 
ROBERT W. WHEELER, FALCON. 
STACYLYNNWHITT, SALYERSVILLE. 
MELISSA WIREMAN, WALDO. 
#### 
N e w s __________ ____:P::..:a::.ou=lin==e--=Y:...:o:..::u;::n.,_g,_, M=edi="a:...:R=e=l=:cati:=." o=n==s--=D::..:ir=.ec::..::..:.to=r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---One student from Mahoning (OH) County was named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
KRISTIE LYNN PRATER, BERLIN C~. 
#### 
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N e w s __________ _:P:...:a::::u:=lin::oe::....=Y_::ou=n=<g:u.,..::.M:=;ed=ia=-R=ela=ti='o==n=s-=D:.:ir::..:ec=to;::.r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Twenty-one students from Martin County were named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least a 
3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
JANNETTE BOWEN, INEZ. 
TEANA BOWEN, INEZ. 
MATTHEW H. BRANHAM, INEZ. 
RANDY MATTHEW BROWN, WARFIELD. 
RACHEAL NICOLE CLIFFORD, INEZ. 
CARRIE ANN GOBLE, INEZ. 
CHRISTOPHER HALE, PILGRIM. 
LORA LEA HALE, PILGRAM. 
BRENT JOSEPH HANEY, INEZ. 
CONNIE M. HARLESS, INEZ. 
AMY MARIE HINKLE, INEZ. 
KIMBERLY ANN HINKLE, INEZ. 
STEPHANIE LYNN KIRK, INEZ. 
KATRINA LYNN MARCUM, LOVELY. 
JASON K. PINSON, INEZ. 
CHRISTOPHER NEIL PREECE, INEZ. 
RHONDA REGINA PRICE, WARFIELD. 
ANDREA C. RAY, INEZ. 
JOSEPH CARL SWEENEY, LOVELY. 
TABITHA RENEE VANHOOSE, INEZ, 
PAMELA SUE YATES, PILGRIM. 
N e w s _________ ____:P'-!a~u:::::lin:!:e::....Y.:._O:::.:U::,;n,_gL, M=edi:::.:'=-a~R::::ela=tio,n_,s..!:D::.:iro.:ec::::t=or 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Twenty-four students from Mason County were named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the I 997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least 
a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
SHERR! R BEALERT, MAYSLICK. 
CLYDE GEORGE BOOKER, MAYSVILLE. 
TRACEY CLINE, MAYSVILLE. 
DEREK DECARL CORDE, MAYSVILLE. 
JESSICA L. DEATLEY, MAYS LICK. 
REBECCAD. GREEN, MAYSVILLE. 
CYNTHIA GAIL GRIFFEY, MAYSVILLE. 
DERRIS MITCHELL HEDGER, MAYS LICK. 
MONICA JILL HILL, MAYSVILLE. 
MICHAEL T. KERN, DOVER 
AMANDA KINDER, MAYSVILLE. 
WAYNE PICKETT MASON, MAYS LICK. 
HOLLY S. MCELFRESH, MAYS LICK. 
MICHELLE LEE MINTON, MAYSVILLE. 
SHERYL LYNN OWENS, DOVER 
EMILY R. SCHUMACHER, MAYSVILLE. 
JENNIFER L. SCHUMACHER, MAYSVILLE. 
BRIAN A. SILVEY, MAYSVILLE. 
CHRISTIE LYNN STRODE, MAYSVILLE. 
BARBARA ANN THOMPSON, MAYSVILLE. 
VIRGINIA D. TIERNEY, MAYS LICK. 
SANDRA JEAN VERVILLE, MAYSVILLE. 
JENNIE WHITEHEAD, MAYSVILLE. 
HOLLY MARIE WOLF, MAYSVILLE. 
#### 
N e w s __________ ___;P::..;a:::u:::lin=e-=Y:..:o:..::u=n.,_g,_, M=ed=ia:..:R:..:e:..:l;::;ati:::."o:..:n:::s...:D::..:irec:::.::..::..:.to=r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---One student from Meade County was named to the Morehead State 
University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least 
a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
REBECCA A. MAY, BRANDENBURG. 
#### 
N e w s _________ ____;P,_,a"'u""lin:::e:.._Y::._o,_,u""n"'-g'-'' M=edia,""'-"R,ela=tio,n""s_,_D::.oiro.:ec::::t=or 
Judith Yancy, Director oflnstitutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Sixteen students from Menifee County were named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least 
a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
JESSE CLAY BACK, WELLINGTON. 
JACKIL YN L. BALDWIN, FRENCHBURG. 
DENNIS W. DAVIS, MARIBA. 
RICHARD ADRION FRANKLIN, DENNISTON. 
JESSICA LYNN GERRISH, FRENCHBURG. 
JOHN EDWARD HAGER, FRENCHBURG. 
LISA DAWN LAWSON, SUDITH. 
DONNA FAYE LEDFORD, WELLINGTON. 
ROBIN SUE MARTIN, MEANS. 
LISHA G. MCGUIRE, FRENCHBURG. 
SUSAN ANITA RELINSKI, MARIBA. 
SUSAN ARLENE SAVARD, DENNISTON. 
DUANA R. STEELE, FRENCHBURG. 
JOY DANIELLE TACKETT, MEANS. 
GREGGORY ALLEN THOMAS, FRENCHBURG. 
TAMMY RENEE VANDERPOOL, MEANS. 
#### 
N e w s __________ ___:P:..:a=u:::lin:::::.e-=Y:...::o:..=u:::ng"'"''-'M=ed=ia:...::R:=e=I=ati="o=n=s-=D::..:ir:::.:ec=to=r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two students from Mercer County were named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the I 997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least 
a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: · 
CARMEN RENEE CHUMLEY, HARRODSBURG. 
CAROLEE K. CHUMLEY, HARRODSBURG. 
N e w s -~-----------'P"-'a"'u"'lin=e__,Y,_,o:_:u,nl:l.gL, M=edi=" ao..;R,e,I"'at"'ioe!n!O!s--'D~ire::ec=toe!.r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Six students from Miami (OR) County were named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least 
a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
KELLY M. BROWN, TROY.. 
CHAD CHRISTOPHER GRIMM, TROY. 
CRAIG MATTHEW GRIMM, TROY. 
HEATHER MARIE KRAUS, TROY. 
ELIZABETH A. PRICE, TIPP CITY. 
EMILY RUTH PRICE, TIPP CITY. 
#### 
N e w s _________ ___:P:..:a:.::u.:::lin::ce:....Y=-o=-=u=n"'-g'-', M=edi=':::.a..::.R:::ela=tio==n=s-=D:.=ir:..:ec:.::;t=or 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Thirty-six students from Montgomery County were-named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the I 997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least 
a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
JENNIFER L. ADAMS, MT. STERLING. 
ELIZABETH ANNE AMBURGEY, JEFFERSONVILLE. 
TYSON C. BAXTER, MT. STERLING. 
LISA M. CLINE, JEFFERSONVILLE. 
DOROTHY MIRANDA COLLINS, OWINGSVILLE .. 
DONNA GAIL CONLEE, MT. STERLING. 
DANA LOUANN CRAIN, MT. STERLING. 
CRYSTAL G. CREECH, MEANS. 
BRADY M. DALE, MT. STERLING. 
DUW A YNE CLARK DALE, MT. STERLING. 
SHANNON DALLAS DENNISTON, MT. STERLING. 
CORI LEE DIEDRICH, JEFFERSONVILLE. 
KIMBERLY ANN DONALSDON, MT. STELRING. 
KRIST! S. DONALDSON, MT. STERLING. 
CONNIE SUE FRENCH, JEFFERSONVILLE. 
liLLIAN DAWN GROSS, MT. STERLING. 
HEATHER RENEE HENREY, MT. STERLING. 
FARRAH J. HENSLEY, MT. STERLING. 
JANEY E. HUFF, JEFFERSONVILLE. 
STACEY NICOLE JOHNSON, MT. STERLING.' 
KAREN E. KILLER!, MT. STERLING. 
ANITA ELAINE LANE, MT. STERLING. 
MARY ANNLANE,MT. STERLING. 
SUZANNE KING MANLEY, MT. STERLING. 
CHRISTINA NICOLE MCFADDEN, MT. STERLING. 
STACEY LEA MILLER, JEFFERSONVILLE. 
(MORE) 
Montgomery County Dean's List 
2-2-2-2-2 
GARNETIA P. MORELAND, MT. STERLING. 
BRENT NELSON SETIERS, MT. STERLING. 
CAROL ANNE SMALLWOOD, MT. STERLING. 
ERICA R. STEPP, JEFFERSONVILLE. 
RHONDA RENEE THOMAS, MT. STERLING. 
ANDREA DENISE THORNBERRY, MT. STERLING. 
CHRISTY MAUREEN TURNBO, MT. STERLING. 
DANIELLE M. WELLS, MT. STERLING. 
HEATHER LEIGH WILLIAMS, MT. STERLING. 
KELLIE ROSE WILSON, MT. STERLING. 
#### 
N e w s __________ _:P'-'a"'u""lin"'-e"-..!:Y-"o""un,.g,_,_,.=_M~ed=ia:o._R=e1:::.at::::iO:::.n,s_.::D::oirec=-"to:o_r 
Judith Yancy, Director of InstitutionaLRe1ations 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Six students from Montgomery (OH) County were named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least 
a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
MATTHEW BROWN, MlAMlSBURG. 
JENNIFER DAWN DUNAWAY, MIAMISBURG. 
HEATHER M. HOYING, DAYTON. 
DANIELLE RENEE JOHNSON, GERMANTOWN. 
VEDA M. RUGGIERI, BROOKVILLE. 
HOLLY AMBER SALYERS, RIVERSIDE. 
#### 
N e w s _________ ____:Po_:ao::u~lin::::e=--Y=ou::on,..gL, M=edi="::::a..::R::::e""la:::otio,neesc.:D::eircO.:ec:::Ot=or 
Judith Yancy, Director oflnstitutional Relations . 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Forty-four students from Morgan County were named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least 
a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
JESSICA L. BARNHART, WEST LIBERTY. 
JAMES M. BLANTON, WEST LIBERTY. 
JESSICA CHRYSTAL BOLIN, WEST LIBERTY. 
VICKIE DENITA BOLIN, WEST LIBERTY. 
ARTIE K. BROWN-ELLIS, WHITE OAK. · 
JIMMY ALLEN CANTRELL, WEST LIBERTY. 
MARY LOU CANTRELL, WEST LIBERTY. 
SARAH E. CANTRELL, WEST LIBERTY. 
JEREMIAH J. CARTY, WEST LIBERTY. 
ELISHA J. CASTLE, WEST LIBERTY. 
MELISSA C. COLE, WEST LIBERTY. 
LESHIA M. COLLINS, WEST LIBERTY. 
SHERRY JEAN DULEN, WEST LIBERTY .. 
TIMOTHY M. FERGUSON, WEST LIBERTY. 
CHRISTOPHER EDWARD FRISBY, WEST LIBERTY. 
KELLY RAY GILLIAM, CROCKETT. 
STEVEN MICHAEL GULLETT, WEST LIBERTY. 
AMY JO HAMPTON, HAZEL GREEN. 
MARSHA R. HAVENS, MIZE. 
GENA GAYLE HENRY, EZEL. 
DEBORAH LYNN HORTON, WEST LIBERTY. 
SAMANTHA L. HOWARD, EZEL. 
MISTY LEE ISON, WEST LIBERTY. 
TINA MICHELLE KEETON, WEST LIBERTY. 
BRENDA SUE LEWIS, HAZEL GREEN. 
(MORE) 
Morgan County Dean's List 
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CHRISTY SUE LINDON, CANNEL CITY. 
KEITH 0. LINKOUS, MALONE. 
TAMMY M. MASTERS, EZEL. 
HOLLYMICHELEMAY, WESTLIBERTY. 
CHARLA SUSAN MULLINS, WEST LIBERTY. 
BILLY Q. MURPHY, EZEL. 
BENJAMIN M. PEYTON, WEST LIBERTY. 
STEPHANIE HOPE POTTER, WEST LIBERTY. 
NASHLEY K. STEELE, WEST LIBERTY. 
CHRISTI D. STEWART,EZEL. 
MELINDA JOY STILSON, WEST LIBERTY. 
MARLALYNNTAYLOR, WEST LIBERTY. 
KRISTA L. UTTERBACK, WEST LIBERTY. 
DAVID BRENT WARD, WEST LIBERTY. 
AMYL YNN WARNER, WEST LIBERTY. 
JENNIFER LEA WILLIAMS, WEST LIBERTY. 
MELINDA DAWN WILLIAMS, WEST LIBERTY. 
LEIGH A. WIREMAN, EZEL. 
AUTUMN SUNSHINE WRIGHT, WEST LIBERTY. 
#### 
N e w s __________ ___;P~a:!!u:!:lin=e_,Y,_,o::,;u"'n.,_gL, M=edi="a'-'R"'e"'l"'at~io"'n~s_,D::::ir"'ec=to"""r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan.23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---One student from Muskingum (OH) County was named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least 
a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes 
KATHERINE L. BUSH, NEW CONCORD. 
#### 
N e W S --------------'P~a~u!!lin!!:' ::::e....:Y~o::!:u!!:n:~:~g,_, !!M!!ed=ia~R::::e~l~at~io~n~s~D~w~ec=to"'-r Judith Yancy, Director oflnstitutimial Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Five students from Nelson County were named to the Morehead State 
University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least 
a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
MISTY D. ABEL, NEW HAVEN. 
NATALIE J. CLARK, BARDSTOWN. 
ANGELA RENEA FORD, COX'S CREEK. 
CLARENCE EDWARD HARDIN, COX'S CREEK. 
SARAH MICAL RAY, BOSTON. 
#### 
' 0 • 
N e w s __________ _:P::..:a::.:u:=lin::.:e::....::Y..::o.::;un::<g:u.,-=M=ed=ia=-=Ro::el:::at:::;io::..:n=s-=D:..:ir::..:ec=to"'-r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Seven students from Nicholas County were named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least 
a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
JENNIFER LEE BUCKLER, CARLISLE. 
LAURA ELIZABETH HAMM, CARLISLE. 
MARY ANN MCCORD, CARLISLE. 
DIANA MARIE SELVAGE, CARLISLE .. 
ALICIA L. SIBERT, CARLISLE. 
KAREN MARGARET TELFORD, CARLISLE. 
RONDA WILSON WALTON, CARLISLE. 
#### 
N e w s ___________ P:::a:::u=lin=" :::e_:Y:..;o:..:u:::n:<:!gl..., :::M::::edia=" :..;R::.:e=la=t=io::.:n:::sc...:D=.cir::.ec=to=r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---An Ohio County student was named to the Morehead State 
University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least 
a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
COUR1NEY ELAINE MORGAN, HARTFORD. 
#### 
. N e w s __________ __;P::_:a,u==lin=e....:Y:..:O::..:U:::n:c.gL, M=ed=ia:..:Re=la=ti:::"o"'n.:::Sc..::D::::irec='-"to=r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two Oldham County students were named to the Morehead State 
University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least 
a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
· The Dean's List includes: 
ALICIA RENEE DAVIS, GOSHEN. 
WILLIAM L. NAY; LAGRANGE. 
#### 
N e w s __________ __:P:..:a:::u:::lin=e-=Y'-'o'-=u:O:n,_g,_, M=edi="a:...;R:::e::::la:::ti::;"o:::n=s-=D:::.:irec=~to=r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Three students from Owsley County were named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
1 
THOMAS J. BURNS, BOONEVILLE. 
JUliE ANN SANDLIN, BOONEVILLE. 
DARRELL R. SHOUSE, LEROSE. 
#### 
N e w s __________ ___;P~a"'uoolin=e_,Y,_,o"'u"'n,.,gL, M=edi="a:...:R::::e:;:,1:::;at~io,n""s'-'D::O:irec="'to~r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Five students from Pendleton County were named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least 
a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
JULIE R. ACKMAN, FALMOUTH. 
CARRIE ELIZABETH HEGGE, WILLIAMSTOWN. 
CARLA DAWN MCCARTY, BUTLER. 
JASON A. SAYERS, DEMOSSVILLE. 
DEBRALEE SULLIVAN, FALMOUTH. 
####; . 
N e w s --------------'P'-'a!!:u:::Olin,e::.._Y.:._O,_,U::,;n,.,g.L, M=edi,·,_a_,_R:::::el:::::a::::;tio:;:,n:::::s_,D::.oiro.::ec::::t=or 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Twenty students from Perry County were named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. . 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least 
a 3.5 grade point average on a4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
PATRICIA ANN BANKS, SLEMP. 
GLEN SCOTT BERSAGLIA, BULAN. 
SALLY BEATRICE CALDWELL, BONNYMAN. 
ANGELA LEE CAMPBELL, HAZARD. 
KIMBERLY D. CAMPBELL, HAZARD. 
JOHN B. CORNETT, VIPER. 
TAMI DAMRON, HAZARD. 
REVA SHARON DEATON, DICE. 
MARVIN JOSEPH FORTUNE, HAZARD. 
TERESA ROSE FUGATE, HAZARD. 
MICHELLE LYNN HOWARD, HAZARD. 
RONELIA DIANE KOONTZ, HAZARD. 
MELISSA A. MAGGARD, HAZARD. 
ERIC DOUGLAS MESSER, DWARF. 
REBECCA JEANETTE MILLER, BONNYMAN. 
MELISSA L. MULLINS, HAZARD. 
RACHEL DAWN OUSLEY, HAZARD. 
KIMBERLY SUE STACY, HAZARD. 
CHRISTINA A. STURGILL, VIPER. 
JASON TURNER, VIPER. 
#### 
N e w s __________ ___;P:_:a,u:.::lin:::" =e__,Y,_,o""u::;u,gL, :o:M:.::edi="a::..:R:.::e::::la:.::ti::::"o,n:.::sC-'D::oif:.::ec=to~r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---A Pickaway (OH) County student was named to the Morehead State 
University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least 
a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
ANDREA L. BROWN, WILLIAMSPORT. 
N e w s _________ ___:Po__!a,u::o::linoo:e::_Y=._Ooo:U;:,;n,.,g.L, M=ed:::ei,_a_,_R:::elo::a::o::tiooo:n;:es_,D::!ir!.!ec:!:t=or 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Forty-seven students from Pike County were named to the" Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least 
a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
ANGELIA D. ANDERSON, REGINA. 
MICHAELS. ANDERSON, SHELBY GAP. 
SUSAN BARTLEY, PIKEVILLE. 
JAMES C. BLAIR, PEDS CREEK. . 
DONALD BRYAN BOWLING, BETSY LAYNE. 
KRISTIN LYNN BOWLING, DORTON. 
CYNTHIA K. ·BURNETTE, RACCOON. 
CRYSTAL GAYLE CASE, BELFRY. 
KIMBERLY M COLEMAN, SHELBIANA. 
VIRGIL D. COLEMAN, DRAFFIN. 
BROOKE ANNE COMPTON, PIKEVILLE. 
FlNlCIA MURRAY COMPTON, PIKEVILLE. -
STEPHANIE R. CULLOP, BELFRY. 
JEANNIE D. DOTSON, PHELPS. 
ROBERT BOYCE EVANS, SIDNEY. 
JOEL S. FIELDS, PHELPS. 
MARK EDWARD FRANTOM, PIKEVILLE. 
STACIE DANIELLE FRAZIER, BELFRY. 
KIMBERLY N. FREEMAN, STEELE. 
JENNIFER GRIFFIN, PIKEVILLE .. 
AMY ELISHA HALL, VIRGIE. 
DANA JO HALL, VIRGIE 
DANIEL HUNT, PHYLLIS. 
BILLIE JEAN HYLTON, LOOKOUT. 
WENDY L. JACKSON, PIKEVILLE. 
HEATHER L. KISER, PIKEVILLE. 
(MORE) 
.. 
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BRENT MICHAEL LEE, PINSONFORK. 
JOSHUA KYLE LYNCH, PIKEVILLE. 
KERISTON L. MAY, BELFRY. 
MARY CATHERINE MULLINS, PIKEVILLE. 
STEPHANIE J. MURPHY, PINSONFORK. 
BARBARA TENNILLE NEWSOME, PIKEVILLE. 
BECKY JO NEWSOME, DORTON. 
JACINTA NEWSOME, BELCHER. 
TODD A. RATLIFF, PIKEVILLE. 
TRAVIS A. RATLIFF, PIKEVILLE. 
GA YLENA MARIE RICHARDSON, KIMPBER. 
JOSHUA ANDREW RIVARD, TURKEY CREEK. 
GINA K. ROBINSON, PIKEVILLE. 
JASON EARL SMITH, HUDDY. 
SHANNON L. SMITH, MCCARR. 
GINAL. SPARKS, SIDNEY. 
NIKI M. STANLEY, PIKEVILLE. 
DUSTIN MITCHELL WALLEN, PIKEVILLE. 
KELLI DAY WALLEN, PIKEVILLE. 
AMANDA F. WRIGHT, PIKEVILLE. 
ANGELA MORGAN WRIGHT, DORTON. 
####. 
N e w s __________ _:P:..:a=u=Iin=e=-Y-=-=-ou:::n:::<gu.,..::;M;::;edi:.="a=-R::..:e::.:l;::;at:;:;io=n:::.s-=D:..::ir::..:ecc.::.t:.=or 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Eleven students from Powell County were named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be narried to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least 
a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: : 
ROBIN WILMEDA ANDERSON, CLAY CITY. 
CAMILLA BABER, CLAY CITY. 
ALICE RENEE CHILDERS, CLAY CITY. 
ROBIN R. COMBS, STANTON. 
JAMES D. CRASE, CLAY CITY. 
STACY LYNETTE DRAKE, SLADE. 
CANDACE ANN GILBERT, STANTON. 
CARMEN MICHELLE MCKINNEY, CLAY CITY. 
CHRISTY M. POWELL, CLAY CITY. 
MELISSA D. TODD, STANTON. 
MELISSA S. WIREMAN, CLAY CITY. 
#### 
N e w s __________ _:P:..:a:.=u=lin=e=-Y-=ou:::n::<:g,_,..::;M..::;edi="a::..;R::.::e:::l=at:;:;io:..::n:::.s-=D:..::il'::.::ec:.::.t=or 
Judith Yancy, Di.I'ector of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Five students from Preble (OH) County were named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3 .5 grade point average on a 4. 0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: : 
RODNEY LEE CREECH, WEST ALExANDRIA. 
USUE GAIL DENNIS, SOMERVILLE. 
AMANDA M. ROBERTS, CAMDEN. 
JOANNA LOUISE SHIELDS, WEsT ALEXANDRIA ... 
AUCIA DAWN SPRATT, WEST ALEXANDRIA. ·' 
#### 
N e w s __________ _:P~a::;U::::line!e"--!:Y-"<o-"'un,.g,_,_,_.:cM~ed=ia""-"'R""el""ati:e:" o~n~s-"D""irec="=to:o.r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan.23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Seven students from Pulaski County were named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least 
a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
KEVIN ROSS COOK, EUBANK. 
BRYAN DARWIN MORROW, BURNSIDE. 
STACY WAYNE NEW, EUBANK. 
AMBER NICHOLE RIDENER, SOMERST. 
MARTIN L. WHEELDON, EUBANK. 
STEPHEN P. WHITAKER, SOMERSET. 
JOSHUA JAMES WHITE, SOMERSET. 
#### 
N e w s __________ ___:P:..:a:::u:::lin=e--=Y,_,o::..:u:::n:c.g,_, M=ed=ia:..:R=e==I=ati=" o:::n=sc...:D::.;irec=:.:.to=r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two students from Putnam (OH) County were named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least 
a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: . 
JODI MARIE MORRIS, PANDORA. 
FRANCIS NOONE, LEIPSIC. 
#### 
N e w s __________ ___;Po_:a,u:olin=e--'Y,_,o:::u~n""gL, M=ed=ia:...:Rooe::e1:::;ati::::'o,n:::Sc..:D:::;ir::::ec=to:::o.r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Five students from Robertson County were named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least 
a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
KIMBERLY MILLER BRYANT, MT. OLIVET. 
JAMA MICHELLE HOSKINS, MT. OLIVET. 
AARON I. MASSEY, MT. OLIVET. 
MELISSA C. PUCH, MT. OLNET. 
REBECCA HALE SCHALCH, MT. OLIVET. 
#### 
N e w s _________ ___;P::..:a:=u:::olin:::e::_Y=ou=n"'g,__, M=ed-=i:::a..::R=e=la=ti,on::osc.::D::;ir::..:ec:::t=or 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---One hundred seventy students from Rowan County were named to 
the Morehead State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least 
a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
JESSIE A. ADAMS, MOREHEAD. 
DONETTA JANE ADKINS, MOREHEAD. 
KELLI DAWN ALDERMAN, MOREHEAD. 
KELLEY D. ALEXANDER, MOREHEAD. 
BRITTAN T. ANDREWS, FARMERS. 
RITA AMA EDEM ATIASE, MOREHEAD. 
FRANCES DEE ATKINS, OLIVE HILL. 
SHARON LOUISEAUSTIN, MOREHEAD. 
ADAM CLAY BARBER, MOREHEAD, 
JAMIE M. BARNETT, MOREHEAD. 
JESSICA A BEACH, MOREHEAD. 
JOAN BECKNELL, MOREHEAD. 
BRIAN ALLEN BLAIR, MOREHEAD. 
LAWRENCE SCOTT BLAIR, MOREHEAD. 
SHARON L. BOLT, MOREHEAD. 
ERIC CHRISTOPHER BOOTH, MOREHEAD. 
LEVITAJ. BREWER, CLEARFIELD. 
CHRISTY RENEA BROWN, MOREHEAD. 
NANCY ROPARS BROWN, MOREHEAD. 
CHRISTOPHER EDWARD CAHILL, MOREHEAD. 
CLAYTON L. CAMIC, MOREHEAD. 
ANDREAS. CARTER, MOREHEAD. 
MELANIE L. CATRON, ELLIOTTVILLE. 
ANGELA L. CAUDILL, MOREHEAD. 
ANTHONY GENE CAUDILL, MOREHEAD. 
REBECCA ROSE CAUDILL, MOREHEAD. 
(MORE) 
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PASCHALIS PETER CHARIZANIS, MOREHEAD. 
THIEN CHEE CHAW, MOREHEAD. 
THIEN KIAT CHAW, MOREHEAD. 
JENNIFER E. COLEMAN, MOREHEAD. 
KIMBERLY L. COLLINS, MOREHEAD. 
ROBERT ALEC COOPER, MOREHEAD. 
MICHAEL D. CORNETT, MOREHEAD. 
CONSTANCE JESSICA COY, MOREHEAD. 
REBECCA SARA CRAFT, MOREHEAD. 
DEANNA SUE CRAIL, MOREHEAD. 
CARRELL LANE CROSS, MOREHEAD. 
CHRISTOPHER JASON CROTTS, MOREHEAD. 
BRANDICE RYAN CRUM, MOREHEAD. 
KENNETH EUGENE CUNDIFF, MOREHEAD. 
LESLIE M. DAMRON, MOREHEAD. 
RHONDA KAY DASE, MOREHEAD. 
ANGELA DENIESE DAVIS, MOREHEAD. 
CRYSTAL ANN DEMPSEY, MOREHEAD. 
DANIEL WALKER DEROSSETT, MOREHEAD. 
CYNTHIA ANNE DOMBROSKAS, MOREHEAD. . . 
JAMIE DOTSON, MOREHEAD. . 
KIMBERLYDAWNDUNCAN,MOREHEAD. 
SUZAN ELIZABETH DUNHAM, MOREHEAD. 
DANA LEIGH EARLEY, MOREHEAD. · 
ALAN BLAIR EVANS, MOREHEAD. 
DEBORAH L. FERGUSON, MOREHEAD. 
DENISE ELAINE FERNANDEZ, MOREHEAD. 
JASONL. FERRIS, OWINGSVILLE. 
ROLLY L. FIELDEN, MOREHEAD. · 
LUCILLE FLETCHER, MOREHEAD. 
AMY CELESTE FORMAN, MOREHEAD. 
HEATHERDAWN,FOUCH,MOREHEAD. 
MONICA RENEE FRENCH, MOREHEAD. 
• I ' • 
CHRISTOPHER ALAN FURNISH, MOREHEAD. 
ROLLY KAY GARTIN, MOREHEAD. 
KISHA LYNN GILLIAM, MOREHEAD. 
SHARON ELIZABETH GINTER, CLEARFIELD. 
HEATHER BEATRICE GOZZARD, MOREHEAD. 
MARCI JEAN GRIFFITH, MOREHEAD. 
BETHM. GSCHWENDER, MOREHEAD. 
AMY LASHA WN HALL, MOREHEAD. 
WILLIAM JOSEPH HAMILTON, MOREHEAD .. 
(MORE) 
Rowan County Dean's List 
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GEORGIA L. HANEY, MOREHEAD. 
REBECCA MARIE HART, MOREHEAD. 
TAMI MARIE HART, CLEARFIELD. 
JESSICA LYNN HARWOOD, MOREHEAD. 
TROY DWAYNE HATFIELD, MOREHEAD. 
KAREN HELTON, MOREHEAD. 
DEL VIN IllCKERSON, MOREHEAD. 
MYRA JILL IllCKS, MOREHEAD. 
SHEILA MAE IllLDERBRAND, MOREHEAD. 
JAMES C. JARRELLS, MOREHEAD. 
JAMES D. JOHNSON, CLEARFIELD. 
JENNIFER L. JOHNSON, ELLIOTTVILLE. 
STACEY DAWN JOHNSON, CLEARFIELD. 
STACY S. JUSTICE, CLEARFIELD. 
WIZA KAIRA, MOREHEAD. 
SUMIKO KANEKO, MOREHEAD. 
JODY C. KASH, MOREHEAD. 
YOKO KAWAI, MOREHEAD. 
PAULA MAE KEETON, MOREHEAD. 
MARK ANTHONY KILLIN, MOREHEAD. 
MITCHELL DOUGLAS KISSICK, MOREHEAD. 
JUNKO KOMAZAKI, MOREHEAD. 
SOREY A RAZIA LAMBAR, MOREHEAD. 
GERALDINE LEWIS-WIREMAN, MOREHEAD. 
CLIVE MAXWELL LIEW, MOREHEAD. · 
NICHOLE B. LINGERFELT, MOREHEAD. 
SHELLY DENISE MANNING, MOREHEAD. 
MWELWA MAHALIA MAPOMA, MOREHEAD. 
BENJAMIN B. MATTINGLY, MOREHEAD. 
HEATHER MICHELLE MAUPIN, MOREHEAD. 
·CRYSTAL R. MAYFIELD, MOREHEAD. 
CHRYSTAL SHAWN MAYNARD, MOREHEAD. 
JOHN BRENT MAYO, CLEARFIELD. 
WILLIAM PATRICK MAYS, MOREHEAD. 
LORI GAYLE MCALISTER, MOREHEAD. 
SEAN THOMAS MCCLELLAN, CLEARFIELD. 
KEVIN RAY MCCLURG, MOREHEAD. 
KYLE MATTHEW MCCORMICK, MOREHEAD. 
MARLA KAYE MEADE, MOREHEAD. 
JAMES KEITH MESSER, MOREHEAD. 
JENNIFER L. MESSER, MOREHEAD. 
TOMMY L. MESSER, MOREHEAD. 
CHRISTI L. MOORE, MOREHEAD. 
(MORE) 
Rowan County Dean's List 
4-4-4-4-4 
KIMBERLY R. MOORE, MOREHEAD. 
MARK JONATHAN MORELAND, LEXINGTON. 
BETTY Z. MUSE, MOREHEAD. 
TIFFANEY DAWN MUSSER, CLEARFIELD. 
CHRISTOPHER GLEN NORRIS, MOREHEAD. 
SHELLY L. OSBURN, MOREHEAD. 
MlHOKO OZEKI, MOREHEAD. 
JACQUELINE R. PENNINGTON, MOREHEAD. 
DOMINIQUE RENEE PLEASANT, MOREHEAD. 
STACY LEE PORTER, MOREHEAD. 
MJCHAEL RAY POTTER, CLEARFIELD. 
CHRISTY PAUL PRATHER, MOREHEAD. 
CRYSTAL DAWN PUCKETT, CLEARFIELD. 
JOSE ENRIQUE RAMJREZ, MOREHEAD. 
TAW ANA APRIL RATLIFF, MOREHEAD. 
DORIS ELISABETH RAWLINS, MOREHEAD. 
ELIZABETH ANN REED, WINCHESTER. 
TARA KRISTY REED, MOREHEAD. 
DEBRA F. REYNOLDS, MOREHEAD. 
AMY RENEE RIDDLE, MOREHEAD. 
EDWARD ANDREW ROBERTS, MOREHEAD. 
JAMJE ROBERTS, MOREHEAD. 
JESSICA L. ROBINSON, MOREHEAD. 
FARRAH R. ROWE, MOREHEAD. 
JOSEPH SANNING, CLEARFIELD. 
RICHARD M. SARGENT, CLEARFIELD. 
CHRISTINA D. SENTERS, CLEARFIELD. 
GEORGE N. SHARIK, MOREHEAD. 
DEBRA ELIZABETH SHARP, MOREHEAD. 
EDI~HNAOMJ SHEEHAN, MOREHEAD. 
BRIAN KEITH SIMS, MOREHEAD. 
LANDON C. SMITH, MOREHEAD. 
SARAH ANN SMJTH, MOREHEAD: . 
SHANNON LEIGH SMJTH, MOREHEAD. 
ROGER DALE SPARKS, MOREHEAD. 
SELENA DAWN SPEARS, MOREHEAD. 
JAMIE RAY STAMPER, MOREHEAD. 
MARGIE LOU STAPLETON, MOREHEAD. 
BRANDI NICOLE STARCHER, MOREHEAD. 
EARL GEROME STEPHENS, MOREHEAD. 
ANDREW R. STOTTMANN, CLEARFIELD. 
MICHELLE R. TACKETT, MOREHEAD. 
(MORE) 
Rowan County Dean's List 
5-5-5-5-5 
JAMES WALTER THOMAS, MOREHEAD. 
JENNIFER DAWN THOMAS, MOREHEAD. 
SANDRA VALERIA TINAJERO, MOREHEAD. 
NICOLE LORAINE WASHINGTON, MOREHEAD. 
BRIDGETTE LEE WHITT, MOREHEAD. 
ELIZABETH WHITT, MOREHEAD. 
MELINDA ANETTE WIGGINTON, MOREHEAD. 
FARRAH DAWN WILLIAMS, CLEARFIELD. 
MISTY NICOLE WILLIAMS, MOREHEAD. 
SAMUEL K. WILLIAMS, CLEARFIELD. 
TAMMIE D. WINBURN, MOREHEAD. 
JOSEPH JACK WIRIMA, MOREHEAD. 
DONNA JEAN WITHROW, HALDEMAN .. 
ALEXA WOELL, MOREHEAD. 
EARL CLINTON WOOD, MOREHEAD. 
JAMES MATTHEW WRIGHT, MOREHEAD. 
KAREN KA YIN WU, MOREHEAD. 
#### 
N e w s ___________ P::.:a=:cu=lin=" '-'.e....:Y:...;o:..:u::;n.,g.._, ::.:M::::edia=" :...;R::::::::el"'at"'io::.:n::::s....:D::.:irec=:.:.to=r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 . 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Three students from Scioto (OH) County were named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least 
a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
KARA LEIGH QUEEN, WHEELERSBURG. 
KENDRA JO RASE, MINFORD. 
LANCE JEFFREY WILLIAMS, FRANKLIN FURNACE. 
#### 
N e w s __________ ____:Po_:a"'u::::lin=e....:Y:..:oo::u,nl:>.gL, M=edi="a:..:R::;:e::::l=at:;ciO::;:n:::s....:D;::,iroo;ec=to=r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two students from Scott County were named to the Morehead State 
University Dean's List for the I 997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least 
a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: : 
WILLIAM POPE CUDD, GEORGETOWN. 
CO RIND A SUE LEWIS, GEORGETOWN. 
#### 
N e w s __________ ___;P,_,a""u"'lin=e_,Y'"'o"'u""n .... gL, M=edi=" a,_,R,e:::.:l:o:at::;:io::!n,s_,D::.eireo:ec=to::!.r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---One student from Shelby County was named to the Morehead State 
University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. .•· 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least 
a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
JA YME D. ADAMS, SHELBYVILLE ... 
' 
#### 
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N e w s ---------------'P=-a=u=lin=e--'Y'-'o'-'u=n"'gL, =-M=ed=ia'-'Re=-=la=ti=" o=n=s--'D=-rn=ec=to=r 
Judith Yancy, Director oflnstitutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---One student from Stark (OH) County was named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3 .5 grade point average on a 4. 0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
DANA ERIN FOHI:., NORTH CANTON .. - . 
#### 
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N e w s __________ __;P::ca=:cu=lin=" '-'.e...:Y:.co:..:u::;n.,g.._, ::.:M::.:edi="a:.cR:..:e:..:l=at=io:..:n;:;:sc...:D::cir:::.ec=to=r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---One student from Summit (OH) County was named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least 
a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
·. 
SHANNON LEIGH BENDER, COPLEY. 
#### 
N e w s ------------'P"-'a=u=lin=e--'Y'-'o'-'u=n.,_gz._, M=ed=ia'-'Re=l=at=io=n=s--'D"-'irec===to=r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two students from Taylor County were named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least 
a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
I 
The Dean's List includes: : 
• .. 
VICTORIA LEE EASTRIDGE, CAMPBELLSVILLE. 




N e w s __________ ____:P::..:a==u=lin=e-=Y:...:o:..::u=n.,_g,_, M=ed=ia::..:&:..:e::.:I=at=io::.:n::=s_:D::..:ir:::.ec::..::..:;to=r 
Judith Yancy, Director oflnstitutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Four students from Warren (OH) County were named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least 
a 3.5.grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
TINA M. COCHRAN, W A YNESVILLR 
CHRISTOPHER CYRUS JOHNSON, LEBANON. 
ROBERT A. L YMANGROVER, WEST CHESTER. 
MEGHAN COLLEEN MALONEY, WAYNESVILLE. 
#### 
N e w s _________ ____:P:..:a==u=lin:::e::_Y=-o::.:u::::n:<ogl..C, M=edi='=a-=cR=el=a=tio"'n""s-=D::..oirec=t=or 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Twenty students from Wolfe County were named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least 
a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
JOHN BOYD AMYX, CAMPTON. 
ASHLEY WAYNE BOWMAN, CAMPTON.: 
CYNTHIA.NICOLE BREWER, PINE JUDGE. 
CHARLES EDWARD BROOKS, CAMPTON. 
KIMBERLY RENEE CONWAY, CAMPTON. 
MELINDA KAY COOMER, CAMPTON. 
' , I , • , '" 
LISA L. CREECH, PINE RIDGE. 
RITA K. DRAKE; CAMP,TO:l':l":_ . 
KRISTEL J. EVANS, CAMPTON. :-.· .o .. 
CHRISTOPHER DEWEY GILLUM,.CAMPTON. · 
SHIRLEY JEAN GINTER, CAMPTON. .. . . j 
MARLENE M. HENSON, CAMPTOW . · · : . 
CASSANDRA RENEINGRAM, C.AlviPTON: : 
KEVIN D. JONES, CAMPTON ... 
PATRJCIA GAIL LUTES, ROGERS. 
DANIELL. MAY ABB;·CAMPTON. , · ·· 
GLENNA N. MORRJSON, HAZELGREEN. 
KATRJNA DENISE PECK, GAMPTO~, 
STEPHANIE DAWN SPENCER, CAMPTON. 
CARLA J. WILSON)I!\:ZEL 'GREE}i.. . ... 
#### 
N e w s __________ __:P:..:a::.:u:=lin=e--=Y:...:oo.::u::::nc.g,'-'M=ed=ia:...:Ro.=e=l:;:;at:;:;io=n:::s-=D:..:ir::.;ec=to=r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---One student from Woodford County was named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least 
a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
MINDY ELISE SCHODORF, VERSAILLES. 
#### 
N e w s ---------------'P~a~u~lin~· ~e-=Y~o~u~n~gL, ::::M~edia=" !...;Re=la~u~·o~n!!:s~D::.irec=::!::to~r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---One student from Broward County, Fla., was named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
KEVIN PHILIP RADO, COOPER CITY. 
#### 
., •, ( 
N e w s __________ ___;P::..;a:::u=olin=e....:Y:..:o'-'u"'n""g,_, :::M==edia=" :..;R::.:e"'la=ti="o"'n""s'-'D=ciro:.ec=to=r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMJ.\.ffiDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---One student from Washington, D.C., was named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: · 
ERZHAN TALGATA VICH KUDABAEV, 20036. 
#### 
N e w s ---------,-----------'P=-a=u=lin=" "'e-'Y=-o'-'u=n.,gL, =c.M=edi="a=-R=e=la=ti=" o=n=s-'D=-irec="-to=r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---One student from Cook County, ill., was named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
KRISTEN LEE WIDTE, RICHTON PARK. 
#### 
1. 
N e w s __________ __;P~a"'u~lin,· ,e_:Y,_,o"'u,n,.,gL, "'M="edia=" '-'R"e"'l,ati""" o,n~s,_,D:::cirec=~to""r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---One student from Henry County, TIL, was named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
DAWN LEAH BROWN;KEW ANEE. 
#### 
' ' ' 
N e w s __________ ___:P:..:a::.:u:=lin=e--=Y:...:oo.::u::.:nc.g,'-'M=ed=ia:...:R:..:;e::.:l;::;at::.:io:..;;n:::;s_:D:..:ir=.;ec:..::..:;to=r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---One student from Jefferson County, Ill., was named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
ERICA LYNN ELLERBUSCH, M:r. VERNON. 
#### 
N e w s __________ ___;P::..;a::;:u::=lin=e--=Y:...:o:..::u:=n.,_g,_, M=edi="a:...:R:..::e:..::l::=ati:=;"o:..::n=s--=D::..;irec;:o::..;ccto=r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---One student from Washington County, ill., was named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
MATTHEW RAY HARRE, NASHVILLE. 
#### 
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N e w s __________ __,P,_,a:::U::elin!::e"-".Y.:Oou;::,n,.g,_,_,..:;M:=:ed=ia::...R=ela=ti::::" O;::n,s..::D:c:ir~eco::to=r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---One student from Lake County, m., was named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: · 
MATTHEW CURTIS SRIVER, LffiERTYVILLE. 
#### 
N e w S------------=P:..:a:::u=lin=e::...Y..::...::.ou=n=<g..,_,..::;M;::;edi:.="a::..;R::..:e::..:l=at:.::;io:.::n:::.s-=D:..=irec=t=or 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two students from DuPage County, ill., were named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: , 
MEGAN LESLIE MuNDIE, DOWNERS GROVE. 
JERELLYNNWAIDE, LOMBARD. 
###~ 
N e w s __________ _:P:..:a:::u~Iin:::.e:::....::Y..::o=un,g,_,..:.M:.=ced=ia::._R=el=-at::::iO:::n::::s-=D::.:ir:::ec=to::.r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Two students from Marion County, Ind., were named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: .• 
MELISSA RENE ABBOTT,)NDIANAPOLiS (46217). 
RACHEL LEIGH JOHNSON; INDIANAPOLIS -(46237) 
; ':' 
. ... 
' ;1 ' 
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N e w. s __________ ___:Po..:a='!u:::lin=e__,Y:_oo,u~n.,g'-'' M=edia=" '-'R"'e::!l,ati,· Oe_:n:::s_:D::.:irec=::::tO:o:_r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---One student from Dearborn County, Ind., was named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. · 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: ' 




N e w s ------------"P:.!a~u:!!lin!!:e::...Y~ou!:!!n:!l:g,_, _=:M~edi="a!..;R~e:::!l!!:ati"'"o"'n,_s_,D~irec=to=r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--One student from Jennings County, Ind., was named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: : 




N e w s __________ _,P,_,a~u""lin""e~Y-"o_,un:!<g,_,_,_=:M~ed=ia:o..R=el=at:o:io~n,s-=D::.:iro:.:ec=to:!.r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---One student from Dubois County, Ind., was named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on, a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 




' .. ' ".;· 
N e w s __________ __:P:..:a:=u:::lin:!!e~Y..:::o=un,.g,_,_,_.:;M:.=;ed=ia=-Re=la=ti::::"o:::n=s-=D::.:irec=.:oto~r 
Judith Yancy, Director oflnstitutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
.Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two students from Delaware County, Ind., were named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: : 
CARRIE SUSANN ADDINGTON, MUNCIE. 
KAMBRA JOLEE MEYER, MUNCIE. 
#### 
N e w s __________ ___:P,_,a::::U:::lin=e_,Y:_oooeu~n"'-g'-'' M=ed=ia,_,RO::e:::!l:::ati~·oe!n,s_,D,rneo:ec=to;:o.r 
Judith Yancy, Dii;ector of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.-One student from Steuben County, Ind., was named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
MELISSA ANN FRIEL, ANGOLA. 
#### 
'·. 
N e w s __________ _:P:_:a:::u:::lin::;e::_Y_::_::ou=n::.:g..,_, -=:M:=:edia=" :..:R:::e=l=ati:::" o""n"'s-=D:..:irec=t=or 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
·FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---One student from Washington County, Ind., was named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: · 
MANDY LEE GOLD, SALEM. 
#### 
, I. 
N e w s __________ ___:P,_,a""u~Iin=e....::Y,_,o~u,n.,_g,'-'M=edia=" ,_,Re=la!!!ti:!:"o"'n,s....::D~irec="'to::!.r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---One student from Perry County, Ind., was named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 





N e w s __________ _:Po..:a:::u~lineoe~Y_:::o=un,.g:u.,..:;M:=cedia="=-Re=la:::t:::iO:::n:::s-=D:..:iroo.:ec=to:.o.r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---One student from Fayette County, Ind., was named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
. - -





N e w s __________ ____;P:C:a,u"'lin=e__,Y,_,o""u"'n"'-gL, M=ed=ia:c;R:::e::.:la=t~io,n_,sc.:D::::irec=:::to~r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan.23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two students from Wabash County, Ind., were named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least 
a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
ALMA LOU CHAPMAN, NORTH MAl':{ CHESTER. 







N e w s -------~-----'P"-'a"'u"'lin=e_,Y,_,o"'u,n,.,gL, M=edi="a'-'&O::e"-'la""ti"'" o"'n""s:...::D:::ir:ocec=to~r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---One student from Baltimore County, Md., was named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least 
a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
MELISSA LYNN FANNIN, BALTIMORE. (21220). 
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N e w s __________ ___;P::..:a:::u:::lin=e--=Y:..:o:..:u:::n.,g,_, M=ed=ia::..:R:..:e==l=at=io:..:n=s--=D::..:ir=-ec=to=r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---One student from Washtenaw County, Mich., was named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least 
a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
AMY LOUISE POLCZYK, ANN ARBOR (48105). 
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N e w s __________ _:P:..:a:=u:::lino:::e=--=Y..::ou=no:tg,_,_,_.::M:=:edia=" ,;:_:R=el=at:::;io:::.n=s-=D:..:irec=t""o"'r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Three stUdents from Middlesex County, N.J., were named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: ' 
MARIO. PACHE, MILLTOWN. ~ 
MICHELE LYNN PACHE, MILLTOWN. 





N e w s __________ ____:P::_:a:::u:.::lin=e--=Y:..:o:..:u:::n<>g,_, M=edi="a:...:R:.:e==l=at=io==n=s-=D::..:ir::.ec=to=r 
Judith Yancy, Director oflnstitutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---One student from Monmouth County, N.J., was named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
NEIL JOSEPH GYURIS, MIDDLETOWN. 
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N e w s __________ ___;P,_,a,u"=lin=e_,Y,_,o""u,n,_gL, M=edi="a::.:Rooe:o:lo::;ati::::"o,n!:esC..:D,irec=o::to~r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IM:MEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--One student from Allegheny County, Pa., was named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester.. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
MARIANNE. WINNING, MCKEESROCKS. 
#### 
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N e w s __________ ___;P~a:!!u!!:lin=e--'Y~o~u"'n,.,gL, M=edia=" '"'R"'e"'l"'ati""" o"'n""s'-'D"'ir""ec=to~r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--One student from Westmoreland County, Pa., was named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
BRANDI LEE DENT, JEANNETTE. 
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N e w s __________ ____:P'-'a"'u"'lin=e__,Y,_,o:::;u,n:C.gL, M=ed=ia'-'R""e"'l""ati"'' o"'n,s:.,::D:::iroo:ec=to~r 
Judith Yancy, Director oflnstitutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---One student from Mercer County, Pa., was named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
LAURA LEIGH SEREDAY, STONEBORO. 
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N e w s __________ _.:P~a~u~lin="'e"---=Y-'::ou!!:n~g:!l.,-"M~edi="a:!..R=el,_ati"'"o:!!n!!!s..!:D:o!ir"-'ec=to"-r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---One student from Washington County, Pa., were named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
JENNY V. WALLER, W ASIITNGTON. 
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N e w s __________ ___;P::..:a::::u:::lin=e--=Y:...:o:..::u:::n.,_g,_, M=ed=ia::..:R:..:e==la=ti='o==n=s--=D=cir=ec=to=r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---One student from Mingo County, W.Va., was named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least 
a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
SHAWNE M. MARCUM, DELBARTON. 
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N e w s __________ ___:P~a!!:u~lin=e....!Y:..::o~u~nf>.gL, M=edi=·a~R~e::!l~at:!:io~n!!:!s....!D~ir~ec=to~r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan.23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---One student from Kanawha County, W.Va., was named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least 
a 3.5 grade point average on a4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
KIRSTIE ANNE MAHONEY, CHARLESTON. 
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N e w s __________ ___;P,_,a,u"'lin=e....:Y:..oO::..::U:::n:t:>.gL, M=ed=ia:;_;R::;e:::l=ati::o:' o,n~sc..::D:::ir:ocec=to:o!.r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Three students from Wayne County, W.Va., were named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4. 0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
BRIAN A. DAVIS, LAVALETTE. 
SCO'IT EDWARD DAVIS, LAVALETTE. 
ELIZABETH EI I .EN WALKER, KENOVA. 
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N e w s __________ _;P:..:a:::U:::lin:::e:::..-'OY..:::o=un,.g,_,_.:;M:=;edi="a~R::::el:::at=io::::n=s-=D::.:ir::.:ec=to:.:.r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---One student from Orange County, Calif., was named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: , 
KIMBERLY GIVSON, TRAVUCO CANYON. 
####. 
N e w s __________ ___:P~a~u~lin=e~Y:..!o~u~n.C..gL, M=edi=·a~R~e~l~au:!:·o~n!!!s...!D~ir~ec=toe!.r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---One student from Los Angeles, Calif., was named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
GLYNIS ANITA SHEPPARD, LOS ANGELES (90043) 
#### 
N e ws __________ _;P,_,a""u,Iin=e_,Y"'o""un:!lg:U,_,M:!;edia="~R=ela=ti='"o,n""s_,D::.:irec=""to:.:.r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---One student from Craven County, N.C., was named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: : 
CHRISTIAN ANTON GALESKI, NEW BERN. 
#### 
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N e w s __________ _:P,_,a,u""lin~e"--.::Y..:::O_::::un,g,_,-=M:::edia=",_R=ela:::;ti:::"o~n!::s.-"D::!irec=-"'to:o_r 
Judith Yancy, Director oflnstitutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---One student from Dane County, Wis., was named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
JEFFEREY MARTIN ENDRES, MADISON (53716) 
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N e w s __________ ___;P:;_:a,u::.::lin=e_,Y,_,o::_::u,n,_gL, M=ed=ia'-'R""e"'la""ti"'" o,n_,sc..::D:o;ir"'ec=to~r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---One student from Kewaunee County, Wis., was named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
JOY STARR, ALGOMA. 
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N e w s __________ _;P:c.!a~u:!elin:!!e:::....::Y-"o""un,.g:u,.=M:!eedi="a~R::::;ela"'ti"""o~n!!!s_,D;:,i=="'=to~r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---One student from Prince William County, Va., were named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
ANTHONY DAviD BURNS? WOODBRIDGE. 
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N e w s __________ ___:P,_,a,u~lin=e....::Y:..::O:.:::U:!!n"'-g''-'M=edia=" '-'R~e~1:::ati:::" o::!n,s_,D::;:ir:o:ec=to:::_r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---One student from Wise County, Va., was named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least 
a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
ETHAN ANDERSON MOORE, BIG STONE GAP. 
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N e w s __________ ____:P'-'a"'u"'lin=e__,Y,_,oe.::u:o:n:t>.gL, M=ed=ia'-'R,e,la""t"'io"'n~sc..::D:o:irec="'to""r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University · UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--One student from Fairfax County, Va., was named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
KRISTIN LEE GRIFFIN, OAKTON. 
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Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---One student from Stafford County, Va., was named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
ROBYN S. FARRELL, STAFFORD. 
#il## 
N e w s __________ ___:P~a:!!u~Iin=e_,Y'-!o<!:u,n.,_gL, M=edia=" ,_,R,e,Ia,ti:::" o::!n,s_,D;::,irec="'to""r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---One student from Sevier County, Tenn., was named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
KATHERINE MARIE LOOMIS, SEVIERVILLE. 
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N e w s __________ ___:P,_,aO!:u:::lin=e....::Y:..::O:..:::U::ong,_,LM=ed=ia'-'R"'e:.:l:::ati,· O:::n,s_,D,ireo:ec=to::o.r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 23, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---One student from Williamson County, Tenn., was named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 1997 Fall Semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least 
a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
KIMBERLY K. BROWN, COLLEGE GROVE. 
#### 
N e W S -------------'P=-a=u=lrn=· :.::e...:Y:..o:..:u:..:n"'g"-, =M=e=d=ia=-R=el=a=ti=o=ns=-D=ir=e.:::ct:.::o-=.r Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 24, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's Office of Community Development will 
offer classes in swimming Saturdays, beginning Jan. 31. 
Students may register at the first class meeting. All swim classes will be held at the McClure 
Pool in the Academic Athletic Center: 
The cost is $45 per person fc/r either of two s~ssioris which will run for six consecutive 
' ~- ' ~ 
l '.·~ 
Saturdays. The first session will begin on SJ!turday,''Jan.)l,:.withthe second session scheduled to r ,_ , . .,.__ '::::~, ___ ;.J:_·> : t -...,, 
start March 28. Participants .wi!Fineet for classes·~ased on the~ particular age groups. 
~' • ' "' t 
/'.; ,~. '0.-i,/f ,1 
Additional information is available by calling (606) 783-2077. 




N e w s ____________ P~au~lin~· ~e~Y~ou~n~g,_,,_.M=ed!!I~·a~R~e~I~ati!:!·o~n~s~D~ir~ec~t~or 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 26, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Three distinguished individuals will speak on the Morehead State 
University campus in February as part of the University's celebration of Black History Month. 
Among the visiting lecturers are: Dr. Nashid Fakhrid-Deen, minority affairs coordinator 
for the University of Kentucky Community College system, on Wednesday, Feb. 11; Afi Maule, 
founder of the newly-established African Roots Museum in Hemiing, Tenn., on Wednesday, 
Feb. 18, and Jack Jackson, a motivational speaker from Dayton, Ohio, on Wednesday, Feb. 25. 
All three programs, coordinated by MSU' s Office of Minority Student Affairs, will be 
held in the Commonwealth Room, Adron Doran University Center (ADUC). There is no 
admission charge. All events, which are free and open to the public, begin at 7 p.m. 
Dr. Fakhrid-Deen, who is making a return visit to the campus, will talk on "Black 
Male/Female Relationships." Recognized for his experience in higher education and minority 
affairs, he is the author of" Ancestral Voices" and "An African-American Students Guide to 
Longevity in Academia." 
A former admissions counselor at Grand Valley State University and associate director of 
admissions at Bowie State University, Dr. Fakhrid-Deen is founder of C.A.R.E. (Creating 
Awareness Regarding Education), a national program geared to motivating students. 
Recipient of numerous awards and citations for his contributions to the community, Dr. 
Fakhrid-Deen earned a B.A. degree in psychology from Grand Valley State University, a 
master's degree in religion from Western Michigan University and J.D. degree from the 
University of Baltimore School of Law. 
Writer, poet and designer of African clothing, Maule will speak on "Ancestral Voices" 
which will include a recitation of "What's in a Name." Currently, she is making fmal 
preparations for the African Roots Museum which will open in February in honor of the late 
historian Alex Haley. She earned a B.A. degree in social science from Chapman University in 
Orange, Calif., where she did extensive work in the Marriage, Family and Child Counseling 
program. Mother of twin sons who are now 31 years of age, she completed the Juris Doctor 
. degree from the American College of Law in Anal!eim, Calif. 
(MORE) 
Black History Month 
' 2-2-2-2-2 
"The New Millennium: What's in it for me?" is the name of Jackson's contribution. A 
graduate of Eastern Kentucky University, he was among the flrst black athletes to play in the 
Ohio Valley Conference. 
Throughout the month, various campus organizations will offer special activities. Already 
scheduled on Saturday, Feb. 14, there will be a banquet sponsored by Zeta Phi Beta and Sigma 
Gamma Rho sororities in the Eagle Dining Room, ADUC. On Thursday, Feb. 19, Phi Beta 
Sigma fraternity will sponsor a program entitled "AIDS and African Americans" in the 
Commonwealth Room, ADUC, beginning at 7 p.m. On Saturday, Feb. 21, Delta Sigma Theta 
Sorority, Inc., will sponsor Delta Blackology at 8 p.m. also in the Commonwealth Room. A 
Sunday Worship Experience that is interdenominational and multicultural will be held in 121 
Baird Music Hall from 2 to 5 p.m ... on Feb. 1, 8, 15 and 22. 
Additional information on the month-longJ)bservance is available from MSU's Offlce of 
Minority Student Affairs at (606)..783-2668. 
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Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 26, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD. Ky.---Thomas Yancy, Morehead State University assistant professor of 
radio and TV, is one of 75 educators invited to attend the International Radio and Television 
Society (IRTS) Faculty/Industry Seminar in New York City, Feb. 18-22. 
The conference, which will follow "The Impact of Media on Children" theme, is 
sponsored by "Broadcasting & Cable Magazine." Uu)ag~ndl will include the IRTS Foundation 
. I . ·<···· : 
Newsmakers Luncheon featuring,tq~·televis.ion netwg~kehfel:iainment presidents. 
4+~~7~ ~ .. ,:,>:...,/.:,./~( . ~ i.:-.::~~--, 
A faculty member 'Yl;lo has peen at the UIP-versity for 201years_, Yancy will attend the 
• ' • < ' l .~ . ~~·· , l ,, ~~,,' 1\:\ .;·/[ : I )) 
conference for the fifth tiilie. "It is :a prestiiious everit with a lot of wfuk involved," he said. A 
/~, ·~:~,·! ' __ ] ','-·-·--J t --~ 1 ,:// 
member of the Broadcast Educ~t~r{1t~J~l~~~9.f·~"( ~~r!s"t~§~ ~g.-~~sociate vice chair of the 
, j ~'f~K_"":-,_., I 'f '"'C>• "]':::it,:::..,:':!·: 
BEA' s Courses, Curricula and A.~nillrlstf.tiidninivUiobf,~>:i :: 
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N e W S ____________ _.:::_P-=au:::l:::in:::e::__::Y..:o:.:u:::n,g"-, M=e::.:d::ia=R::e:::la::t:::io:.:n:::s_:D:::i::.re::::c:..:t=or Judith Yancy, Director oflnstitutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Jan. 26, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Eight Morehead State University students will participate in the seventh 
annual National Association of African-American/ Hispanic Latino Studies Conference in Houston, 
Texas, Feb. 7-15. 
At the conference, educators from colleges and universities will present papers on a variety 
of topics which will be discussed, examined and questioned in an open forum. 
The MSU students who will ,attend the conference. were selected from the student body, . .. 
according to Dr. Lemuel Berry Jr., dean of the Caud)il College of Humanities and coordinator of the 
arrangements. "The selections were:based on grade pointavenige. and campus leadership," he said. 
~.. l i . " '.-: '~ .... 
"The students will work at the registration desk an~. book fair at the cmiference." 
The conference will allow sttidents an opportunity.to view the Afribn-Arnerican and 
: •• . l 
Hispanic-Latino cultures il,i a different light, Dr. Berry noted. "They h~v~Jhe chance to view these 
i ' 
topics through the eyes of scholars," :he said, 
Students also will have the opportUnitY. to n~t;orll~t"the conference, Dr. Berry added. . . - '' ; 
"They can make contacts with. individuals iri diiferentjob·_'fu'arkets,"·he said. Last year, more than 
·. -·' " .- .-~' ' ' ' \ • i -. ' ', ' : .- ' ·- --:{ 
400 presenters from the .Uniii:d States aild 11 foteigii countries were'in attendance and with the 
presenters already sche~~led, thls year promi~~s to be fuUth :bigger~·; '' . 
. -- l' ~ ' ' ' . '•. 
The eight students pa~i~ipating in this year;s conference are: Ce~il ~~ookins, Louisville 
senior; Anthony David Burns; Woodbridge, Va.', graduate student; Jeremy Hollingsworth, Raeford, 
\ -·' . . '-: /\ /'' -.. _ . '.: ~ •,-:,..·, '"· __ \ 
N. C., graduate student; Melissa, Mcintosh, Rt:dfox s~nior; Tami Rpark, Blackey senior; Heather 
'·' 
Thompson, Maineville, Ohio, senior; Lori Trzop, Walton junior, and Alexa Woell, Muelheim, 
•• I> ' ' ' 
Germany, junior. 
\ 
·- .· ' '\./ 
Additional information on this conference or upcoming programs is available from the 
Caudill College of Humanities at (606) 783-2650. 
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Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
MSU STUDENT PREPARES FOR SPRING CLASSES 
Students returned to the Morehead State University campus recently for the spring semester. 
Melissa Owsley, Hindman senior education major with an emphasis on grades 5-8 made a stop at 
the University Bookstore to prepare for upcoming classes. The term ends on May 15. 
(MSU student photo by Amy Riddle) 
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Phot Pauline Young, Media Relations Director Judith Yancy, Director oflnstitutional Relations 
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MSU STUDENTS PREPARE FOR SPRING CLASSES 
Students returned to the Morehead State University campus recently for the spring semester. From 
left, Julie Moore of Flemingsburg and Heather Lewis of Hillsboro, both senior elementary 
education majors, made a stop at the University Bookstore to select books for upcoming classes. 
The term ends May 15. 
(MSU student photo by Amy Riddle) 
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MSU STUDENTS PREPARE FOR SPRING CLASSES 
Students returned to the Morehead State University campus recently for the spring semester. Jason 
Taylor, Pikeville senior finance major, was among those to complete the registration process. He 
was assisted by Kathy Eldridge, student services coordinator in Information Technology. The term 
ends May 15. 
(MSU student photo by Amy Riddle) 
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MSU STUDENTS PREPARE FOR SPRING CLASSES 
Students returned to the Morehead State University campus recently for the spring semester. 
Among those completing the registration process was Lora Tackett, Prestonsburg senior 
criminology major. The term ends May 15. 
(MSU student photo by Amy Riddle) 
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MSU STUDENTS PREPARE FOR SPRING CLASSES 
Students returned to the Morehead State University campus recently for the spring semester. 
Among those completing the registration process was Paul Tierney, right, Olive Hill senior 
communications major. He was assisted by Stevann Ousley, left, Morehead freshman dietetics 
major, and Darren Shute, South Point, Ohio, freshman physical education major. The term ends 
May 15. 
(MSU student photo by Amy Riddle) 
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MSU STUDENTS PREPARE FOR SPRING CLASSES 
Students returned to the Morehead State University campus recently for the spring semester. 
Among those completing the registration process was Candy Cook, Whitesburg senior marketing 
major. The term ends May 15. 
(MSU student photo by Amy Riddle) 
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MSU STUDENTS PREPARE FOR SPRING CLASSES 
Students returned to the Morehead State University campus recently for the spring semester. 
Among those completing the registration process was Nancy Snyder, right, Owingsville junior 
journalism major, who was assisted by Karen Pierce, MSU grants staff accountant. The term ends 
May 15. 
(MSU student photo by Amy Riddle) 
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MSU STUDENTS PREPARE FOR SPRING CLASSES 
Students returned to the Morehead State University campus recently for the spring semester. 
Among those completing the registration process was Melody Townsend, left, Stanton senior 
elementary education major. She was assisted by Vonda Anderson, seated, Shelby Gap junior, and 
Janet Glover, MSU accounting assistant. The term ends May 15. 
(MSU student photo by Amy Riddle) 
l-28-98adb 
Phot Pauline Young, Media Relations Director Judith Yancy, Director oflnstitutional Relations 
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STUDENTS BACK IN CLASSES AT MSU 
Morehead State University students traded holidays and free time for classes and study time recently 
when the spring semester got underway. Registering for the spring term was Eugenia Fultz, right, 
senior history major from Olive Hill. Assisting students were, from left, Jessica Beach, Morehead 
freshman; Christina Senters, Clearfield junior; Garry Senters, Clearfield junior, and Jennifer Moffitt, 
Pendleton, Ind. 
(MSU student photo by Amy Riddle) 
1-28-98py 
T i p S Pauline Young, Media Relations Director 
. · -----------------------Ju-ru-.t-h~Y~an~cy~.~D~rr~&~to~r~o~f~In~s~ti~ru~ti=.o~nru~R=e~la~ti~.o~ns~ 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
HIGHLIGHTS AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
(Feb. 1 -7) 
Sunday. Feb. 1 
8 P.M. SENIOR RECITAL: Nat Dobas, percussion, Duncan R&itru Hall; free. 
Adrutionru information: (606) 783-2473. 
Tuesday. Feb. 3 
7:30P.M. MEN'S BASKETBALL: MSU vs. Murray State University, Academic-
Athletic Center; charge. Additionru information: (606) 783-2087. 
Wednesday. F~b. 4 
7:30P.M. WOMEN'S BASKETBALL: MSU ys. Murray State University, Academic-
Athletic Center; charge. Adrutionru information: (606) 783-2126. · 
- - ·, 
Thursday; Feb: 5 
7:30P.M. MEN'S BASKETBALL: MSU vs. Tenriessee State University, Academic-
Athletic Center; charge. Adrution31 information: (606) ]83-2087. 
- . - - -
Sarurday, Feb. 7 
1 P.M. MEN'S BASKETBALL: MSU vs._.Austin PeayState University, Academic-
Athletic Center; charge. Additionru information: (606) 783-2087. 
3:15P.M. WOMEN'S B~~KETBALL: MSUv.s. AustinPeay State University, 
Academic-Athletic Center; charge. Adrutioiial. information: (606) 783-2126. 
#### 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---WMKY 90.3 FM, listener supported public radio from the Morehead 
State University campus, will offer some special programs for Black History Month and Valentine's 
Day. 
On Sunday, Feb. 1, "Gospel Tribute at the Hollywood Bowl" will air at 11 a.m. Denzel 
Washington and Natalie Cole will host this presentation of traditional spirituals and contemporary 
urban works which was directed by Andrea_Crouch . 
... ·· 
"Harlem Rhapsody" will air Sunday, Feb. 8;.!lt 8 p.m. The program celebrates the Harlem 
Renaissance, with music by The Jim Cullum Jazz Band and'the poetry of Langston Hughes. 
On Friday, Feb. 13 at.7 p.in., WMKY willpresent "On Sacred· Oround." This special 
•:, .. ·::.; 
features a live performanct(~nd interView with noted· a capella group Sw~et Honey in the Rock. 
·~ . . 
"A Time of Terror: A Survivor's Story" will air Sunday, Feb. 15, at 4 p.m. The program is 
' ' . 
based on the autobiography of attempted lynching'suiVivor James c'ameron, and includes readings 
. ~-1 , ' · . . , . .' · L_ . J .:".; -
by actors John Amos, Wesley Jonathan ~nd Kentucky native Gary Sandy. 
·.' . ' - • ' ' ! 
"Classically Black" will air. Sunday,-Feb. 22~ at] p.m. This speci_al spotlights the career of 
r- • • ' ' • ' 
African-American singer, a,ct~r and.'a6tiVist PaulRoheson: · · · ·· 
>·, :; -·-- .:. _...:._ ... ::· :..::- __ ·. l _, 
WMKY will also celebrat~ yal~ntine's Day with'a;special,fci ¥r Satu~day, Feb. 14, at 8 p.m. 
"A Valentine From New Orfean';, samples American love songs fr~m soul io'jazz, country to roots 
rock, along with an interview, with Jl1ichael Douce( of the Cajun band BeauSoleiL 
·- •• , ' ,. \_,_ . ~ • • • • • •'.. ' : l 
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Jan. 29, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Dr. Lynne Taetzsch, Morehead State University assistant professor of 
English, will give a public reading at the Carnegie Center, located at 251 West Second Street in 
Lexington, on Tuesday, Feb. 10, at 6: 30 p.m. 
The reading is being held to celebrate publication of Volume II of "The Carnegie Center 
Press Anthology." Dr. Taetzsch, w¥o will-joip. ~he otger. autliors featured in this collection, also will 
! : '':. . 
read her short story "The Lucky W~er.-\Vjll Receive:~. a! the.reading. 
} M' .... ~.. '• ~-,'. ·---
A publication party wilrcohclude the e~~hJng and guests n\iy"j:mrchase copies of the 
. . \ 1 ·:: ._ 
anthology at the special cel~bratio~ fate o( $4 per cdpy; tax included. . /-
• ' 1 ' 1 .; ' •• ·' \. \ I l ! ''> 
. • ,, ! ! ' ; • / 
Additional information'is.available from Dr.,;Taetzsch··at.(606j 783-2136 or Phyllis MacAdam 
··~ .''<l f .. <'v\'~~\~~~-:-:~·-~-~:l:L:~~ <' r· / 
of the Carnegie Center at (606) 254-417:5:.:~ ,; .:i 1 ;'~ •.i n:•r:·, r·.: I '~-- ~Jr ;. ., ·: .'u ·. '• ,_, l' ~'(· i 
adb 
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Jan. 29, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Michelle Kunz, assistant professor of humap sciences at Morehead 
State University, has earned her Ph.D. degree in retail and consumer sciences from the 
University of Tennessee at Knoxville. 
Dr. Kunz's dissertation was entitled "On-Line Customers: Identifying Store, Product and 
<" 'C"' ~:·?' ~ l 
Consumer Attributes Which Influence Shopping On~'l'helnteinet." 
• 1 ,. " • ·- - ' ; 
I ·;-..._ ; 
!. ·- " ~ ,, l 
A member of MSU's fac!fltysfuce)_988, Di::;:K.u~eamed her bachelor's degree in home 
-·""""'"-~ 1, ---.. ·:~ : ... </ ·- i ~ -~, ... 
economics from Kansas Wesleyan University in'.I977 and an MlS. degree in clothing, textiles 
,.,( . ; f_ . ~- " '--~ ' ' f j- ~ • •• ;;.p 
and interior design fromkansas stltte uili.versity irl\1~87. i ,:';: 
/. -.. \\ l L __ -~-~-~ \ ~--~ ___ :· ~-~ _ ; _ /< .. / -;·:> 
Before coming to the,{Jfi!:~er~i~;··~f.I~U.!IZ,wa§H~~bf,tli.e Fashion Department at The 
• - 1<·,·-i'--~·:···· '~ .. L.~ ------
•• : (~'O'<I_"<.'"'l ,-, "'"'• ,j} fr<:J,•;-:·.i:·p-':7'•'·::' . ,• 
Brown Mackie College in Salina} Kahff :~ssi~tilht;liliillaget':~t a7Hallmark shop and design 
- - I 
__ ,.,.-!.-:;-~;~;:~ ';._ __ --~ :~---~:::::"~·:.~.:::-_~~::-·--,., 
consultant at a furniture busiiless. ,,A frequeiif presenter at:iegionalcand national conferences, she . . -~~;~-~ r : (;c-:1_ J?:r!:<"~~~~~~~:~,-~ --;~--~~i~~~J~ .:~:~::~ -~-<'·,·.:~/ :r~~~:~f 
is a member of the Ameii,can 'j\~~ll,S~ti,o.n of Unive~ity' Wo!li~, :Costiun~ Society of America, 
/t~:;;,;.;::::7) "·~ -_,: .. ' "- :~:·::· .:-'I;;-'._-~ ;;~:-~~~-
Kentucky Association of Family and Consumer Sciences, Kappa OmicronNu and Phi Kappa Phi 
_/'" "!;::'\\ } ~~""~ -1 _{ ·1 
honor societies. She is certifidll:ly th~'Anlerican,·Assocfutitntof>Family and Consumer Sciences 
r~:'"'"-;·~t __ ,~J 1 1,. __ /'\} ;~~Jit·:,~J\_ ~ ·.J \~ t' -t'"' 
as a Family and Consumer Scie~ti~t\ 
' ; l 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's Paralegal Studies Program has received 
reaccreditation from the American Bar Association (ABA) for another five years. Approval was 
granted by the Standing Committee on Legal Assistants which found that the program met or 
exceeded every guideline established by the ABA for approval oflegal assistant education programs. 
The University's four-year degree program, ~hich was-instituted in 1983, was first 
I . I 
accredited in 1992. Last fall, there *ere 79 stude~t~'eprolled in the program of which 68 were 
.. ,1 "' " .• ·~ ," ' 
! -:·"- :< ' 
::-
majoring in the field. • .. . 
• . I • ' ·•"'•· 
Dr. Stephen Herzog, assistant professor of gbvefrirnent ~nd coordi~ator of the program, 
·-.:·- ' ' .;: . ·, . ,, .. ) 
process." 
only 75 offer a four-year degr~~; according i~ :Dt. :Herzog.? . • 
"·-·:::""~~!;'::; ~----~ -'):\':·J-·t~_' ::) 
Anyone interested in thePar~te'g~l Studi~s.Pio~ia:ci·riJay_c~li ri~.qHerzog at (606) 783-2219. 
,_> 
:-~~-;-'- ~~-:- ( >j· 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Dr. Roma Prindle, Morehead State University assistant professor of 
music, will present a faculty recital on Thursday, Feb. 19, at 8 p.m. in Duncan Recital Hall. She will 
be accompanied on the piano by guest artist, Denine LeBlanc. 
This recital is one of a series being presented across the state by Dr. Prindle and LeBlanc. 
They will perform at Transylvania University, the Loretto Mother House, Northern Kentucky 
University, and Western Kentucky University during February and March. 
The program will open with the motette by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, Exsultate, Jubilate. 
Also included will be songs by Richard Strauss, Henri Duparc, William Walton, and an aria from 
Rossini's opera, "The Barber of Seville." 
A native of Eastern Kentucky, Dr. Prindle is a graduate of Transylvania University and holds 
both a Master ofMusic degree and Doctor of Musical Arts degree in vocill performance from the 
Hartt School of Music in Hartford, Conn. ·She has been ·a faculty member in MSU' s Department of 
Music since 1993 . 
Her concert and recital experience includes solo performances in 30 states and in Europe. 
She has performed with several American opera companies, including the Connecticut Opera, Opera 
Roanoke, Connecticut Concert Opera and Connecticut Opera Express. She was a regional finalist in 
the 1982 Metropolitan Opera National Auditions and in 1986 created the title role in Victoria 
Fullam's new opera "Mermaid" with the University of Minnesota Opera. She was a member of 
Goodspeed Opera's 1991 revival of "The Most Happy Fella," with Metropolitan Opera 
bass-baritone, Spiro Malas. 
The concert is free and open to the public. Additional information is available from Dr. 
Prindle at (606) 783-2481. 
#### 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Nominations are now being accepted for two awards to be given by 
Morehead State University to recognize both a faculty and staff member for outstanding service. 
MSU' s Committee on Service is soliciting nominations for recipients of these awards not 
only from the University's faculty and staff, students and alumni, but also from the general public. 
The deadline is 4 p.m. Monday, March 2, for submission of nominations for the Distinguished 
Faculty and Distinguished Staff SerVice awards, ac;cord[~g to Dr. Jonell Tobin, committee chair. 
I ' . i ,,_, • 
To be eligible for the awa~ds;'tlie faculty or stiu:fmeniber-must exemplify the highest ideals of 
citizenship and services. Inforim1tjon sheets with ~pecific criteria ~ay-~e obtained from Dr. Tobin. 
··.::>-, 
She maybe reached at (606) 783-?381 or toll-free at,800~648-53"71. i/ 
_. . 1 ' ' ' ' -: '",, 
Nominations should iriclude name, address arid telephone immber(s) of nominee, along with a 
• ',''! : \, ·,: ·;:· .~fi~J I;~~:,,':.:.,' , ,,· ,F 
one-page letter detailing how the no~~~e-me~ts ~h~, q~T,e_ri,~: (~1 nominations will remain 
• '--~.:. -"' ' t ' 1.:·,' <: -1 
anonymous," Dr. Tobin said. • ._ .. -_- _ _ .,.,., -·-.:-·- . -.: . --_,_ 
-~---··,__·- ~-. ,..:--.·_/,, '·-".-/' -·-.·;1 
All materials shou]~·,be s~Jl.nritted to Dr: Joneli'J'obin;:Ch~ir; Se~~e,<:;ommittee, Morehead 
State University, UPO i4.61:, -~oreh~a~;J(Y:-4cG51If~8'9:J:-::~~ · - -~ - ,~/'' 
<: ' ; .. ;·:- -~ '·J' .. ' ~-:.' - .. : ·<:::.,~~~(·,, 
Presentation ofine awards will be made during the University's Sprjng Commencement. 
' . 
###:fl:_: __ ·.' . -'- ! ' -:,;~_ ' i -~ ~;. ;\ 
· . . / ~ \; .' -~ 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's Symphony Band, under the direction of 
Dr. Richard Miles will premiere the newly-commissioned work "They Sing of Love" on Friday, 
Feb. 13, in Button Auditorium on the campus. 
The work, written by Dr. Timothy Mahr, was commissioned by the University's 75th 
Anniversary Committee with matching funds from MSU Bands in observance of the University's 
75th year as a public institution of higher learning. 
The concert, held in conjunction with the tJniversity's 40th annual Band Clinic, will begin 
at 8 p.m. in Button Auditorium. , Dr. Roma Prindle, MSU assistant professor of music, will be 
I 
the soprano soloist for the performance as well as Dr. Stephen King from the University of 
Kentucky, baritone soloist. Admis~ion is $4 for adults and free to those six and under. 
"They Sing of Love" draws upon' the rich vocal folk traditions of the Appalachian 
mountain regions ofKentu~ky, 'according to Dr. Mahr, composer from St. Olaf College in 
Northfield, Minn. To feature the local musical heritage, he reviewed "hundreds of folk tunes, 
spirituals and hymns searching fofthe fe~ that would be the basis for this composition. " 
An associate professor of'm\lsic at St. Olaf College where he teaches courses in 
composition, conducting and· music education and supervises instrumental student teaching, Dr. 
Mahr is active as a guest conductor and clinician across the nation and in Norway and Canada. 
He previously held positions at the University of Minnesota and Milaca (Minn.) High School and 
was founder and conductor of the community-based Twin Ports Wind Ensemble. He also served 
on the Board of Directors of the Minnesota Band Directors Association. 
He has been in residence as a_ guest composer/conductor on nearly 20 college and 
university campuses and his interpretations have earned the praise of notable composers such as 
Gian Carlo Menotti, Warren Benson, Vincent Persichetti, Timothy Broege and Fisher Tull. 
A noted composer, Dr. Mahr has more than 40 works to his credit, 21 of which are 
compositions for wind bands. He received the ABA/ Ostwald Award for his piece "The Soaring 
Hawk" in 1991. 
(MORE) 
Dr. Timothy Mahr 
2-2-2-2-2 
His works have been presented at Lincoln Center arid Carnegie Hall in New York, at 
international and national music conventions as well as programmed by several armed service 
bands, major college and university bands and ensembles in 17 countries on four continents. 
Dr. Mahr was the first recipient of a commission from the American Bandmasters 
Association Commissioning Project. The resulting work, "Endurance," was premiered by the 
United States Interservice Band in Washington, D.C. He has received numerous commissions for 
his work including the National Band Association's "Citation of Excellence." 
He earned two degrees from St. Olaf College where he graduated with honors and 
received the Master of Arts degree in trombone performance and Doctor of Musical Arts degree 
in instrumental conducting from The_ University of Iowa .. 
j u' ' 
Additional information on the concertjs avaifuble froll). Dr. Miles at (606) 783-2486. 
uuli#:', '·~· -· 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Eco-Entertainer Steve "Trash" will bring his magic show to the Adron 
Doran University Center on the Morehead State University campus on Monday, Feb. 9, at 
10:30 a.m. 
The performance is free and open to the public. 
In his routine, Trash provides the audie~ce with magic, ~lusions and useful information about 
the ecology. He is known for his abliityJo change newspapers into $100 bills, making tennis balls 
'_, ' ·-'>' . --. 
sing and transforming leaves il).to ~ cofnpost. H~ uses garbage to teach.!I]agicallessons and practical 
j • •, '~. 
ways that students can begin reducing, reusing and recycling their' own g-~~bage. . . 
'. . . ! i ' > / '. 
Trash has appeared on "CBS'fhisMorning",withHarry'Smith, "ESPN-Outdoors", and 
' •• i , • ._ ': -' ·, ' /' 
. :' • ,L 
CNBC's "America's Talking". 
Trash's campus visit is bei~gspmf~~redby·MS:i.J•ssi~d~~t:Qove1'11111ent Association and 
·. . '. <: .·;r' •; • • • - '·/·._ ' .·~·-/? -~ --. 
Student Activities CounCil. AdditionlJ.l information i~~~'~ailabl~ by~c!llli~g (606) 783-2071. 
!; • < • •v '•' 
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Phot Pauline Young, Media Relations Director Judith Yancy, Director oflnstitutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
STEVE 'TRASH' COMES TO MSU 
Steve Trash will bring his magic show to Morehead State University on Monday, Feb. 9. The 
performance, which is free and open to the public, will begin at 10:30 a.m. in the Adron Doran 
University Center. In his performances, he uses magic and illusions to show how trash can be used 
to save the ecology. He has appeared on CBS "This Morning," and CNBC's "America's Talking." 
Additional information is available by calling (606) 783-2071. 
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SPECIAL TO TilE BATH COUNTY NEWS-OUTLOOK 
BATH COUNTY STUDENTS TAKE EDUCATIONAL EXCURSION: A Picture Story 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Some Bath County Middle School students extended their education 
beyond the classroom to visit the gallery in Morehead State University's Claypool-Young Art 
Building. 
The Department of Art arranged the_ campus ~isit as part of its gallery educational 
/ 
outreach program in an effort to falniliarize th~ s~deitts with the field of art. While viewing the 
; - -:?.:;. ".\,, ··"'~\.,:-·~ ::-.:::~_ ..... 
show, students were given a questionnaire geared to: their ageile;vel that asked the student to pay 
close attention to number opli[dodcepts such~s·:;olor, desiJ ~d·~dpject. Some students who 
#<· , ; t:' J"'-,, ··;\ ,' ,r; ; , ' ''"~::~ 
have participated in this program: returned to their schools and in the classroom setting, composed 
.1<~-. . l I - -~ .\ ;v : ; ... ~/ 
poems or have written cr&ttiv~or op_@Qil papers. I L _: · ./> 
-,, -·: .... ~ r·\ F 1/.-::'"'-J:=>' , .. _; 1 ,"if[:~,/\ : ; ? , 
Several other schools'in the:§l);r!;0ug@!ii:~oupties'are,makiJlg plans for a similar visit, 
~ ... ; -l~F;,;,·-~--. ·: i,~, .. f.\-:;\·li~;~;.~~-. -··~.: 
according to Emma Perkins, gallc::ry:coordinat<ii'at'MSUi' 1 ii , 
Cutlines: J-,::.:c:·.:·~:c:~-,.· -::>·.::;::;,1"~:'1,.1 
~ r -,., -, - • - , . 
.. ·<"~!:'{_ i __ -~ 1--- .ce-,:_,._-~:<. __ . ·_ (/ -!r~-::c:~;;~" 
1---Paula Adkins and Ki!}! F~.~r,)o~lc ~~;~oment to:J<lJ·~,p~n? ~e'X-~e~s before moving on to 
another art piece ' ·· "·· ::fil•"· ... :.. .. · ·' ., ':t.. \\, 
.. :t!J.{;~-"":~-:.:.; "''" - ~- <::~:?:,:~·-~~}\ 
2---Among those participating.ii!,. the educatiQilal excursion were Ashley Richmond, Krystle 
Shults, Allen Gabbard, Aslltoii•'Jones, Dustin Bailey and Rachel Downs. 
~,. 1i"~)~- tl ~ fi{ ;~'--~ ~-·;<:!, ft ;~_-,-~ ()>~~-:_ ~--~ : ~ ~~ 
(MSU photo by Allan Perkins) · 
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Jan. 29, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Independent film and videomaker Anne Lewis will be the speaker at the 
closing session of the "Appalachia in a Multicultural World" conference which will be held on the 
Morehead State University campus, Friday and Saturday, Feb. 13-14. 
Lewis will discuss making a film about Evelyn Williams, an African American activist, at 
11 a.m. in the Eagle Dining Room, Adron Doran University Center, on Saturday, Feb. 14. 
In "Evelyn Williams," Lewis'profiled the life of the coal miner's daughter and wife who was 
. ' 
the mother of nine children, a domestic worker and corllmu~ity brganizer whose awareness of class 
~ . .~ 
and race oppression led to ~er lifeti~e ofactivisrri .... Completed in i996:'the film earned Lewis 
. .:· ' ' ''~f· 
numerous awards including Juror's Choice at the Black Maria Film Festival; cash award at the 
. ; ; • ' ! ··> \ 
Charlotte Film Festival, OWL awardfor.positive·porirayal'of'older·Arnerlcans, and Award of Merit 
~ ' . . . . ' ' ' ' 
at the Sinking Creek Film Festival: 
' - 1 - ' • 
1 ·,~ \ 
' . ".• '·. 
1 •• ,·l • ,·.I 
-· -- - .. 
Lewis is an independent. produce~ afAppalsh.op in Whitesburg wjlere she produces, directs, 
. ' . . . . -. . ··-.:. :· ' '; 
edits, and raises funds for independent ~ide~ production. Sh~ ·al~o 'se~~s·as project director for 
,• '. " . , , , _;' --- -· ·- l fr" 
• - ·t ' • • ; ,·,_ 
Headwaters television, Appalshop'~ public tele~sion ~eries on ~~~!'life and:1pountain culture . . - . . -~-" 
• T i ,·< 
Coming to Kentucky in 1973 as associate director for the award-winning documentary 
' ' ', . ' 
! ; ' ,·I 1 • . ,' '' '. , J . • ,!" ' _'.~ 
"Harlan County, U.S.A," Lewis.also lias worked in faytories .and for a, community action agency 
. ' .. ·-· ' . ~ ·' . ·- . ,._, . ' . 
before joining Appal shop in 1982. She has produced a number. of other award-winning films . ' . 
including "Rough Side of the Mouittai~>· whlch sho~c~sed .i 6:year~; of community organizing in two 
.J _,. ',• •• - • • '--~- ,; -- -· - •.· 
. 
company towns; "Justice in the Coalfields," which' depicted the impact of a strike on coalfields; 
"Belinda," which highlighted the struggles of an AIDS activist, and "Fast Food Women," which told 




The conference is sponsored by MSUs Department ofEnglish, Foreign Languages and 
Philosophy in conjunction with the University's year-long celebration of its 75th anniversary as a 
public institution of higher learning. The two-day event, which focuses on the diversity of the 
Appalachian region, will showcase art, music, and poetry from the area. 
Special presentations will be offered by a number ofMSU faculty, staff and students. 
Making presentations will be: Dr. Yvonne Baldwin, assistant professor of history; Dr. G. Ron 
Dobler, professor emeritus of English, Dr. Suzanne Tallichet, assistant professor of sociology; Dr. 
John Hennen, assistant professor of history; Garry Barker, director of the Kentucky Folk Art Center, 
and Jerry Gore, director of minority student affairs and a,. member of the board of the Underground 
Railroad Museum. 
Students making presentati~ns are: Charity .H~v~ns, West Li]Jerty freshman; Tex English, 
-- 1 ,, - ' 
Olive Hill freshman; Stephe~ \Vhiiaker, Somerset-senior; Bryan Mom);,, .Burnside junior; Anita 
,, ' '> I ' ' / 
• ' ' i "/,, 
Johnson, Louisville graduate student; Josh Jackson, Man,sfield, Ohio,"fre~hman, and James Messer, . . . ./ 
Morehead senior. ' ., ,· , ( ' -' . I~ '- / '' \; ; '·t ·• / 
i'' - ' 
There is no charge for the· co;}r~r~~~e btit pi~::~;gi~tt~tidil is necessary. Additional 
adb ' 
' 
',' i .. / i 
P h 0 t c:J _________ P::..ca::.:u:::lin:::e:....Y::..:o::.:u:::ng..,,..::.M:.:::e::::d:::ia'-"R.::e::::la:::tio:::n.:::s-=D:.::ir..:::ect::.:o:::.r 
Judith Yancy, Director of Institutional Relations 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
APPALACHIAN ACTMST SUBJECT OF TALK AT MSU 
Evelyn Williams, in photo, was a coal miner's daughter and wife who was mother of nine children. 
She was a domestic worker and community organizer whose awareness of class and race oppression 
led her to a lifetime of activism. The life of this African American.activist was the subject of a video 
documentary by Anne Lewis, independent producer of Appalshop in Whitesburg. Lewis will discuss 
the making of the film during the "Appalachia in a Multicultural World" conference which will be 
held Morehead State University, Feb. 13-14. Lewis will speak on Saturday, Feb. 14, at 11 a.m. in 
the Eagle Dining Room, Adron Doran University Center. The is no admission charge but 





A Video Documentary by Anne Lewis 
Produced and Distributed by Appa1shop/306 Madison Street/Whitesburg, KY 41858 
Photo by: Nyoka Hawkins, KLGP 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---According to national data, one-fourth of all U. S. students eat no 
fruits or vegetables on any given day, 56 per~ent of U.S. college students are overweight with 
half of all college students gaining 15 pounds during the freshman year. 
Aware of these facts, the Office of Student Activities at Morehead State University wants 
to inform students about weight management with a talk by motivational speaker Deanna M. 
' - • • < 
Latson who will be on campus Thursday, Feb. 12, at 7 p.m. in the grill, Adron Doran University 
Center. 
Latson's talk "Eat Right. Feel Good. Lo~k Great." will focus on proper eating habits, · 
. ! ' . ·: .. 
such as including more frhits andvegetables and l~ss pizza and avoid~g foods high in fat and 
. ' ' 
' . 
calories. She encourages students to replace the junk fo~d they currently consume with "brain 
' ' ' ' • - J 
food," to increase clearer thinking and'increased;energy. ; 
, ~- ' 
Her presentations have_ bee!l descriqect as "a liglltlie~ed and humorous approach to 
changing eating habits and creating ~ ne~ ~he;Uthy life styl!l." ': ·.' ' 0 
··;.:~'; '- -- . ~ -- -~ --~:- ,· ,-... - ..... ,': ~-~---•": . - ~--~- ~--. ' . ' 
Until last semester, Latson ·wa:s an instructor at San Francisco _State University. She has . ' . -~ 
taught public speaking; health communication, interpersonal communications and mass media and 
- ·' _.. ' 
. . . r 
coached debate. She earned ·her Masi:ei.of A:rts degree in speeeh.communication with an 
' . - ' .. 
emphasis in health communication from San Francisco State u;nversity. 
' .,_ ' 
The presentation is free and CJI)en:to 'the public: Additional information is available by 
: . " ,r . . . 
calling MSU's Office of Student Activities at (606) 783-2071. 
#### 
db 
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Jan. 30, 1998 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---To create a better understanding among the various constituencies on 
campus, Morehead State University's College of Education and Behavioral Sciences will host an 
African-African American Minority Awareness Week on campus, Feb. 9-13. 
Sharing ideas on how to create a more diversified campus will be members of the 
University family. Dr. Rita Egan, assistant professor of education, will speak on 
"Deconstructing Diversity: Nature, Nurture and Oprah;" onTuesday, Feb. 10, at 9:30a.m. in 
! ... . •. -
the grill, Adron Doran University Center. Later'tbafday at ~p.m., also in the grill, Dr. 
r·,_ -- ,-,·· --<~- -.=--: 
Francene Botts-Butler, director of human 'resources,,:wilf addfess "Recruitment and Retention of 
.- ' ~ \ ' -.. ·'.: ~ i ),_:::..::~ 
African-African Americans." · Both. presentatiomi1'are free and open· tbJhe public. 
,.:--' ' l ::·. ,- ,_·,_ ,._' - , <~<} 
The awareness wee~ activities ar~ sj>onsoreq by MSU' s /,:olleg~'of Education and 
~ 1 ,'' ' 1 ' •• ll,' ! ' .-·. ,· \ •• ,
Behavioral Sciences in conjunction ;:with !he Univ~rsity's yeariong,,celebrntion of its 75th 
--~:·~-: '\ ,- ~ .. -. -,_~- :·' ~:n \''''·"~~~ i- .,_ ;-:=.·~ ;_ ~· , , 
anniversary as a public institutjdrlp£·!llg!t~tle{llll)rig~ 1' ·~dtirg6al i~tb provide information on 
. e·: ,,_,.._ ~ _ :; ~:-·:-."-":~c':'_'~"'--·u: 
various cultures to the student po}miatio~'and tti~ corilhl~iricy}~, s~d Dr. Sunday Obi, MSU 
~-• •' ~ ~-: --::.·-:---:. ;.. ;_~ :.:·u·;::_ ·~.:-•-• •• •:;;----..~ ~---
professor of education and chair:oftheAfrican-African American Minority Awareness 
' rl'(-~·r·:-1'!:~·:_ ,- ... ;_ .:·--: _ .... , -·~ ... ~--;--.-_:· lj 
Committee that is coordinating the events. '' ____ , .. ' ............ : < . '.t I' '"';~7 
\ . .:::-, : .. _::-.::-~:~-~~:.:: ... _·~-:-:~""-,~ ' ,' :~-/-~;:«~.:-!:~:=::::_:~-;-~ '_,:;d' 
· Dr. Egan, who c,arne JtiJv:ISU from Aloerta/Canadli;·liiSt::yea,r, full!, more than 30 years in 
;'.,..r.;;."·-- <At N•"o•f;.~\ 
education, community:&'evelopment and social research. Born and raised fit London's inner city, 
F t> }_,. "? ' 
she originitlly trained in art,~~~ms~c;an?'dran!a in the, ~l)it.e9~g~om and has since taught a wide 
range of subjects at itll age level; i~cim'•'kind~r~!lrtei(to ~AJit~:"'~;She earned a B.A. degree in 
'•• 
interdisciplinary studies from Loyolil:~ollege; Montreal;' which included course work in adult 
• . ., '1,,,./ 'S :,~ ... j·(; 'w "<,W<',.>',,L,t• . .:~jo;;)~,~·, 
education, counseling and Frencli:(ij~Ura(I\Jat~ deg~(iA_<;lup~~an M.Litt degree in classics 
from Trinity College, Dublin, and an M.A: degree from the Open University (U.K) in education 
specializing in women's studies, management of organizations and program evaluation. She 
obtained her doctorate in educational administration from the University of Alberta, Canada, 
where she studied the effect of govermnent testing policies on teachers' lives. 
(MORE) 
African-African American Awareness 
2-2-2-2-2 
During her teaching career, Dr. Egan has worked with many different cultural gronps in 
London, Northern Ireland and Canada. She also has served on a number of voluntary boards and 
worked with numerous community groups and social agencies. 
Dr. Botts-Butler carne to the University in 1995 from Oklahoma State University where 
she was direCtor of affmnative action programs. A Lexington native, she previously served witli 
the U.S. Army Judge Advocate General Corps in a variety of roles including legal assistance 
attorney, trial defense counsel and administrative law /magistrate court prosecutor at Fort Sill, 
Okla., and Fort Lewis, Wash. 
She holds a bachelor's degree from Kentucky State University, a master's degree from 
Bowling Green (Ohio) State University and the J.D. degree from the University of Kentucky 
College of Law. She also is currently serving as the University's affmnative action officer. 
The awareness week activities will kick off on Monday, Feb. 9, with a challenge to . . . . ' 
faculty members via e-mail .. Professors are being asked to implement diversity concepts and 
activities in their classes throughout the week. The ideas will be compiled for distribution later 
this year. 
Later that day, prior to t!Ie Lady. Eagles/Tennessee, State basketball game that begins at . ' . ''• 
7:30p.m. in the Academic-Athletic'ce~ter: African~African American culture will be highlighted 
' ' " . 
' ·-' ., 
at an art exhibit featuring materials on loan from members of-the community and area vendors. 
Refreshments, which include such items as fufu (a potato-type bread), 'l!llise bread and fruit 
- . ~ "' . 
punch, will be served. . ' .. <·. • . '~ 
On Tuesday, Feb. 10, the ~~ibit will ~ov~ to the grill, ~dron'Dor.an University Center, 
't•l 
where area vendors will have relevant goods from 9 a.m .. to 9 p.m.. MSU faculty and students . . 
also will share culturally significant attire. · 
; j 
Other activities for Tuesday include a step danCe.contest with MSU sororities and 
fraternities participating, beginning at 7 p.m. Master Sgt. Reginald Daniel, instructor with . ' 
MSU's ROTC Program, will be the judge. The eveillng will donCiude with a sampling of 
African-African American foods. 
Additional information on the week's activities is available from Dr. Obi, at (606) 
783-2854. 
#### 
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